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Keywords
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Date

Africa Business

Start an african business in the luxury
industry

Africa’s rich are growing fast, and many of them
are self-made millionaires who run responsible
and very successful businesses. Top richess
countries in Africa.

Africa

free

01 / 2015

Aranca consulting

China's Luxury Market - Losing Sheen?

China luxury market analysis Wealthy
consumers in China have significantly slowed
the pace of purchasing luxury handbags and
watches.

China

free

12 / 2014

Luxury Goods Worldwide Market Study

The global market for personal luxury goods
has tripled in size over the past 20 years, to
€223 billion in 2014 The luxury sector is also
shifting away from geographic markets to a
more consumer-oriented perspective, given
that people increasingly buy luxury goods when
they travel.

Worldwide

Free

12 / 2014

Luxury Goods Worldwide Market Study
Winter 2014

The number of luxury consumers worldwide
has more than tripled over the past 20 years,
from roughly 90 million consumers in 1995 to
330 million at the end of 2013, according to an
extensive study of 10,000 luxury consumers,
conducted by Bain & Company in collaboration with Redburn Partners. Luxury consumers
presented by 7 segmentations and typologies.

Worldwide

free

12 / 2014

BAIN

Global luxury goods market expected to
sustain steady momentum with 2-4 percent
real growth in 2015

The global personal luxury goods market
reached €224 billion in revenue (at retail
equivalent value) in 2014, up by 3 percent
compared to 2013. According to Bain's research,
currency fluctuations in the first quarter of this
year had an immediate impact on touristic flows
and spending patterns, especially among the
Chinese; Luxury markets by geographical zones.

Worldwide

FREE

03 / 2015

BAIN

China’s luxury market shrinks in 2014 as
luxury brands adapt to shifting consumer
preferences

the region’s luxury market is undergoing a
fundamental shift, brought on by evolving
customer dynamics, an influx of new, emerging
luxury labels, and an economic slow-down.

CHINA

Free

01 / 2015

BAIN

Worldwide Luxury Markets Monitor 2015
spring uptdate

Global luxury hit €224B in 2014 despite
slowdown in real terms, over €3T cumulated
retail sales in the last 20 years. Positive performance of mature markets and Middle East,
heterogeneous trends in Asia.

Worldwide

Free

05 / 2015

BAIN

BAIN
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BAIN

2014 China Luxury Market study, priming
brands for redefinition

The China 2014 luxury market was slightly down
from 2013 by ~1% at ~115B RMB, impacted
most by slowdown in watches, men’s wear and
leather goods.The China 2014 luxury market
was slightly down from 2013 by ~1% at ~115B
RMB, impacted most by slowdown in watches,
men’s wear and leather goods.

CHINA

Free

01 / 2015

BAIN

Worldwide Luxury Markets Monitor Spring
2014 Update

The global market for personal luxury goods
update march 2014.

Worldwide

Free

03 / 2014

Barnes reports

2015 U.S. Watches sold through Jewelry
stores-Product & Retail Report

The 2015 U.S. Watches sold through Jewelry
stores-Product & Retail ReporTt: industry
statistics, forecasts and demographics. 2015
current and 2016 forecast estimates on the
sales of Watches sold through Jewelry stores
nationally and for all 50 U.S. States and up to
900 metro areas.

USA

$ 199

02 / 2015

BAKER& MC
KENZIE

2014 Luxury & Fashion Industry Conference
Issues for Emerging Markets2014 Luxury
& Fashion Industry Conference Issues for
Emerging Markets

FOCUS on AFRICA and business luxury opportunities.

Africa

free

10 / 2014

BCG

The shock of the new chic

Dealing with the new complexity of the luxury
business.

global

Free

01 / 2014

BCG

True-Luxury Global Consumer Insight 2015

Qualitative research with growth trends,
profiles and relevances, worth of mouth trends
concering luxury.

global

Free

01 / 2015

BCG

Global wealth market

Rich people markets by regions, type of
consumptions, trends.

global

Free

01 / 2015

Beijing Zeefer
Consulting Ltd

China Watch & Clock Mfg. Industry Data
Report

Key data includes a list of major 100 enterprises
in the sector and the comparison on investment
environment in top 10 hot regions.

China

$ 580

12 / 2014

BIZ MINER

Jewelry, Watch, Precious Stone, and
Precious Metal Merchant Wholesalers: State
Industry Market Evaluator

For each US state. Each state sub-report is
comprised of eight pages of data. Statistics are
displayed for 2011-2012-2013-2014q2 for these
measures: industry market volume, average
firm, site and small business sales, sales per
employee, market volume by employment.

USA

$ 599

12 / 2014

Detailed historic and forecast sales value of the
market by categories, Jewelry, Watches and
Accessories Retailing in Peru: Market Snapshot
to 2017.

Péru

$ 75

01 / 2014

Canadean Ltd

Jewelry, Watches and Accessories Retailing
in Peru: Market Snapshot to 2017
Also available for Mexico, UAE, JAPAN, and
Netherlands

Chalhoub Group*

Luxe et développement durable : quel futur
pour le Golfe

les valeurs du développement durable, le defi
d’une société aux valeurs familiales, evolution
des mentalités.

Middle
east

free

01 / 2015

Chalhoub Group

Gulf luxury consumers: a world apart?

Indeep note on the UAE, Saudi Arabia, Qatar,
Bahrain and Oman Middle East consumers and
major luxury brands.

Middle
east

free

01 / 2015

Chalhoub Group

Luxury in the Middle East: an easy sell ?

The UAE, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Bahrain and
Oman Middle East and major luxury brands. The
region’s consumers, have increasingly sophisticated tastes.

Middle
east

free

01 / 2014

Chalhoub Group

Luxury in the Gulf: a sustainable future?
LUXURY

Sustainability in the Gulf – a paradox? In rapid
economic advancement, the Gulf region now
boasts among the highest GDP per capita in
the world.

Middle
east

free

01 / 2015

CANVAS 8

What middle eastern luxury shoppers love
about London

Middle Eastern tourists spent £888 million
in London in 2014. Many luxury retailers to
offer VIP treatment, younger generation are
searching for individual expression.

Middle
East

free

06 / 2015

CAP GEMINI

World Wealth Report 2015

Panorama of rich targets by luxury segments
and consumption.

Worldwide

free

06 / 2015

COLLIERS
international

The Current State of Australia’s Luxury
Retail Market

Australian Market Summary & Forecasts;
consumer, and competitive context, with retail
sales value and forecasts analysis of 62 major.

Australia

free

04 / 2015

Japan Market Summary & Forecasts; Comprehensive overview of the market, consumer, and
competitive context, with retail sales value and
forecasts to 2019.

Japan

$1,250

08 / 2015

Jewelry, Watches and Accessories Retailing in
China – Market Summary & Forecasts, historic
and forecast market data of jewelry, watches
and accessories retail sales across key channels
in China.

China

$ 1 250

05 / 2015

Conlumino

Conlumino

Jewelry, Watches and Accessories Retailing
in Japan
Also available in Germany, UK, Italy, France,
Russia, USA.
Jewelry, Watches and Accessories Retailing
in China – Market Summary & Forecasts
Also available in India
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Jewelry, Watches and Accessories Retailing in
Czek Republic – Market Summary & Forecasts,
historic and forecast market data of jewelry,
watches and accessories retail sales across key
channels in Czech Republic.

Czech
Republic

$ 75

12 / 2014

Luxury Goods Retailing in the Americas,
2014-2019; Market & Category Expenditure
and Forecasts, Trends, and Competitive
Landscape

Market sizes and forecasts to 2019 by country
and category; Covers 9 countries in Americas
- Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia,
Mexico, Peru,, US and Venezuela and 12
categories - Clothing, Jewelry, watches and
accessories, Drinks, Personal care, Home
furniture and Homewares, Luggage and leather
goods, Footwear, Communications equipment,
Tobacco, Stationery, Consumer electronics and
Others.

North
america

$ 4 950

08 / 2015

Conlumino

Luxury Goods Retailing in Asia-Pacific,
2014-2019; Market & Category Expenditure
and Forecasts, Trends, and Competitive
Landscape

Market sizes and forecasts to 2019 by country
and category; Covers 12 countries in AsiaPacific – Australia, China, Hong Kong, India,
Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand,
Philippines, Singapore, South Korea, Thailand
and 12 categories - Clothing, Jewelry, watches
and accessories, Drinks, Personal care, Home
furniture and Homewares, Luggage and leather
goods, Footwear, Communications equipment,
Tobacco, Stationery, Consumer electronics and
Others.

Asia

$ 4 950

08 / 2015

Conlumino

Airport Retail Survey & Luxury Trends
2015–2016

Analysis of: Time Spent at Airport Retail
Outlets, Average Shopping Frequency at
Airport Retail Stores, Product Shopping Trends
at Airport Retail Stores, Travelers’ Expenditure
on Product Categories.

Worldwide

$ 1 950

04 / 2015

Creative Strategy

Two Scenarios for the Smart Watch Market

SMART WATCHES Presenting 2 senaris
concerning evolution of competing watch
vendors like Swatch, Omega, Seiko, Citizen,
and many other brands selling watches and
the key asumption of each Perspectives.

global

free

01 / 2015

Cushman &
Wakefield
Research

The luxury retail in The Netherlands

Demographics of Luxury in The Netherlands
Requirements of Luxury trends Obstacles for
Luxury.

The
Netherlands

free

03 / 2015

DELOITTE

Global power in luxury goods in the hands
of the consumer

Trends 2015, hightlights, retailers, analysis by
zones and key markets countries, importance of
social media.

WW

free

06 / 2014

DELOITTE

Global power of luxury goods

This report identifies the 100 largest luxury
goods companies around the world based
on publicly available data for the fiscal year
2013. Also provides an outlook on the global
economy; an analysis of market capitalization in
the luxury goods industry; and futur.

Worldwide

free

04 / 2015

DELOITTE

Global Powers of Luxury Goods 2015
Engaging the future luxury consumer

By major markets: analysis of consumers trends
and futur, by markets, analysis of the new
comers.

Worldwide

free

01 / 2015

DELOITTE

The luxury opportunity
The evolving UK luxury consumer and how
luxury brands can respond

Typologies of customers and Decision drivers,
Brand awareness and digital importance,
importance of Social media – how consumers
engage with luxury brands.

UK

free

01 / 2015

DIGITAL LUXURY
GROUP

World Watch Report 2015

Synthesis of Worldwatchreport 2015 analysis of
20 markets, 18 watches brands, a key pdf.

Worldwide

free

01 / 2015

DIGITAL LUXURY
GROUP

World Watch report 2014

Synthesis of world watch report 2014 .

Worldwide

free

01 / 2014

DIGITAL LUXURY
GROUP

20 Predictions for the Luxury Goods
Industry in 2015

Predictions for luxury segments, SPECIAL
HAUTE HORLOGIE SECTION.

Global

free

01 / 2015

DIGITAL LUXURY
GROUP

7 Key Takeouts From The 2015 World
Wealth Report

Understanding luxury segments, statistics.

Global

free

06 / 2015

DIGITAL LUXURY
GROUP

4 Tips For Luxury Brands From The AsiaPacific Wealth Report 2015

Brand management in Asia Pacific region.

Asia

free

09 / 2015

Jewelry, Watches and Accessories Retailing
in Czech Republic: Market Snapshot to 2018

Conlumino

Conlumino

6

Also available in Egypt, Mexico, Israel,
Argentina, Australia, Canada, Chile, Hong
Kong, Ireland, Japan, New Zealand,
Portugal, Romania, Russia, Saudi Arabia,
Singapore, Slovakia, South Africa, South
Korea, Spain, Sweden, Thailand, Turkey, UK,
Venezuela, Belgium, UAE, Austria, Brazil,
Bulgaria, China, Colombia, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Indonesia, Italy,
Malaysia, Netherlands, Norway, Peru, Poland,
Philippines, Ukraine, India, United States,
Denmark.
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DIGITAL LUXURY
GROUP

Understanding the luxury market in France

Luxury goods in France, trends, industry
overview facts and figures, graph.

France

free

09 / 2015

DILENSCHNEIDER GROUP

Luxury goods industry: the impact of smart
watches

The announcement of the Apple watch
triggered an intense discussion on whether
a technology company will revolutionize yet
another industry.

Global

free

01 / 2015

The Economist
Intelligent Unit

The future of luxury brands in China

Forescast and opportunities of the chinese
luxury brands.

China

on
demand

01 / 2014

The Economist
Intelligent Unit

Chinese luxury: From plain sailing to choppy
waters

Industry briefing: statistics and figures
concerning the situation of chines luxury
market, forecast and strategie.

China

free

01 / 2014

Watches in South Korea

Guide to South Korea market size at a national
level, latest retail sales data (2010-2014), identifiction of the sectors driving growth. Identify
the leading companies, the leading brands and
strategic analysis of key factors.

South
Korea

$ 990

05 / 2015

Taiwan market report retail sales data
(2010-2014) at a national level. identification
of the sectors driving growth and leading
companies, leading brands. Analysis of key
factors influencing the market, new product
developments.Forecasts to 2019.

Taiwan

$ 990

03 / 2015

Malaysia market report retail sales data
(2010-2014) at a national level. identification
of the sectors driving growth and leading
companies, leading brands. Analysis of key
factors influencing the market, new product
developments.Forecasts to 2019.

Malaysia

$ 1 210

04 / 2015

Malaysia market report retail sales data
(2010-2014) at a national level. identification of
the sectors driving growth and leading companies, leading brands for accessories Analysis of
key factors influencing the market, new product
developments.Forecasts to 2019.

Malaysia

$ 990

04 / 2015

EUROMONITOR

Watches in Taiwan

EUROMONITOR

Also available in Thailand, Singapore,
Malaysia, Russia, UAE, Philippines, Brazil,
Spain, Switzerland, the Netherlands, Argentina, Japan, Germany, Ukraine, Hong Kong,
Indonesia,Italy, Romania, China, France, UK,
South Africa, Sweden, Mexico, Australia,
Turkey, Canada, Poland, US, India, Saudi
Arabia.
Luxury Goods in Malaysia

EUROMONITOR

Also available in Romania, Singapore, South
Korea, Mexico, Philippines, Thailand, Taiwan,
UAE, Hong Kong.

Luxury Accessories in Malaysia
EUROMONITOR

Also available in Mexico, Romania, South
Korea, UAE, Thailand, Hong Kong

EXANE BNP
Paribas

Digital Frontier: The New Luxury World of
2020

Analysis and Forecasts of Luxury brands and
digital clients, through 3 méthodology anticipation of new model of luxury consumption,
France, Germany, Usa, UK.

Europe

free

05 / 2015

EXANE BNP
Paribas

Luxury goods: Damage Assessment in
Greater China

Key analysis of the China luxury market evolution.

China

free

10 / 2014

Financial Times

FT special report on luxury

Including report on watches.

Global

on
demand

06 / 2015

Fung Business
Intelligence
Centre

Luxury market in China

Nature of luxury and to the motivational and
behavioral drivers of luxury consumption.

China

free

05 / 2015

Fung Business
Intelligence
Centre

Luxury: a vulnerable industry: Flash Report

Short and interesting analysis by Fung
Intelligence Centre.

China

free

01 / 2015

Freedonia Focus
Reports

Jewelry, Watches, & Clocks: United States

Trends and forecasts US jewelry, watch, and clock
demand to 2018 segmented: fine jewelry: watches,
clocks, costume jewelry and novelties. An Industry
Overview section defines products, discusses market
drivers and constraints.

USA

$ 600

10 / 2014

Generator
Research ltd

Smart Watches: 2014

SMART WATCHES:Survey on the wearable
web,mobile communications and the mobile
web and the futur of the watches market.
detailed analysis of the worldwide smart
watches market. Projection that smart watch
vendors worldwide will sell 5.8 million smart
watches in 2014 and that this will rise to 313
million by 2020. Analysis for 51 leading smart
watch vendors.

Global

$ 675

09 / 2014

Gereje
corpfinance

Luxury markets, 2015

Trends and figures: consuption par segments,
watches, jelewery, trends of commerce.

Global

Free

01 / 2015

Global Industry
Analytics

Watches and Clocks

Fondation de la Haute Horlogerie

Analyzes the worldwide markets for Watches
and Clocks in US$ Million by the following
Product Segments: Watches (Mass (Under
$50), Middle ($50-$299), Upper ($300 - $999), &
Luxury ($1000 - $5000)), and Clocks,. for the US,
Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Middle
East, and Latin America. Annual estimates and
forecasts are provided for the period 2013
through 2020.

Worldwide

$ 4950

04 / 2014
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Global Industry
Analytics

Global Watches and Clocks Market

Provides separate comprehensive analytics for
the US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific,
Middle East, and Latin America.

Worldwide

€ 3'960

04 / 2014

HURUN

Best US Luxury Brand’ for Chinese Luxury
Consumers

US Luxury Brands in China Report, highlighting
the impact US brands are having on the
Chinese luxury consumer.

China

FREE

02 / 2015

HURUN

British Luxury Brands in China Report

British Luxury Brands in China Report,
highlighting the impact british brands are
having on the Chinese luxury consumer.

China

FREE

02 / 2015

HURUN

Chinese rich people list

Study on all rich chineses people.

China

FREE

02 / 2015

IBISWorld

Jewelry & Watch Wholesaling in the US Industry Market Research Report

Jewellery and Watch Wholesaling in USA
wholesale jewellery, watches or clocks,
precious stones or precious metals.

USA

$ 1 020

12 / 2014

Size, disposition and growth of the industry
including the key and success factors.Five year
industry forecasts, growth rates and an analysis
of the industry key players and their market
shares.

USA

$ 1 020

02 / 2015

This econometric study covers the world
outlook for watches across more than 200
countries, estimates for the worldwide latent
demand.

Global

$ 995

04 / 2015

Econometric study watches across the Middle
east by great China regions, including provinces,
autonomous regions (Guangxi, Nei Mongol,
Ningxia, Xinjiang, Xizang - Tibet), municipalities
(Beijing, Chongqing, Shanghai, and Tianjin),
special administrative regions (Hong Kong and
Macau), and Taiwan Latent demand, potential
industry earnings.

China

$ 495

04 / 2015

IE Luxury Barometer 2014

Strategic note focusing competitive analysis of
luxury markets.

Global

free

01 / 2015

EU: Watches - Market Report. Analysis and
Forecast to 2020

The report provides an in-depth analysis of
the EU market for Watches.Wrist-watches,
pocket-watches and other watches, including
stop-watches. The report presents the latest
data of the market size and volume, domestic
production, exports and imports, price
dynamics and turnover in the industry.

Europe

$ 1 900

03 / 2015

Report provide: sales data, key drivers strategic
analysis of key factors influencing the market.
Forecasts.

worldwide

€ 1'490

08 / 2015

The standardization-localization dilemma
of brand communications for luxury fashion
retailers’ internationalization into China

Working paper: analysis on foreign luxury
fashion retailers’ internationalization into the
Chinese market.

China

free

09 / 2015

IPSOS

LUXEBRAND: la valeur de désirabilité des
marques de luxe

Special survey on value of the luxury brands
for a consumer, coverage: l’Europe, l’Asie,
l’Amérique du Nord et l’Amérique du Sud. 60
international and local brands are evaluated
by a representative panel. Creteria of the
consumer desire.

Worldwide

on
demand

04 / 2014

IPSOS MEDIA CT
USA

Ipsos Affluent Survey in conjuction with
iBehavior

Reaching Affluent Online Audiences $100K+
income households: measures of wealth:
affluent income or net-worth, by product
or brand consumption, by media usage or
attitudes, or by category expenditure in important luxury categories. Typologies of influent.

USA

on
demand

01 / 2015

IPSOS MEDIA CT
USA

New insights on luxury and luxury
consomers

Segmentation of luxury consumers, trends, key
indicators.

USA

free

04 / 2015

international
journal of
research &
management
IJSRM

Market study of FARSTRACK and CASIO
Watches

Indian market description, swot analysis of 2
key brands and their competitors.

India

free

05 / 2014

IBISWorld

Online Jewelry & Watch Sales in the US Industry Market Research Report
Also available in UK and Australia
The 2016-2021 World Outlook for Watches

ICON GROUP

ICON Group

Available for Africa, Oceana, Asia, Europe,
Latin America, North America, The Caribbean,
The middle East.

The 2013-2018 Outlook for Watches and
Clocks in Greater China
Available in India, Japan

IE Premium and
Prestige business
observatory

IFOP

World: Watch Market. Analysis And
Forecast To 2020

Index Box
marketing ltd

INSEEC

8

Available in Croatia, The Netherlands, UK,
Austria, Bulgaria, Finland, Greece, Norway,
Hungary, Ireland, Latvia, Malta, Slovenia,
Sweden, Czech Republic, Cyprus, Denmark,
Estonia, France, Germany, Iceland, Italy,
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Poland, Portugal,
Romania, Slovakia, Spain, Armenia, Belarus,
China, Japan, Ukraine, Republic of Korea,
Russia.
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Understanding China’s Luxury Slowdown

The days of automatically high China growth
and “low-hanging fruit” are gone for luxury
brands, which must now create comprehensive
strategies to win over shoppers in a competitive market with a dizzying array of options.

China

$ 75

JING DAILY
the business
of luxury and
culture in China

Luxury on WeChat

Find the following features on luxury marketing
on WeChat: Expert commentary on not only
why WeChat is vital for a social marketing
strategy, but why it’s necessary for luxury brands
in particular: 5 basic features luxury accounts
should have. Details on how to build a quality
follower base and utilize CRM tools to determine your VIPs.

China

$ 350

07 / 2015

JING DAILY
the business
of luxury and
culture in China

Flash Report: Beyond Hong Kong

Analysis of luxury shopping in the Hong Kong
market.

Hong
Kong

$ 75

06 / 2015

JING DAILY
the business
of luxury and
culture in China

Industry Temperature: What’s Hot, Cold,
and Critical in China’s Dynamic Luxury
Market

Report series take the temperature of luxury
consumer demand in China, both domestically
and abroad, providing a concise and comprehensive evaluation of the causes and future
implications.

CHINA

$ 350

03 / 2015

KEN RESEARCH

Singapour luxury goods market outlook
to 2017

Special section on watches market.

Singapour

free

03 / 2014

Knight Frank
Institute

The wealth report: luxury spending

Performance of luxury spendings: watches and
others segments, from the big spenders index 4
pages (from the entire KF: wealth report 2015) .

Global

free

01 / 2015

Knight Frank
Institute

The wealth report 2015

All high revenue and afluent consumer by type
of spendings and spending property and luxury
goods.

Global

free

01 / 2015

Koncept
Analytics

Global Luxury Goods Market Report: 2015
Edition

Watches, focus on major segments, wines
and spirits, jewelry and watches. Europe and
emerging market of China is being discussed in
the report. The major trends, drivers.

Worldwide

$ 800

04 / 2015

KPMG india

The global gems and jewellery industry

Overview of WW markets for gems jewellery
watches, graphs, top statistics.

Worldwide

Free

01 / 2015

KPMG

Luxury market in Poland part 1

Profile of afluent and rich people in Poland,
analysis of purchase of luxury goods part 1.

Poland

Free

03 / 2014

KPMG

Luxury market in Poland part 2

Profile of afluent and rich people in Poland,
analysis of purchase of luxury goods part 2.

Poland

Free

03 / 2014

KPMG

Luxury goods in Africa

Profile of afluent and rich people in Africa,
analysis of purchase of luxury goods.

Africa

Free

06 / 2015

L2

RUSSIA luxury in 2014

Trends, brands, consumption in the russian
market for luxury goods and brands.

Russia

free

12 / 2014

L2

Watches & jewelry report 2014

Figures, statistical graphics on watches
consuption and futur trends focus on digital
watches and jewelry market.

Worldwide

free

12 / 2014

L2

Luxury in China

Focus on brands and luxury products on the
digital side, figures statistical graphics on
digital sales and consuption.

China

free

05 / 2014

L2

JAPAN and KOREA luxury

2015 digital index for Japan & korea luxury
including lunxury brands: fashion AND watches
and jewelry.

Japan

free

01 / 2015

Luxury & mobil 2015

A review of prestige watches & jewelry
investments in mobile show that while luxury
brands have increased investments, there are
many missed opportunities for fully integrating
mobile into the overall digital strategy.

Global

on
demand

01 / 2015

L2

Top 10 Watches & Jewelry Brands in Digital

Analyzing over 850 data-points across site, digital
marketing, social media, and mobile & tablet,
the study highlights brands that are thriving and
struggling as Watch and Jewelry brands become
more sophisticated digital players.

Global

free

01 / 2015

L2

Luxury women to watch for 2015

Key luxury people and industry research are
presenting their prediction and futur about
the market .

Global

free

12 / 2014

L2

Baume&Mercier luxury requires authenticity

Baume & Mercier watches case study, strategy
data and video on line.

Global

free

01 / 2015

L2

Luxury brands continue to lag in
omnichannel retail: report

Details on luxury retail report .

Global

free

09 / 2015

L2

E commerce agility

Special report on luxury, cases study.

Global

free

04 / 2015

JING DAILY
the business
of luxury and
culture in China

L2
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L2

Watches & Jewelry E-Commerce

Analysis of services and features of luxury
brands internet sites, focus on fonctionalities.

Global

free

04 / 2015

L2

Omnicanal retail in luxury

Analysis of oneline retailing with focus on
watches.

Global

free

09 / 2015

Le marché mondial du luxe

Evolution des business models et ruptures
stratégiques face aux nouveaux défis du
marchéLes leaders du luxe doivent désormais
digérer les acquisitions qui se sont multipliées
depuis 2010. Les groupes devront composer
avec de nouveaux entrants tels que les groupes
de luxe en phase de constitution ou les fonds
d'investissements.

Global

€ 3'150

06 / 2014

Les Echos
Etudes*

La vente des produits de luxe sur internet

Créer de la valeur en intégrant l’internet dans
des stratégies de cross-canal: Analyses et
Indicateurs : verbatims des responsables interviewés, des internautes, chiffres clés, projets…
Typologie des clientèles dans le secteur
du luxe sur Internet Etude sur les marques:
Jaeger-LeCoultre Montblanc, Piaget,Tag Heuer.
D’après un sondage en ligne réalisé en mars
2014 sur la base de 1 048 acheteurs de produits
de luxe sur Internet.

global

3 650
euros

04 / 2014

Les Echos
Etudes*

Le marché mondial du luxe. Evolution des
business models et ruptures stratégiques
face aux nouveaux défis du marché

Strategie des marques de luxe.

Global

2 650
euros

06 /.2014

Les Echos
Etudes*

La contrefaçon des produits de luxe sur
internet
Quels moyens de lutte efficaces ?

Analyse des différents canaux de distribution sur internet des produits de contrefaçon,
présentation des moyens de lutte mis en place
par les différents intervenants sur le web et
lévaluation de leurs efficacités.

Global

2 650
euros

04 / 2015

Luxury Institute

Luxury Institute’s 7 Rules for Peak Performance in Luxury Client Relationships

Report on Opportunities With luxury client
relationships.

Global

free

06 / 2015

MarketLine

Jewelry & Watches: Global Industry
Almanac

Top-line qualitative and quantitative market
report with size (value 2010-14, and forecast to
2019). Leading players including key financial
metrics and analysis of competitive pressures
within the market.

Global

$ 2 995

04 / 2015

MarketLine

Jewelry & Watches: North America (NAFTA)
Industry Guide

North america top-line qualitative and quantitative market report with size (value 2010-14, and
forecast to 2019). Leading players including key
financial metrics and analysis of competitive
pressures within the market.

USA

$ 795

04 / 2015

MarketLine

Jewelry & Watches: BRIC (Brazil, Russia,
India, China) Industry Guide

BRIC’s qualitative and quantitative market
report with size (value 2010-14, and forecast to
2019). Leading players including key financial
metrics and analysis of competitive pressures
within the market.

BRIC

$ 995

04 / 2015

Jewelry & Watches: Global Group of Eight
(G8) Industry Guide

US, Canada, Germany, France, UK, Italy, Russia
and Japan,s qualitative and quantitative market
report with size (value 2010-14, and forecast to
2019). Leading players including key financial
metrics and analysis of competitive pressures
within the market.

G8

$ 1 485

04 / 2015

Global qualitative and quantitative market
report with size (value 2010-14, and forecast to
2019). Leading players including key financial
metrics and analysis of competitive pressures
within the market.

global

$ 350

03 / 2015

emerging
countries

$ 995

04 / 2015

Les Echos
Etudes*

MarketLine

Global Jewelry & Watches

MarketLine

Also available in Australia, Asia-Pacific,
Japan, UK, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain,
South Africa, India, Indonesia, Singapore,
South Korea, Russia, Canada, China, Europe,
France, Germany, The United States, North
America, Mexico, Brazil, Scandinavia, France,
Turkey, South Korea.

MarketLine

Jewelry & Watches: Top 5 Emerging Markets
Industry Guide

Emerging countries 5 South Africa, Brazil,
China, India, Mexico) qualitative and quantitative market report with size (value 2010-14, and
forecast to 2019). Leading players including key
financial metrics and analysis of competitive
pressures within the market.

MarketLine

Jewelry & Watches: Global Industry Guide

Global Jewelry & Watches industry guide
provides top-line qualitative and quantitative
summary information including: market size
(value 2010-14, and forecast to 2019.

Global

$ 1 495

04 / 2015

Martini Report

The Affluent Audience Online
Vol 2: Luxury Goods

USA affluents typology and segments: Hyper
Affluent $250,000 annual household income,
Mass Affluent $100K – 249K range,
Emerging Affluent $75K – 99K range,
and Aspiring Affluent.

Global

free

09 / 2015
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MC KINSEY

The glittering power of cities for luxury
growth

From McKinsey Global Institute’s Cityscope—
selection of emerging market study for luxury:
sociodemographic data, how luxury companies
should understand and approach global-growth
opportunities. Granular data and statistical
forecasting across luxury categories.

Global

free

09 / 2014

MC KINSEY

Luxury shopping in the digital age

Description of different attitudes concerning
digital buyers.

Global

free

09 / 2014

MC KINSEY

Apparel, Fashion & Luxury Group in the
digital age

Digital inside: Get wired for the ultimate luxury
experience.

Global

free

07 / 2015

MC KINSEY

The opportunity in online luxury fashion Sales
are rising, but what do consumers expect from a
luxury digital Experience?

what consumers in the U.S., UK and Germany,
Italy, France, japan, hong kong want from their
digital experience.

Usa

free

02 / 2015

Net base

NetBase Brand Passion Report:
Top 15 Luxury Brands in the WorldNetBase
Brand Passion

Country by country, brands strategies and top
performing in different parts of the world.

Global

free

08 / 2015

9 Dimen Research

Global Watches and Clocks Industry 2015
Market Research Report

Report on the world's major regional market
conditions of the Watches and Clocks industry,
focusing on the main regions (North America,
Europe and Asia) and the main countries (United
States, Germany, Japan and China).

Worldwide

$2,850

08 / 2015

9 Dimen Research

Global GPS Positioning Watches Industry
2014 Market Research Report

Report on GPS Positioning Watches basic
information: definition, classification, application
and industry chain overview. Analyze the world's
main region markets: product price, prof it,
capacity, production, capacity utilization, supply,
demand and industry growth rate.

Global

$ 2 850

12 / 2014

9 Dimen Research

Global Luxury Goods Industry 2015 Market
Research Report

2015 Global Luxury Goods Industry Report:
world's major regional market conditions of the
Luxury Goods industry, focusing on the main
regions (North America, Europe and Asia) and
the main countries (United States, Germany,
Japan and China).

Global

$ 2 850

06 / 2015

NIELSEN

The luxury retail landscape report 2015

Analysis of US luxury consumers.

USA

free

05 / 2015

NIELSEN

Chinese Luxury Shopper survey

Analysis of China luxury consumers from a
Nielsen poll.

China

Free

09 / 2014

NIELSEN

Nielsen: China sees more sophisticated
online shoppers

China's e-commerce Online purchase of
overseas products analysis.

China

Free

09 / 2014

PALGRAVE
markets

Luxury Brands in Emerging Markets

Complete panorama of luxury markets and
opportunities for the emerging markets: Russia,
Brazil, China. Analytics, graphs, forecasts.

Emerging
markets

on
demand

09 / 2015

PARK associates

Smart Watch and Beyond: New Mobile
Experiences

Analyzes current adoption and purchase
patterns for smart watches, including prices
paid, brands purchased, retail channels, and
purchase considerations.

Global

€ 4'000

03 / 2015

PerryHope
partners

2015 Germany: Watches-Products Forecast
report

Analyzes the products sales in the total retail
industry for the period 2009 through 2016,
Products Forecasts, projection of the number of
enterprises, establishments, products sales and
employment for 2015 and 2016.

Germany

$ 325

02 / 2015

Clocks & Watches (UK) - Industry Report

Plimsoll Publishing’s Clocks & Watches (UK)
Analysis provides a detailed overview of the
Clocks & Watches (UK) market and delivers a
comprehensive individual analysis on the top
250 companies, including FOSSIL (UK) LTD,
COLERIDGE AND MURPHY (C&M) LTD and
WIDDOP BINGHAM & CO. LTD.

UK

$ 550

07 / 2014

Watches & Clock Manufacturers (GLOBAL) Industry Report

A detailed overview of the Watches & Clock
Manufacturers (GLOBAL) market and delivers
a comprehensive individual analysis on the
top 125 companies, including TIFFANY & CO,
INTERSIL CORP and MORELLATO & SECTOR
S.P.A .

Global

£ 1480

07 / 2014

Plimsoll
Publishing Ltd

Manufacture of watches and clocks
(GERMANY) - Industry Report

Analysis provides a detailed overview of the
Manufacture of watches and clocks (GERMANY)
Analysis on the top 66 companies, including
RICHEMONT Northern Europe GmbH, NOVA
TEMPORA Uhren und Schmuck GmbH and
PERROT GmbH & Co.KG Turmuhren und
Läuteanlagen.

Germany

$ 670

07 / 2014

Plimsoll
Publishing Ltd

Luxury Goods (UK) - Industry Report

196 companies and market leaders analyzed,
companies headings, Analyse industry trends,
Benchmark of financial performances.

UK

$ 550

07 / 2014

Plimsoll
Publishing Ltd

Plimsoll
Publishing Ltd
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Plimsoll
Publishing Ltd

Luxury Goods & Accessories (GLOBAL) Industry Report

86 companies and market leaders analyzed,
companies headings, Analyse industry trends,
Benchmark of financial performances.

Global

$ 1 480

07 / 2014

Data includes Market Consumption by
individual Product / Service, Per-Capita
Consumption, Marketing Costs & Margins,
Product Launch Data, Buyers, End Users &
Customer Profile, Consumer Demographics.

Worldwide

€ 1563 € 4'054

09 / 2015

Jewelry, Watch, Precious Materials
Wholesale Lines World Report
PureData

Also available in Oceania, Asia, Eurasia,
Europe, Africa, South America, Middle East,
Canada, Central America.

PureData

Jewelry and Watches Distribution Channels
Middle East Report

Report gives Market distribution per Products
and Services for all countries From 1997- 2015
and Forecasts 2016 - 2023 & 2023 - 2028.

Middle
East

€ 1'563

09 / 2015

PureData

Jewelry and Watches Distribution Channels
South America Report

Report gives Market distribution per Products
and Services for all countries From 1997- 2015
and Forecasts 2016 - 2023 & 2023 - 2028.

South
america

€ 1'563

09 / 2015

PureData

Jewelry and Watches Central America
Report

Report gives Market distribution per Products
and Services for all countries From 1997 - 2015
and Forecasts 2016 - 2023 & 2023 - 2028.

Central
america

€ 1'563

09 / 2015

PUBLICIS
&NOUS*

L’HOMME, l'avenir du luxe

Survey on the importance of men as target of
luxury brands, watches market.

Global

free

01 / 2015

Publicitas

The luxury market in Canada

Analysis of canadian drivers of consumption of
luxury goods in Canada.

Canada

free

06 / 2015

Global Wrist Watch Industry 2015 Market
Research Report

Report provides a basic overview of the
industry including definitions, classifications,
applications and industry chain structure. The
Wrist Watch market analysis is provided for the
international markets including development
trends, competitive landscape analysis, and key
regions development.

Global

$2800

08 / 2015

QY RESARCH
GROUP

Global and Chinese Wrist Watch Strap
Industry, 2015 Market Research Report

The report provides key statistics on the market
status of the Wrist Watch Strap manufacturers
and is a valuable source of guidance. Companies profiles, product specifications, capacity,
production value, and 2010-2015 market shares
for each company.

China

$3000

07 / 2015

QY RESARCH
GROUP

China Luxury Goods Industry Report 2015

China major leading s company profiles,
product, production, price, revenue. Demand
analysis, development trends and marketing
channels feasibility of new investment projects.

China

$ 3200

08 / 2015

QY RESARCH
GROUP

Global luxury packaging industry 2015

International markets including development
trends, competitive landscape analysis, and
key regions development status on luxury
packaging.

Worldwide

$ 2 800

07 / 2015

Shullmann
research center

Insights to luxury influence: communicating
with luxury

Targeting luxury consumers with media:
panorama of medias tradional and digital.

Global

free

10 / 2014

Shullmann
research center

The American Luxury Marketplace

Luxury Buyers and Purchase Categories by
brands Luxury Prospects and Targets.

USA

free

04 / 2015

Shullmann
research center

Luxury Purchasers Part 3:
What Do Extremely High-Income and
Wealthy Consumers Buy?

Focused on luxury buying behaviors of massmarket, affluent, and very affluent consumers,
potential for a robust market for luxury goods
and services, segmentation by products, and
watches.

USA

free

07 / 2015

Smart Watches
Group

Smartwatch Industry Report 2015
The Ultimate Report on the Smartwatch
Industry: Comprehensive and Data-Driven

SMART WATCHES Annual Market Data 2010
– 2020, including industry revenue, price per
unit, share by geography, operating system
and distribution channel as well as segment
comparisons within the watch/smartphone/
tablet industries (XLSX file)Smartwatch
database with the 300 most relevant companies
(XLSX file).

Gobal

$ 3 400

04 / 2015

Smart Watches
Group

Top 10 Smartwatch Companies 2014 (Sales)

Top 10 of companies from 8 different countries.
Overall, 89 companies from 18 countries have
sold smartwatches in 201. Comparison to 2013

Global

free

04 / 2015

SPIRE research
and consulting

India, Are Indian consumers living the ‘luxe’
life?

Analysis of the indian luxury customers trends,
perceptions and postures.

India

free

03 / 2014

Unity marketing

Watches Snapshot Report 2013 (with Affluents' Watch Brand Preferences)

Synthesis from a quarterly survey among 1,0001,200 affluent consumers (incomes $100,000
and above) Trends in men and women's watch
purchases by, type, segments of affluent
consumers.

Wordwide

$ 595

10 / 2014

QY RESARCH
GROUP
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Unity marketing

Affluent Shopper Snapshot Report On
Luxury-branded Boutiques: The essential
guide to trends in retail shopping in luxurybranded boutiques

How to attract more customers who have money
and discretion to spend into the store? How to
appeal to the more moneyed customers who
are not going to nickel-and-dime the retailer
to death, 86 page Based upon the Affluent
Consumer Tracking Studys.

Global

$ 595

07 / 2015

Unity marketing

Affluent Shopper Snapshot Report: Department Stores & Luxury Department Stores:
The essential guide to trends in retail
shopping in department stores & luxury
department stores

Motivations of affluent shoppers, experiences
that encourage affluents to shop in department
stores, shopping experiences.

Gobal

$ 750

07 / 2015

Unity marketing

Five trends luxe for 2015

Futur of luxury marketing in the us, focus on
north american millionnairs consumers.

USA

free

01 / 2015

Unity marketing

Looking at Luxury Retailing through a New
Lens – the Customers’ (Executive Summary &
Detailed Report)

Details and analysis focused on new trends
of luxury markets ; latest survey of affluents’
shopping patterns.

Global

$ 995

07 / 2014

Unity marketing

Affluent Shopper Snapshot Report: Luxury
Boutiques, including websites

Spending power of affluent shoppers in luxurybranded boutiques & websites.

Global

$ 595

08 / 2015

Unity marketing

Affluent Shopping Report: The Who, What,
Where and Why of Affluent Shoppers

Complet report on analysis focused on new
trends of affluent and luxury markets ; analysis of
affluents’ shopping patterns

Global

$ 3 500

07 / 2015

TechNavio

Luxury Goods Market in China 2015-2019

TechNavio's analysts forecast the Luxury
Goods market in China by brands and markets,
demographic profile of China and its growth
prospects, special section: Watches.

China

$ 2 500

01 / 2015

Global Watch Market - Market Analysis
2015-2019

Update TechNavio's report detailed segmentation of the global watch market by product
(quartz and mechanical) and by distribution
channel (specialist retailers, departmental
stores, and internet retailinganalysts, forecast
for the watches market WW by brands and
markets.

Worldwide

$ 2 500

10 / 2015

Tractica

Smart Watches

Global Market Analysis and Forecasts for Smart
Watch Devices, Operating Systems, Connectivity Technologies, and Application Markets.
Brands: Apple Watch, WatchKit, Android Wear,
Tizen, WebOS.

Global

$ 5 250

01 / 2015

Transparency
market research

Smartwatches Market [By Price Range
- High-end Smartwatches, Mid-end Smartwatches, and Low-end Smartwatches; By
Operating System - Android Wear, Watch
OS, and Others] - Global Industry Analysis,
Size, Share, Growth, Trends and Forecast
2014 - 2020

The research report on smartwatch market
provides a detailed analysis of the different
categories of smartwatches, the driving forces,
an analysis of the major segments of the
smartwatch market for the period from 2012 to
2020, extensive analysis of the industry drivers,
restraints, opportunities, and market trends,
provide strategic insights across the supply
chain of the smartwatch market.

Global

$ 4 795

02 / 2015

Transparency
market research

Global Luxury Goods Market - Industry
Analysis, Size, Share, Growth, Trends, and
Forecast 2014 - 2020

Competitive analysis of the global luxury goods
market by type and by geography, segmentation, forecast market size by revenue for major
luxury products for the period 2014–2020
including watches.

Global

$ 4 795

10 / 2014

University of
AUCKLAND NZ

Luxury for oneself or luxury for others?
Exploring the underlying emotions behind
inconspicuous luxury consumptionLuxury for
oneself or luxury for others? Exploring the
underlying emotions behind inconspicuous
luxury consumption

Deep research on luxury consumers profils and
attitudes, all luxury markets including watches.

Global

free

12 / 2014

State University
Of New York

The futur of luxury

Work paper: analysis on futur of luxury.

Global

free

01 / 2015

University of
Vaasan Finland

The 2013-2018 Outlook for Watches and
Clocks in Greater China

Chinese is still the biggest group consuming
luxury goods overseas analysis of motivations
and attitudes.

China

FREE

09 / 2014

Six brand characteristics guided the categorizations, experience of luxury.

Global

free

03 / 2014

09 / 2015

TechNavio

University of
Vaasan Finland

Consumers’ Experiences of Luxury –
Interpreting the Luxuriousness of a Brand

Veraart Research

Consumer Goods & Retailing: Global Jewellery and Watches Retailers

Global Jewellery and Watches Retailers database
contains ranking, profiles and all key information
about Jewellery and Watches retail chains in
Europe, America, Asia and Africa.

Worldwide

$ 670

Univestity
Virginia Commonwealth University.

The Luxury, Social Media, and E-commerce
Conundrum: How Can Luxury Brands
Respond to the Digital World and Remain
Exclusive, Aspirational, and Alluring?

Deidra W. Arrington Analysis: e-commerce,
mobile apps, social media, and other are an
integral part of today’s retailing landscape.

Gobal

free

WBR Research

Luxury Retail's: digital moment:
how luxury brands are taking advantage of
the digital age

Luxury's digitgal ascendance, spending trends,
mobile in luxury, social media.

Global

free
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Wealth X reports

8 myths about the super riche

A Wealth institut special report on ultra high
net worth (UHNW) population – made up of
individuals with a net worth of US$ 30 million:
importance and influence.

Global

free

07 / 2014

Wealth X reports

Luxury sentiment survey report

A Wealth institut special report on sentiment of
luxury, from a Wealth institut pool, The luxury
industry values description of individuals’
properties, salary, private and luxury.

Global

free

07 / 2014

Xerfi-Precepta

Luxury Groups - World

Leading luxury groups and brands from
Western Europe, France, Italy, Switzerland and
the UK, US, Japan and China including: LVMH,
RICHEMONT, KERING, L'OREAL, SWATCH,
MICHAEL KORS, ESTEE LAUDER, LUXOTTICA,
RALPH LAUREN, HERMES, TIFFANY & CO,
COACH, PRADA, BURBERRY and YOOX

Global

€ 1'600

06 / 2015

Xerfi-Precepta*

LVMH (étude de groupe)

LVMH group organisation, key figures and
performances, competition positioning and
strategy.

Global

€ 450

07 / 2015

Xerfi-Precepta*

Hermes International (étude de groupe)

Hermes group organisation, key figures and
performances, competition positioning and
strategy.

Global

€ 450

08 / 2015

Xerfi-Precepta*

Les marchés du luxe et la consommation
collaborative

Second hand market and luxury products,
selling second hand luxury products on the
internet : analysis of phenomen, trends, key
players.

Global

€ 2'400

07 / 2014

Xerfi-Precepta*

Les stratégies digitales des marques de
luxe. Internet au service de la communication, de la relation client et de la distribution
des acteurs du luxe

Digital strategies of luxury brands: Internet
developments for CMR and retail of luxury
brands.

Global

€ 2'400

06 / 2015

Xerfi-Precepta*

Kering (étude de groupe)

Kering group organisation, key figures and
performances, competition positioning and
strategy.

Global

€ 450

08 / 2015

Watchmakers and Jewellery Companies World

Main variables and factors affecting both
industries, with a special focus on luxury and
high-end watches. Companies analysed in the
report include: RICHEMONT, SWATCH GROUP,
TIFFANY & CO, LVMH, CASIO, FOSSIL,
CITIZEN, SEIKO, MOVADO, CITYCHAMP,
KERING and CHOW TAI FOOK.

Global

€ 1'600

01 / 2015

Xerfi-Precepta

All the studies are published in English except: * in French
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PASCAL MORAND
DOCTEUR D’ETAT DES SCIENCES ECONOMIQUES,
PROFESSEUR, ESCP EUROPE

Graduate of HEC and holding a Phd in economics, Pascal Morand is Professor of economics
at ESCP Europe (since 1993) and a member of the French Academy of Technology. He was
previously Director General of the French Fashion Institute (IFM) (1987-2006) and Dean
of ESCP Europe (2006-2012), then Deputy Director General of the Paris Region Chamber
of Commerce and Industry, in charge of Studies, Public Affairs and Policy (2013-2015).
He is co-founder of the Institute for Innovation and Competitiveness (I7) and a member
of different national Committees dealing with Economy and Education.
His research work is focused on relations between innovation and competitiveness, and
between economics and culture. His last book, Les religions et le luxe : l’éthique de la
richesse d’Orient en Occident, was published in 2012.
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How do religions
influence aspirations to
fine watches and luxury
in general?
Originating with prestigious brands, fine
watches are worn the world over. Are they
worn in the same way regardless of the
client and their culture? The answer is no.
Naturally, a number of common denominators exist – the quest for refinement,
an appreciation of artistry, the prestige of
a brand name, the desire to stand out, a
concern for quality – but in combinations,
whether on an individual or collective
level, that vary as much as the hierarchy
and nature of the values that underpin
the act of consumption. Contrary to the
belief that globalisation erases differences,
that the world is flat, and behaviours and
references are so alike as to blur into one,
the culture and history that ground each
individual continue to play a key role. If
you want to change someone, the saying
goes, you must start with their grandfather.
Religion has an important role to play here.
Not from a strictly denominational point of
view: Germany’s history has led to the fact
that the majoritarily Catholic Länder in the
south are steeped in Lutheran culture. A
person can be deeply influenced by the
Bible without ever having read a page, just
as one can be Confucian without having
read the Analects.
Let us take, as our first illustration, Jacques
Seguela’s famous declaration, in 2007, that
“If you don’t own a Rolex by the time you’re
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50, you’ve failed in life.” Firstly, to hold such
a conviction, for a Catholic, will for ever
close the gates of heaven. Suffice to read
the passage in the Gospel of Matthew in
which Jesus says it is easier for a camel to
go through the eye of a needle than for
a rich man to enter the kingdom of God.
Granted, when asked about his declaration
in July 2015, Seguela did add that “Even a
tramp can put €1,500 aside to buy a Rolex.”
He can also get one from a rich man who,
as Jesus taught, has given all his worldly
goods to the poor. Yet the Gospels reject
the pursuit of wealth as much as ostentation and the love of material possessions,
hence why they continue to irk in Catholic
culture. We should, nonetheless, differentiate between the Augustinian current that
continued in Jansenism, and the Baroque
current, initiated by the Jesuits. Making
luxury for God, Baroque de-dramatised
not only wealth but voluptuousness too,
as it appears in the work of Bernini or that
of Rubens, provided it displays a powerful
artistic and aesthetic dimension.
Ostentation and unabashed shows of
wealth are even more characteristic of the
Orthodox church, despite being violently
condemned by Saint John Chrysostom, who
in doing so incurred the wrath of Emperor
Arcadius and his wife Eudoxia. This brings
us to Byzantine luxury which lingers in
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Orthodox culture, the most conciliating of
all Christian morals. Indeed, Patriarch Kirill
I of the Russian Orthodox Church has been
seen sporting luxury watches, as witnessed
by a photograph taken in April 2012. Not in
the first, doctored version in which only the
reflection of a watch was visible, the watch
itself having been erased, though quickly
restored under pressure from internet
users. The one limit never to be crossed
is hybris, a concept inherited from Greek
culture, for excess taken to extremes will
inevitably lead a man to his downfall.
Protestantism is more indulgent than
Catholicism towards wealth and, to a
certain degree, ostentation for different
reasons. Firstly, it makes abundant reference to Saint Paul for whom we must learn
to be rich, knowing that God can take it all
away at any moment, just as we must learn
to be poor, a phrase reprised in extenso
by Calvin. This brings us to the idea that
Saint Paul was very much integrated within
the social order whereas Saint James, for
example, speaks with a near revolutionary
virulence – and on this note we should
remember that Saint John Chrysostom
explicitly inspired the Bolsheviks. In those
countries that remain influenced by a
Puritan ethic, such as the United States,
wealth can be seen as a sign of predetermination, as was explicitly the case with
Andrew Carnegie. While ostentation is in
apparent contradiction with Protestant
culture, what matters is that wealth should
not be hidden. This culture of transparency
originates in the belief that the Bible must
be accessible to all; that it cannot be hidden
and, as such, nothing can be hidden from
God. Protestantism also rejected the role
of the Church as mediator and in doing so
made it more common for the faithful to
refer directly to the Old Testament, which
clearly states wealth is part of the world but
must be contained within precise limits, in
contrast with the unlimited profusion of the
Egyptian sovereigns.
By referring to the Pentateuch, or rather
the Torah, and specifically Deuteronomy,
not only does Judaism not condemn
wealth, it is encouraged by the Talmud,
which also insists that the rules of charity
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must be strictly observed, and that poverty
is the worst evil and must be relentlessly
opposed. Freedom within the limits of the
Law does not excuse the excesses whose
dangers Maimonides, quoting Salomon,
warns against: “It is not good to eat too
much honey.” The Talmud refers repeatedly to the need to live well but to detach
oneself from ostentation; to seek not to
distinguish oneself from those around us
but from the societies in which we live. Of
course, Jewish culture has had to meld
with others, hence reference to luxury is
not the same in Ashkenazi culture, where
it has combined with Christian values, as it
is in Sephardic culture, which blended with
Muslim tradition.
It is wrongly purported that Muslim culture
does not admit wealth. On the contrary,
a verse of the Quran, taken from Surah
Al-Kahf (The Cave), states that wealth is
man’s first adornment. There is no possible
misinterpretation of the word wealth,
for it is the translation of almalu, which
implies a material character. Furthermore,
inequalities are a part of society: a verse
from Surah An-Nahl (The Bees) states that
Allah has given some more provision than
others, provision being the translation of
alrrizqi, which has a material, patrimonial
and religious sense, the gift bestowed by
Allah. These verses of course continue
with an invitation to prayer, to be attentive to others, and to practice moderation.
They nonetheless structure the Muslim
conscience, which is also conditioned by
zakat, a religious tax. All this is abundantly
commented upon in numerous hadiths
(accounts of the words of the Prophet).
Muhammad was himself a thrifty man
and austere in his dress, although he did
consider perfume, along with women and
prayer, to be one of man’s three priorities
– prayer being the first. Attitudes towards
wealth and the display of wealth were
nonetheless at the heart of debate from
the very birth of Islam. Abu Dhar, one of
the Prophet’s earliest companions - a man
so renowned for his purity and austerity
that Muhammad, with a friendly tap on the
shoulder, told him “You are like Jesus, son
of Mary” - was outraged to see Uthman,
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the third caliph, and Muawiyah, governor of
Syria, copy Byzantine ways and embrace the
abundant wealth captured from the enemy.
Abu Dhar was exiled and marginalized, and
Muawiyah became the fifth caliph after Ali
(Ali ibn Abi Talib) - the fourth caliph and
son-in-law of Muhammad whose modest
appearance he shared - lost the arbitration
to which he had agreed. After the Umayyad
caliphate came the Abbasid caliphate and
the Sunni Islamic Golden Age, symbolised
by The Arabian Nights, which remains a
reference for many Muslims.
While Islam accepts luxury de facto, it
nonetheless imposes limits. It is forbidden
for a man to wear gold jewellery. This
is related in hadiths, such as that of Abd
Allah ibn Amr ibn Al-As who quotes
Muhammad’s words, “That member of my
community who wears gold jewellery until
his death shall be deprived of the gold of
paradise”, a declaration also made by Ali.
Nor can a man wear silk garments, although
women may wear both gold and silk,
and therefore jewellery in general. Surah
Az-Zukhruf (The Gold Adornments) refers
to “a daughter raised among ornaments”.
The most rigorous Wahhabism nonetheless
condemns the wearing of bracelets, whose
chinking sound is that of hell.
The geography of Islam must also be
taken into consideration, and the distinction between Sunni and Shia Islam. Thus
Shia Islam, which holds Ali as its leading
figure and first imam, turns more towards
austerity. Variants such as the later union
with Persian culture – Persia having chosen
Shia Islam as a means of freeing itself from
Ottoman influence – as well as mystical
Sufism created an aesthetic marked by
restraint, a characteristic of Iranian culture.
Whereas Ottoman culture sought not to
reject but to embrace the Byzantine culture
of luxury, and this from the time Mehmed
II arrived in Constantinople, Islam took a
different path in India. Here its influence
combined with that of Hinduism, which
openly values the pursuit of wealth and
desire, two of the four aims of human life
(artha and kama). This explains India’s
culture of luxuriance, though we should
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also remember that Hinduism has equal
respect for absolute asceticism, which is
nothing other than the final stage of an
admirable journey and an ultimate accomplishment which few are able to achieve.
Let us continue east and consider a scandal
that came about on August 30th 2012 in
Yan’an, in Shaanxi province, when a tanker
crashed into a bus, killing 36 people. Yang
Dacai, head of the provincial work safety
administration, arrived quickly at the scene,
unaware that he was about to gain worldwide notoriety as well as an unflattering
nickname (“Brother Watch”), and far from
imagining that he would later be sentenced
to fourteen years in prison. This inveterate
collector of luxury watches was, as he would
doubtless regret, photographed grinning
and wearing one of his timepieces. The
photo was posted on Weibo and quickly
went viral. China’s netizens uncovered
more photographs of Yang wearing other
valuable watches, including an Omega
Constellation and a Vacheron Constantin.
Many more of the country’s officials have
been similarly caught out in recent years,
and the luxury market in China has borne
the brunt of an episode that is characteristic of the reigning climate, in which
bloggers’ indignation meets Xi Jinping’s
determination to see acts of corruption
severely punished.
How did these luxury watches come into
Yang Dacai’s possession? One possibility
is that he bought them with bribe money.
Another is that they were given to him:
gifts are a notoriously important part of
the Chinese luxury market. This is the gift
economy described by Marcel Mauss, an
alternative to the market economy, that is
hugely important in Chinese culture. This
gift economy sits perfectly with guanxi, the
constant dynamic of networks and influence that structures Chinese society. A
gift creates a moral debt which can only
be erased by a counter-gift. This gives
rise to a system of interactions and social
groups, regimented by different degrees
of status and a hierarchy that in no way
hinder, and even help define, harmony
within society. This pillar of Confucianism
is still omnipresent today: “But what about
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harmony?” a member of a Chinese company’s board of directors recently asked,
unhappy with the strategic recommendations made by a well-known international
consultancy.
This doesn’t mean guanxi tolerates misconduct, but can be considered as creating a
favourable climate for it to thrive, particularly as the Confucian emphasis on hierarchy
and status incite the Chinese to concern
themselves with mianzi. This is the image
we project, the “face” we must constantly
give ourselves in the economic and social
order. Brand names are thus important, as
they allow a mix of ostentation and imitation which become the outward signs of the
position we occupy, or to which we aspire.
This is facilitated by the fact that wealth and
money are fully accepted in the Analects
and in Confucianism in general, even if
they are by no means essential and are
best held at bay. Expectations of reserve
weigh particularly heavy on civil servants,
the “righteous” and “superior” beings who
must live without excess, and for whom
what may appear as luxury is acceptable
only if it corresponds to an established
status and an ancestral ritual, no more, no
less. Thus the current vilipending of luxury
and of corruption among public officials,
and the shadow of suspicion now cast on
luxury in general, can also be seen as originating in the teachings of Master Kong.
The question of whether Confucianism is
a religion in the accepted Western sense
has often been debated. It has, nevertheless, been shown to play an identical role
by structuring the collective conscience
and instilling referential values to the same
extent as Christianity, Judaism or Islam,
not forgetting that temples exist which are
devoted to the cult of Confucius. This same
dovetailing of religion and philosophy
applies equally to Taoism and Buddhism,
which form a bridge across Asia, not forgetting Shinto whose considerable influence
on Japanese culture contributes in no small
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part to Japan’s special respect for nature,
and the aesthetic of simplicity and imperfection. While Taoism and Zen Buddhism
(like Chan Buddhism, its equivalent in
China) emphasise restraint and detachment, a transposition of Mies Van der Rohe’s
famous “less is more”, Buddhism in general
leaves the way open for desire, including
desire for luxury. Shakyamuni Buddha may
have lived like a beggar after refusing to
live like a prince, what counts is to eliminate
desire, not condemn its manifestations.
Also, different branches of Buddhism exist
between the original Theravada Buddhism,
more widely practiced in southern Asia
and which emphasises individual enlightenment, and the Mahayana Buddhism of
the north, concerned more with collective
enlightenment and which by defining an
intermediate stage on the path towards
Buddhahood, that of the Bodhisattva
who despite their immense generosity
are princes who can appreciate luxury,
effectively legitimises it - Zen Buddhism
being a highly austere form of Mahayana
Buddhism. Tibetan Buddhism, which has
links to Mahayana Buddhism but also a third
branch known as Vajrayana Buddhism, is
more permissive still, hence why a Tibetan
monk can be seen wearing a bling-bling
watch, which would be inconceivable for a
Burmese monk.
In the future we can expect evolutions
along several lines: internet-induced
cultural homogenization will develop
alongside a dual-cultural trend, as wellqualified young generations experience
multiple environments. At the same time,
there will be a significant reinforcement of
community sentiment. For luxury brands,
this will mean asserting their identity more
and more while paying close attention to
opportunities to engage with the multiple
and deep-seated references of consumers
whose desire to stay in touch with their
roots is all the more strong as contemporary globalisation heightens uncertainty,
creating greater potential for anxiety.
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Currency fluctuations
and luxury globe-trotters
boost global personal
luxury goods to over
a quarter trillion euros
According to Bain & Company’s 2015
worldwide luxury report, luxury brands
will need the right pricing model to win
against hard-to-predict currency volatility
The overall luxury industry – which as
tracked by Bain & Company comprises 10
segments, led by luxury cars, luxury hospitality and personal luxury goods accounting
for 80 percent of the total market –
surpassed €1 trillion in retail sales value in
2015. The market delivered healthy growth
of 5 percent year-over-year (at constant
exchange rates), driven primarily by
luxury cars (8 percent), luxury hospitality (7
percent) and fine arts (6 percent). Aided by
global currency fluctuations and continued
jet-setting of “borderless consumers,” the
personal luxury goods market ballooned to
over a quarter trillion euros. While global
tourists flocked to Europe and Japan to
capitalize on a weak Euro and Yen, the
Americas region, stagnant in real terms, was
strongly inflated by the super dollar, thus
capturing more than a third (34 percent)
of the global market in 2015E. Meanwhile,
Asia registered the worst historical performance (at constant exchange rates), driven
by the lackluster trend of Mainland China
and the sharp drop in sales in Hong Kong
and Macau. These are key findings from
Bain in the14th edition of its “Luxury Goods
Worldwide Market Monitor,”released today
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in Milan in collaboration with Fondazione
Altagamma, the Italian luxury goods
manufacturers industry foundation.
The personal luxury goods market –
including leather accessories, fashion, hard
luxury and fragrance & cosmetics – reached
€253 billion in 2015. This represents 13
percent growth at current exchange rates,
while real growth is significantly slowing
to 1-2 percent.
“For the last several years, we’ve referenced
‘luxury’s new normal’ with a deceleration of
the personal luxury goods market. Now,
we are starting to feel the impact of that
slow-down,” said Claudia D’Arpizio, a Bain
partner in Milan and lead author of the
study. “The challenge for luxury brands
in this environment is how to successfully
navigate through hard-to-predict volatility.”
Regional Trends: The Great Mall of China
According to Bain’s research, Chinese
consumers continue to make up the largest
portion of luxury purchases (31 percent)
globally, followed closely by Americans (24
percent) and Europeans (18 percent).
Chinese consumers are flocking to mature
markets in droves, especially Europe,
where an analysis of European tax-free
shopping data, conducted in partnership
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with Global Blue, shows Chinese tax-free
purchases increased by 64 percent,
particularly among the accessible and
aspirational luxury segments, thanks to a
weak Euro. Americans also increased their
tax-free spending in Europe by 67 percent,
aimed largely at the high end of the luxury
spectrum. Meanwhile, Russians cut their
European spending by 37 percent, and
spending among the Japanese in Europe
also withered by 16 percent.
“Undoubtedly, Chinese consumers play
a primary role in the growth of luxury
spending worldwide,” said Joëlle de
Montgolfier, Senior Director of Bain’s
Consumer Products, Retail and Luxury
Practice for the EMEA region. “For years,
we have known that they spend far more
abroad than in Mainland China, but what’s
changing is that they’re spending little
money in historically popular destinations,
such as Hong Kong and Macau, and are
instead gravitating to new locales, such as
Europe, South Korea or Japan, to benefit
from currency fluctuations that drive
favorable price gaps.”
In terms of constant exchange rates, the U.S.
market did not deliver. The “super dollar”
was too expensive for many global tourists
and though local consumption is growing,
it was barely sufficient to offset the lost
tourism revenue. Nevertheless, the U.S. is
the confirmed largest luxury market in terms
of global luxury value, reaching €79 billion;
New York City alone outweighed all of Japan.
Japan has proven to be a consistent
champion in both real and nominal terms,
driven by a sound base of local consumers
and the emergence of Chinese shoppers
looking to capitalize on currency fluctuations.
The personal luxury goods market
in Hong Kong and Macau has fallen
victim to a number of government
measures aimed at regulating the grey
market in China, creating a 25 percent
contraction in real terms.
While local spending in China continued
to slightly contract, the appreciation of the
local currency has boosted the country to
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the number three spot in terms of global
luxury value, overtaking Italy and France
and trailing only the U.S. and Japan.
Distribution trends
Wholesale is still the dominant selling
channel within the personal luxury goods
market, capturing 66 percent of market
share. However, retail continues to gain
share, despite a slowdown in network
expansion (+600 directly operated stores
opened globally in 2015 vs. 750 in 2014) and
growth in like-for-like sales (+13 percent at
current exchange rates).
Simultaneously, e-commerce grew to
7 percent market share in 2015, nearly
doubling its penetration since 2012. Luxury
globe-trotters have also fueled the performance of airport retail, which posted a +29
percent growth rate in current exchange
rates (+18 percent in constant exchange
rates) and now accounts for 6 percent of
the global luxury market.
With the growing middle class in economies
such as China seeking good quality and
good value, the off-price channel has more
than doubled to nearly €26 billion. Markdowns are also increasing in prevalence
across more than 35 percent of the luxury
market, with a strong relevance in department and specialty stores, as well as online.
The Price of Luxury
According to Bain, the number one
challenge facing most luxury brands is
establishing the right pricing model. The
rise of e-commerce and global tourism
growth create greater transparency around
international price differentials. Additionally, price-conscious luxury shoppers
are struggling to reconcile the price of
luxury products with their real value. As a
result, luxury brands must assess how to
mitigate volatility and how best to deliver
at local and global levels. This includes
managing inventory to accommodate
fluctuations in tourism and coordinating
pricing and mark-downs across markets
and channels. Luxury brands also face a
host of tough issues such as rethinking
their store footprint and the role of their
stores in a world of growing digitalization,
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as well as figuring out how to delight local
customers even as masses of tourists flock
to stores in mature markets.
“Relentless price increases over the
last decade, aimed at creating a more
exclusive position in the market and
maximizing touristic flows are now starting
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to backfire on luxury brands,” said MarcAndré Kamel, Partner and Head of Bain’s
EMEA Retail & Luxury practice. “They face
the long-term challenge of re-building
credibility and trust among consumers,
rather than simply making shortsighted,
tactical pricing adjustments to benefit
from market fluctuations.”
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1.

Luxury Markets
Overview
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Worldwide luxury markets collectively surpassing one
trillion in 2015
WORLDWIDE LUXURY “MARKET OF THE MARKETS” (2015E|€B)

3

Luxury cars accelerating in 2015
Luxury Cars Market Trend (€B)

Key Industry Macro-Trends
• In 2015 luxury cars market growing
steadily

+6%

+10%

+15%
+8%

- All segments are benefitting from the
sound trend of the US market
- Positive trend in Western Europe
offsetting the deterioration of the Russian
market

• Uncertain scenario in China
Trends by Segment (2014)

€8B
2,2%
€46B
13,1%
€298B
84,7%

- Parallel imports altering the market
- Delay of purchases due to the decrease
of consumer confidence also because of
the stock market turmoil

• Absolute luxury automakers widening
their offer, introducing new entry-price
models
- SUVs as "bridge" category
- Push of entry-level vehicles while struggling
to maintain exclusivity
- A 360° customized service leveraged to
enhance price segmentation
4
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Big success of luxury Hotels in Europe
Luxury cruises fueled by favorable demographics
Luxury Hotels Market Trend (€B)

Key Industry Macro-Trends

• Slight slowdown in organic performance
driven by uneven geographic trends

+9%

+9%

+17%
+7%

- Rebound of European cities
- US luxury chains progressively decelerating
- China struggling to deliver organic growth

• New challenges in the industry
- "Facebooking" of the hospitality industry
- Pressure from new players/platforms
- Multi-cultural generational proposition

Luxury Cruises Market Trend (€B)

Key Industry Macro-Trends
• 2015E acceleration enhanced by
currency effect

+8%

+1%

+16%
+4%

- Reduction in capacity limiting 2015 organic
growth
- New additional ships available from 2016

• Age and income evolution is favorable
to the luxury cruising industry
• “Slow cruising” emerging trend with
smaller ships to unusual destinations
5

Food the new frontier for luxury, especially if
Italian
Luxury Food and
Wines & Spirits Market Trend (€B)

+3%
+8%

+3%
+5%

+13%
+4%
Food
+10%
+3% Wines &
Spirits

Trends by Segment (2014)

Key Industry Macro-Trends
• Luxury wines posting sound organic
growth across regions
• Spirits market impacted by the
destocking trend in China
- First signs of recovery in H2 2015

• Bright expectations from travel retail
as a key channel especially for spirits
- Lack of competent personnel limiting
wines sales in the channel

• Record year for food
- Expo effect in Italy, driving demand for
excellence in food

• Strong performance of waters, driven
by increasingly educated consumers
• Asian market growing appetite for
chocolate
• Increasing role of multi-format
restaurants
6
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Yachts and Private jets markets stagnant
Luxury Yachts and Private Jets Trend (€B)

+0%

+2%

+5%

+7%

+2% Yachts
-1%
+14%
-1% Private
jets

Trends by Segment (2014)

€3B

€1,6B

€3,5B

€9,9B

Key Industry Macro-Trends
• Yachts market stagnant both at current
and constant exchange rates
- EMEA region is recovering while BRICs are
slowing down

• Some emerging trends in the industry
- Increasing request for semi-custom
production from China and UK
- Growing demand in the expedition
yachts segment

• The aviation business is struggling to
perform in real terms, due to a
reduction in airlines deliveries only
partially offset by healthy growth of the
other segments
- North America the best performing market

€2,1 B

€5,3 B

Yachts

Private Jets

• Demand remains polarized with the large
jets segment driving growth in terms
of both revenues and profit
7

Growing art market led by US
Post-war & contemporary fastest segments
Fine Art Market Trend (€B)

Key Industry Macro-Trends
• Fine art accounts for ~70% of the total
art market (including decorative arts and
antiques)

+8%

+9%

+19%
+6%

Trends by Channels and Segments (2014)

• Quickly developing online channel not
cannibalizing the offline one but fostering
a new cluster of "emerging collectors"
• US the main market (mostly driven by NY),
followed by UK/London and China:
- China is entering a maturity phase driven by
collectors' greater pricing-awareness and
increasing relevance of late/non payments

• Sales from public auctions more than
doubled in the last 10 years:
- Very concentrated sector, top 3 players
accounting for ~50% of total sales

• Post-war and contemporary art segments
are continuing their speedy growth, with US
being the main destination for the ultrahigh-end segment
NOTE: Fine art sector refers to all creative arts whose products have generally no function other than to be seen – it mainly includes painting, drawing,
photography, and sculpture; art segments refer to artists' year of birth
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Second year in a row of solid growth for the highquality design market
High-Quality Design Market Trend (€B)

Key Industry Macro-Trends

• Positive trend boosted by favourable
currency movements
+0%

+4%

+9%
+4%

Trends by Segment (2014)

• Living & bedroom and lighting best
performing segments; kitchen recovering
• Europe main market thanks to historical
role of Italian & German players
• Americas favoured by positive exchange
rate dynamics
• Despite high growth in Asia and Middle
East, still untapped potential in emerging
markets
- Consumer evolution & luxury contract
developments/large private projects

• Wholesale still the largest channel,
particularly in Europe, but retail and
direct channel constantly increasing role
and share

• Online small but growing strongly
9

2.

Personal Luxury
Goods
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Hectic currencies inflate the market to over a quarter
trillion while real growth is significantly slowing down
GLOBAL PERSONAL LUXURY GOODS MARKET TREND (1994-2015E|€B)
Sept 11 SARS $/€

Subprime & Socio-Economic Chinese
Turbulence
financial crisis
stock
turmoil

11

Double-digit positive impact of exchange rates
fluctuations
GLOBAL PERSONAL LUXURY GOODS MARKET TREND
@ CURRENT AND CONSTANT EXCHANGE RATES (2013-2015E|€B)

12
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…mainly driven by Euro depreciation vis à vis most of
the currencies globally
2014 VS 2013 KEY CURRENCIES
EVOLUTION VS. EURO

2015 VS 2014 KEY CURRENCIES
EVOLUTION VS. EURO

13

In 2015 also other macro-economic events hampering
growth potential

Super-dollar
off-putting tourists
from visiting US and
driving American to
buy in Europe

Chinese stock crisis
causing a global stock
exchange turmoil and
impacting consumer
confidence in US
more than in China

Oil (and other
commodities) price
drop reducing wealth
of most exposed
economies and of
their key luxury
consumers
14
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The 2015 personal luxury goods market at a glance
GLOBAL PERSONAL LUXURY GOODS MARKET (2015E|€B)

Note: Absolute, Aspirational, Accessible segmentation does not include Art de la Table and Beauty specialists

15

The 2015 personal luxury goods market at a glance
GLOBAL PERSONAL LUXURY GOODS MARKET (2015E|€B)

Note: Absolute, Aspirational, Accessible segmentation does not include Art de la Table and Beauty specialists

16
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Framework of the study
GLOBAL PERSONAL LUXURY GOODS MARKET (2015E|€B)

I.

II.

III.

17
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"The great mall of China": mature markets becoming
luxury shopping destinations mainly for Chinese consumers
GLOBAL PERSONAL LUXURY GOODS MARKET (2014-2015E|€B)
BY REGION

BY CONSUMER NATIONALITY
2015E
Real terms
trend

YoY ‘15E vs. ‘14
@K
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Sound European growth led by price-driven tourists:
the old continent as the largest in-season outlet
EUROPE PERSONAL LUXURY GOODS MARKET
(2013-2015E|€B)

…BY CONSUMER ORIGIN VS. EUROPEANS
GLOBAL SPENDING (2015E|€B)

Real terms
trend

• Strong performance of the Eurozone: weak euro driving strong growth of inbound tourism
-

Chinese travelling around driving sales also in 2nd tier cities/small centers
Return of US shoppers providing extra stimulus on top of consistent Middle Eastern shopping
Russian presence contracting sharply while also Japanese struggling to rebound
New biometric requirements for Chinese visa casting shadows in the next months inbound flows

• Uneven performance across markets in Western Europe with local demand slightly recovering
-

Germany confirming its role as the most sound market for both retail and wholesale, locals and tourists
France and Italy performing well in retail, still soft on the wholesale in less touristic areas
Spain strongly rebounding thanks to tourists
UK solid yet less buoyant (strong GBP), Switzerland weak for the strong CHF with the exception of watches

• Eastern Europe remains weak despite improving situation in Russia
- Moscow stabilizing (flattening/low single digit growth in RUB) also thanks to unexpected Chinese flows
- Outside Moscow the situation remaining tough for the specialty distribution around the country
20
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Strongest contribution of Chinese and American in
Europe; Russian disappearing from luxury maps
EUROPEAN TAX FREE SHOPPING TREND BY NATIONALITY ('15
'14-'13

'15-'14

'14-'13

Chinese profile increasingly
skewed to upper middle class

'14-'13

'15-'14

'14-'13

Middle Eastern growing
across the board

'15-'14

Polarization of Japanese
consumption

VS.

'14)

'15-'14

Overall contraction, despite
average ticket increase

'14-'13

'15-'14

Absolute
Aspirational
Accessible

American booming
across the board

NOTE: 2015 figures refer to Jan-Aug period
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Super-dollar weakening Americas consumption:
drop of touristic spending
AMERICAS PERSONAL LUXURY GOODS MARKET
(2013-2015E|€B)

…BY CONSUMER ORIGIN VS. AMERICAN
GLOBAL SPENDING (2015E|€B)

Real terms
trend

• Strong dollar hampering US market performance
- Tourists slowing down significantly counterbalanced by decent consumption of locals
- Slight price adjustments (discounts in some areas, e.g. Hawaii) hardly off-setting the negative trend of tourists
- Department stores suffering (regardless of lower exposure to tourists) and playing on promotions (e.g.
triple points)
- Off-price channel top performer: organized tours driving (the few) tourists to premium outlet centers
while still drawing locals looking for bargain also when shopping online
- Positive momentum of shoes and ready to wear while on leather goods top brands are suffering. Men's
categories outperforming women's

• Canada improving performance with lower competition from US (strong USD)
• LATAM outperforming but with different drivers across countries
- Mexico maintaining momentum on locals and tourists
- Brazil enjoying positive trend due to repatriation of Brazilian spending for the weakening BRL
22
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Japan: China's next door cultural and shopping
destination
JAPAN PERSONAL LUXURY GOODS MARKET
(2013-2015E|€B)

…BY CONSUMER ORIGIN VS. JAPANESE
GLOBAL SPENDING (2015E|€B)

Real terms
trend

• Japan consistent champion in real terms for three years in a row. In 2015 booming Chinese flows
and sound local demand
- Japan first foreign destination for Chinese throughout the year and during Golden Week
- Chinese tourist flows (more mature consumer profile compared to the one travelling to South Korea) visit first
Tokyo (Ginza, Shinjuku, Aoyama and Omotesando) then Osaka and finally Kyoto (for cultural sight-seeing)
- Tourists (mainly Chinese) representing up to 40% of total sales for most exposed brands

• With Chinese boom and first steps on the development of the downtown duty-free format the
consolidated Japanese route to market may migrate to something closer to South Korea with
potential cannibalization of duty-paid format and consequent rationalization of the latter
- Local department stores already opening duty-free floors in Ginza and South Korean players expected to
join soon in the same area

• 2020 Olympic games expected to further improve retail infrastructure
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High variety of performance across Asia: South Korea
the shining star, Hong Kong the fading lantern
ASIA LUXURY GOODS MARKET BY COUNTRY (2015E, €B)
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Only ~20% of Chinese spending is made at home
MAINLAND CHINA PERSONAL LUXURY GOODS
MARKET (2013-2015E|€B)

…BY CONSUMER ORIGIN VS. M. CHINESE
GLOBAL SPENDING (2015E|€B)

Real terms
trend

• Mainland China still shrinking but some brands are improving their performance
-

Beijing better than Shanghai where there is an over proliferation of malls with mixed and volatile performance
Watches suffering but not as much as in Hong Kong - Key retailers highly stocked and rationalizing stores
Jewelry performing well, retailers opening small jewelry stores - focus shifting towards high-end range
Menswear still in contraction, yet not for all brands while womenswear is performing well
Leather goods registering mixed performance by brand while shoe segment generally very healthy

• Government attempting to foster domestic consumption: grey market fight through visa
restriction to HK and stricter custom controls, import tariff cuts, currency devaluation while antidaigou regulations are under discussion
• Price differentials with Mainland China becoming the key issue for the industry globally; long
term potential confirmed with high expectations especially of upper middle class
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Asian performance undermined by the strong
contraction in real terms of Hong Kong and Macau
Hong Kong & Macau Personal Luxury
Goods Market Trend (2013-2015E|€B)

• Hong Kong and Macau worst performers
losing Chinese support: government antigraft and anti-grey market actions, currency
fluctuations, decreasing popularity
- Strategic rethinking expected for Hong Kong:
focus on locals and network rationalization
- Positive long-term expectations on Macau: new
developments turning the city in an entertainment
hub with better connections with China

South Korean Personal Luxury Goods
Market Trend (2013-2015E|€B)

• South Korea performing very well in H1
thanks to Mainland Chinese flows…
• …impacted by the MERS and the North
Korean political tensions in Q3…
• …recovering in Q4 with direct (duty-paid)
stores outperforming duty-free also with
tourists thanks to a certain price alignment
due to currency fluctuations

South East Asian Personal Luxury
Goods Market Trend (2013-2015E|€B)

• SEA relatively well performing
- Singapore and Malaysia recovering from a tough
2014, with Singapore also stealing some
gamblers from Macau
- Thailand top performer thanks to Chinese flows
with strong potential going forward
- Indonesia disappointing after a good start of
the year and increasingly seeing its role limited to
just a local window to serve Indonesian abroad
26
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Middle East suffers due to Russians, Australia shines
thanks to Chinese. Africa?
Middle Eastern Personal Luxury Goods
Market Trend (2013-2015E|€B)

• Middle East suffering for the contraction of
Russians only marginally offset by Chinese
• Local UHNWI consumers showing sound trend
with Saudi top performing. More cautious uppermiddle class
• Important luxury mall development plans in
KSA and Qatar may jeopardize Dubai's market
• Iran next big bet although still severe problems
due to sanctions and poor infrastructures

Australian Personal Luxury Goods
Market Trend (2013-2015E|€B)

• Australia maintaining momentum as key
destination for Chinese tourists, and even
becoming a secondary residency for wealthy
Chinese expats and students
- Melbourne first destination

• Brands assessing new opening
opportunities due to high expectations for
2016 and 2017
African Personal Luxury Goods Market
Trend (2013-2015E|€B)

• African growing economy and increasing
UHNW individuals create potential for luxury
market development…
• … but still far from being the new Asia
- Concerns on countries political stability and high
volatility due to reliance on oil and commodities
- Chinese tourists flows dropping in 1H due to
unfavorable new visa regulation
27

China joins the luxury podium;
Italy back to positive with Milan that shines for growth
PERSONAL LUXURY GOODS MARKET – TOP COUNTRIES (2015E|B€)
Top city in the country
Real terms trend

New
York

Paris
Tokyo

Beijing

Milan

London
Seoul

Munich

Dubai

Moscow
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29

Retail channel keeps gaining share with uneven organic
and perimeter trends across geographies
GLOBAL PERSONAL LUXURY GOODS MARKET TREND
BY CHANNEL (2014-2015E|€B)
• Retail channel outpacing wholesale 2:1 at
current exchange rates gaining 2pp share

Real terms trend

+20%

• Low single digit organic growth in real
terms inflated by currency effect

+10%

Wholesale
• Organic +13%
• Perimeter +7%
(~600 new DOS
vs. ~750 in 2014)

Retail

- Double digit performance in Europe and
Japan driven by tourists, flattening in US
(deteriorating in H2)
- Negative in Asia due to Macau and Hong Kong
where locals alone cannot support the large
luxury footprint

• Slowdown in store openings for the 2nd
consecutive year, with part of the openings
driven by buy-back of distribution in Asia
(i.e. South Korea and Greater China)
- Most established brands focused on network
maintenance with stable overall footprint
- Smaller and fast growing brands still
expanding their network and rebalancing
geographic coverage
30
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Wholesale channel under pressure with specialty stores
in a renewed trend
GLOBAL PERSONAL LUXURY GOODS MARKET TREND
BY CHANNEL (2014-2015E|€B)
• Wholesale channel low single digit
negative trend in real terms mainly due to:

Real terms trend

+20%

+10%

Wholesale
• Organic +13%
• Perimeter +7%
(~600 new DOS
vs. ~750 in 2014)

Retail

- Ongoing retailization trend turning franchise
into directly operated operations or JVs
- US department stores struggling across
product categories but especially in leather
goods (better performance in shoes and RTW)
- Asian watch retailers coping with channel
over-stock with decreasing sales and network
rationalization
- Europe specialty stores recovering, although at
different pace across countries
- South Korean travel retail impacted by
decreasing flows in H2 due to the MERS and
renovations at Incheon airport

• Overall travel retail and online (especially etailers) outperforming wholesale formats
while specialty stores are gaining
relevance in Asia (i.e. China) and US

31

Retail and mono-brand distribution continue to be the
winning formats
GLOBAL PERSONAL LUXURY GOODS MARKET
BY CHANNEL & FORMAT (2015E|€B)
Share %
of total

Real terms trend

10%

7%

6%

23%

25%

29%

Share of
monobrand
32
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E-commerce penetration nearly doubled since 2012.
E-tailers win customers while brands.com lag behind
ONLINE PERSONAL LUXURY GOODS MARKET TREND (2012-2015E|€B)
• E-tailers outperforming the market globally

Online
penetration

- Chinese players extending geographic
boundaries, gaining share on a global basis

• European and American retailers continue to
grow, actively responding to customer request
of an omnichannel experience
• Luxury brands losing share overall with
uneven and polarized performance

CAGR
+30%

- Largest brands with established direct online
(and omnichannel) platforms outperforming
- Majority still lagging behind (especially European)

• Magazines approaching the channel
• Social commerce beginning to pick up steam

4%

7%

- "Buy button" is changing the role of social
networks from pure referral to e-/retailers websites
to direct shopping on the social platforms

• M-commerce becoming a central touch-point
and a growing channel especially in Asia
- Wearables potentially becoming the new frontier
of mobile
33

Airport retail fully grasping the value of luxury globe
trotters
AIRPORT PERSONAL LUXURY GOODS MARKET TREND (2012-2015E|€B)
• Airport channel high growth driven by
increasing passengers flows

Airport
penetration

- Relaxation of visas rules fostering Asian flows:
many government are working to attract these
customers through extended validity periods or
fast-track visa application process
- European new biometric requirements for Chinese
visas expected to impact flows in the short term

• Beauty products confirm market-leading
position at airports, encouraging higher
spending also thanks to product innovation

CAGR
+18%

• Asia & Japan still main engine for growth
driven by the increase in number of airports in
the region, also in Tier 3 cities
- Seoul Incheon airport (one of major Asian hubs)
impacted by major renovations
4%

6%

• US market still lagging behind
• Ongoing infrastructural improvements in key
airports to increase retail spaces and enhance
travelers shopping experience
34
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Off-price channel more than doubled in 3 years,
becoming a key lever to segment target consumers
OFF-PRICE PERSONAL LUXURY GOODS MARKET TREND (2012-2015E|€B)
• US, Europe and Japan most penetrated
geographies, and increasing importance of
off-price channel in China

Off-price
penetration

- Growth sustained by raising Chinese middleclass consumers, increasingly looking for good
quality at good price and overall growing
price consciousness
- International developers planning openings in
China focusing also on tier 2/3 cities

• Luxury brands currently reconsidering their
strategic approach to the channel

CAGR
+27%

5%

- Focus on dedicated made-to-outlet production
and supply chain, tailored assortment, store
format and shopping experience
- Some brands reducing mark-down exposure
in regular stores while leveraging more offprice ones for de-stocking
- Overall the channel becoming a key lever to
segment consumers, more effectively than the
typical multi-line approach leveraged in the 90s
and 00s: best practices able to ensure
consumer overlap (with full price) below 5%

10%

35

Markdown market extending far beyond off-price stores
and reaching 35% of the market on a fast trajectory
GLOBAL PERSONAL LUXURY GOODS MARKET –
MARKDOWN MARKET BY FORMAT (2015E|€B)
Share %
of total

10%

Real terms trend

7%

6%
100%

23%

25%

29%

Markdown

0%
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ACCESSIBLE

ASPIRATIONAL

ABSOLUTE

ALTERNATIVE
TO LUXURY

Polarized performance in Hard Luxury
Accessories still leading the trend
GLOBAL PERSONAL LUXURY GOODS MARKET BY CATEGORY
(2014-2015E|€B)
YoY ‘15E vs. ‘14
@K

2014

2015E

36

38

14

16

14

16

38
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Jewels and shoes over-performing;
Watches strongly hit by channel overstocking in Asia
GLOBAL LUXURY GOODS MARKET BY CATEGORY (2012-2015E|€B)
Leather goods on a consolidation path
Price up-trade lowering volumes, with new smaller models and lower ticket items
inverting the trend but unable overall to drive the same growth in volumes of the past
years

Jewels ever more
perceived as a safe
investment in an
uncertain economic
and financial
environment

Apparel and
beauty on a
steady low
single digit trend
Categories strongly
under the attack by
premium players
aggressively playing
with luxury codes
Women's RTW
consistent trend
leading to a growth
parity with LG for the
first time in 2015

Jewelry and
shoes clear
market winners

30
market
value
(€B)

Shoes confirming a
positive trend started in
2013 outpacing leather
goods as the status
symbol thanks to
sweet-spot price
positioning

Watches: the perfect storm
The Asian situation impacting watches trend since 2013, further deteriorating in 2015
(worst Swiss watch export figures since 2009 crisis) with CHF sudden appreciation driving
pricing disequilibrium

39

Soft positive trend of RTW with uneven results among
men's segments and ongoing polarization in women's
Luxury men's RTW Market Trend
(2013-2015E|€B)

• Casualwear posting a low single digit growth
while formalwear continuing to suffer
- Mixed performance within both segments, with
Absolute brands showing very sound trend offset by
negative Aspirational and lackluster Accessible

• Outerwear, denim and cashmere categories
outperforming, in line with 2014
- Growing success of fur and shearling
- Denim maintaining momentum also driven by a new
fashion twist and the success of customization
services

Luxury women's RTW Market Trend
(2013-2015E|€B)

• Blurring boundaries between genders providing a
strong dynamism to the unisex style
• Overall positive trend for women's RTW, with
high resilience across markets and categories
- Brisk growth of denim and outerwear across the
board
- At the extremes of the spectrum, activewear and
haute couture showing a buoyant dynamism
- Daywear positive trend driven both by Absolute
brands and first lines and Accessible segment
- Formalwear lagging behind in terms of growth due
to the underperformance of the Aspirational

• Increasing brandization of patterns and
creative motives as new icons of the category
40
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Shoes continuing to outstrip leather goods which are
struggling to turn the new offer's structures into growth
Luxury leather goods Market Trend
(2013-2015E|€B)

• Overall trend undermined by continuous price
increase (excluding Accessible brands)
- Brands attempt to preserve the entry-price range by
offering a wider selection of lower priced items
(e.g. smaller) was effective from a volume
standpoint only, causing the price mix to fall
- Surging success of the off-price channel and
increasing promotional activity by full-price stores

• Ongoing polarization among segments
- Absolute outstripping the overall trend, while
Aspirational showing mixed performance, with
ongoing turnaround of key brands
- Highly volatile consumer loyalty affecting brands
success in the Accessible segment
Luxury shoes Market Trend
(2013-2015E|€B)

• Consistent positive performance of shoes,
the status symbol at the price sweet spot
- Outperformance of the Absolute segment

• Men's segment continuing on its positive
growth trajectory, women's showing an
increased dynamism
- Ongoing sneaker phenomenon now influencing
also other stylistic segments (e.g. formal shoes
with thick rubber sole, …)

• Lifestyle brands registering slightly brisker
growth than shoes specialists
41

Jewels continue growing although at a slower pace,
while watches still impacted by Asian negative trend
Luxury watches Market Trend
(2013-2015E|€B)

• Luxury watches still impacted by Asian uncertainty
- Asian retailers overstocked with declining sales and
shrinking stores network

• Category exposure to Swiss watch makers impacting
the trend with CHF appreciation vs. Euro and
consequent price adjustments
• Absolute better performing; buoyant Europe
thanks to touristic purchases in brands' direct stores
• Smartwatches impact limited to premium
segment and not competing with high-end time
pieces playing on different value dimensions
- Luxury brands launching their own smart watches and
smart accessories for watches with still limited volumes
Luxury jewels Market Trend
(2013-2015E|€B)

• Luxury branded jewelry continue to outperform
the overall market
• Good performance of Absolute and high-ticket items
• Jewels remain among top preferred investments
thanks to intrinsic value of raw materials
• Global demand for diamonds still growing but at a
more modest pace, particularly in Asia as a
consequence of the slowdown started last year and
the protests in Hong Kong
• Asian retailers re-balancing product offer of new
stores openings towards jewelry vs. watches
42
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Positive trend of fragrances driven by the very top of the
luxury spectrum, lackluster skincare
Luxury fragrances Market Trend
(2013-2015E|€B)

• Mature markets posting mixed
performances, with Chinese and Middle
Eastern demand continuing to rise
- Market growth in mature markets mainly driven by
price increases, despite an increasing weight of
promotions

• Outperformance of top-end, exclusive lines
and essences as well as artisanal niche
brands
- Growing interest for customized products
- Brands refocusing the story-telling on scents,
ingredients and nose

• Travel sizes showing sound trend
Luxury cosmetics Market Trend
(2013-2015E|€B)

• Make-up the main growth engine,
offsetting uneven performance within
skincare
- Sound trend of make-up across sub-categories
- Devices showing a strong dynamism within
skincare, while other sub-categories are
suffering

• Increasing competition from premium
Korean brands ever more popular among
Asian consumers
- Western players looking for potential
acquisitions
43

Boundaries among segments are blurring: mix & match is
the new black for opinionated consumers
WORLDWIDE LUXURY MARKET EVOLUTION BY SEGMENT

2015E

44
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Strategic international pricing becoming the #1 issue
to be tackled in the industry
• Relentless price increase over the last 5-10 years
- Brands raising prices to gain a more exclusive positioning and sell to
emerging consumers with high disposable income

• High price differentials kept across regions
- Brands maintaining high price differentials to maximize touristic flows and
local consumption (e.g. Japan)

• Exogenous effects exacerbating price differentials globally
(i.e. currency fluctuations, import tariff cuts)
• Internet allowing full price transparency
• Increasingly price conscious luxury consumers looking for
international bargain thus changing market equilibrium…
• …while brands tactically adjusting international pricing
sometimes with shortsighted approaches

Mature consumers cut off from an industry they can't fully afford
anymore and whose real value is strongly questioned, while emerging
consumers struggle in truly matching price and value of these products
45
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What to do
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About the 2015 Personal Luxury Goods Market
Recap of key real term trends
GLOBAL PERSONAL LUXURY GOODS MARKET (2015E|TREND)

47
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About the 2015 Personal Luxury Goods Market
10 key takeaways
A mature
market
strongly impacted
byGOODS
macro-economic
socio-political events
GLOBAL
GLOBAL
PERSONAL
PERSONAL
LUXURY
LUXURY
GOODS
MARKET
MARKETand
(2015E|TREND)
(2015E|TREND)

Still a western market but
driven by masses of
borderless consumers

Retail and mono-brand still the
favorite format to invest in
…but current retail footprint under
scrutiny in some locations

Chinese top nationality
increasingly relevant across
regions

E-commerce starting to become
disruptive yet brands still
struggling with it
Wholesale formats holding position
while trying to change their skin

Consumers from mature
markets more demanding
and detached

Tactic channels as off-price and
airports becoming more and more
strategic

Consumers shopping
across categories
and price points,
guided by a clear
point of view on
players strategies

Growing value
awareness and
blurred pricing
strategies are
questioning luxury
value proposition

48
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…that translate into key strategic questions for
luxury players going forward
GLOBAL
PERSONAL
LUXURY GOODS
MARKET
How
to reduce
brands performance
volatility
at global(2015E|€B)
and local level?

How to manage the globe
trotter consumers?

…while keeping a

strategic focus on
local customer base?

How to rethink retail role,
footprint and format going
forward?

How to maximize effectiveness
of all distribution in an
omni-channel world?
How to strategically manage
full price and markdown sales
in all channels?

How to re-engage
disillusioned mature
markets?

How to turn online into a
competitive advantage besides
e-commerce?

How to

(re)build
aspiration,
credibility and
trust for luxury
products?

How to enhance

brand
territory and
platform to
bond with

tomorrow's
consumer?
49

Key strategic issues in luxury CEO's Monday morning
agenda

Design a

'locally global' pricing strategy and execution

Enhance

personalized
customer experience

Re-focus distribution
strategy and footprint with a
look ahead
Evolve model into a

in-store

Locally tailor
value proposition:
assortment, buying,
marketing

Value-driven
"Fast luxury"
Push

Master brand

content and
storytelling

consumer engagement holistically
through all touch points

Develop, grow and retain best-in-class talents
50
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Methodology

• Revenues at retail value represent total sales valued at retail price.
• Each player consolidated sales are retailized through the following methodology:
Retail

Retail

Wholesale

Wholesale at retail value

Licenses

Licenses at retail value

PLAYER CONSOLIDATED
SALES

PLAYER SALES AT RETAIL
VALUE

+
+

BOTTOM-UP

+
+

Application of
estimated mark
ups by geography
and category
Application of
estimated royalty
rates and mark
ups by geography
and product
category

TOP-DOWN

• Industry-specific (e.g. watches vs. beauty) data in the
main geographical markets

• Comparison between market breakdown and turnover
breakdown for key players
• Tens of industry experts interviews (top management
of brands, distributor, department stores, …)
• Consistency check on the data and fine tuning

We add brands individual retail values...

...we cross check results
51
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FRANÇOISE HERNAEZ FOURRIER,
HEAD OF STRATEGIC PLANNING, IPSOS CONNECT

IPSOS is France’s leading market research company and a specialist in consumer, citizen
and employee behaviours. Ipsos works across all sectors of activity. Our experts have
assisted advertisers, decision-makers and institutions with their marketing strategies, HR,
communication positioning, and public opinion research since 1975.
WORLD LUXURY TRACKING was launched in 2007 in partnership with the International
Luxury Business Association, and is the first global observatory to survey and analyse
contemporary and prospective trends for the past eight years. Its powerful background
enables WLT to analyse the evolutions of the major luxury consumption indicators among
the wealthiest populations in 15 countries, interviewing some 8,000 individuals each year.
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World Luxury Tracking
Focus on Asia
PERCEPTION OF LUXURY IN NORTH ASIA
1 | Luxury = Status
Despite the maturity of markets such as Korea and Japan, these countries demonstrate
a characteristic that is more commonly associated with emerging markets, namely that
luxury is primarily a status symbol and therefore associated with items that can be worn
(such as accessories, jewellery and watches) or shown (cars), rather than a dream lifestyle
(yachts, private jets, etc). Hong Kong is the exception in the region, having a view of luxury
closer to that of European or American consumers.
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2 | Luxury = Europe
South Korea stands out as the only market to show a slight preference for
Italian-made. Are cultural factors behind this, or is it due to what appears to be
over-investment in the market by Italian brands compared with French brands?

THE SOCIAL ROLE OF LUXURY
1 | Luxury = Social success
In these countries, influenced by Confucianism, the group is more important than the individual,
there is a strong social hierarchy, and the value of an individual is measured by the relationship
another person has with him or her. Consequently, these societies are structured by group and
hierarchical values. This explains why all four countries agree that luxury is a sign of social success
(82% in China, 72% in South Korea, 70% in Hong Kong and 62% in Japan, still slightly lagging).

56
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2 | Luxury = Self-assertion
This doesn’t mean these countries perceive the group and its role in the same way. For the
Chinese (mainland China and Hong Kong), mianzi or “face value” is decisive in situating the
individual within the group. Owning luxury products is one way to acquire mianzi and therefore importance. In South Korea, the individual’s place within the hierarchy is determined by
social status: job, possessions, revenue, etc. Once again, buying luxury products is a means
of asserting one’s social status and in doing so gaining importance within the group. The
situation is different in Japan where hierarchy is a question of age or seniority, hence luxury
products have no influence on an individual’s position within the group. Consequently, the
majority of mainland Chinese, Hong Kongers and Koreans see luxury as a means of showing
one’s power (81%, 69% and 69% respectively), compared with just 43% of Japanese.
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3 | Luxury = Belonging
“Social group” corresponds to different notions in China, Korea and Japan. Chinese luxury
purchases are influenced by guanxi (a wide, inclusive group), as luxury products are a way for
an individual to show he or she belongs to the group (80% of mainland Chinese and 61% of
Hong Kongers). For the Japanese and the Koreans, social factors such as place of residence,
studies and job determine which group they belong to. In these countries, appearance and
social success are more strongly associated with the individual than the group. Only 26% of
Japanese and 43% of Koreans consider luxury as a way of belonging to a community or group.

THE IMPORTANCE OF POPULARITY FOR KOREANS
While social success matters in all North Asian countries, there is particular pressure on
Koreans. As in Japan, this pressure begins at school and appearance plays an important
role: you have to be attractive to succeed. Hallyu - the “Korean Wave” of TV shows,
cinema and K-pop - defines what is considered to be attractive, and Korea has many
hugely influential national celebrities.
For Korean men, luxury is “a way to show myself to best advantage”, a value that
ranks 5th out of more than 30 suggested definitions of luxury. In comparison, this value rates
14th among Chinese and Hong Kongers, and 15th among Japanese. It follows that Korean
men are the most knowledgeable, for example about fashion brands: more than half of
Korean men can name at least 21 luxury fashion brands, compared with 17 for the
Japanese, 8 for Hong Kongers, and 5 for the Chinese.
However, Korean men most stand out for their knowledge of cosmetics which
is far greater than in the other three countries. More than half of Korean men can
name at least 11 cosmetics brands compared with 7 for the Japanese, 5 for the
Chinese and just 2 for Hong Kongers. This is confirmed by the size of the men’s
cosmetics market in South Korea, equivalent to around 65% of the Chinese market
whereas the population of South Korea represents less than 4% of the population
of China (source: Euromonitor).
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APPENDIX IPSOS GAME CHANGER

2007-2015

WORLD LUXURY TRACKING

UNDERSTANDING LUXURY CUSTOMERS

US, JAPAN, ITALY, FRANCE, UK, SPAIN, GERMANY

CHINA, RUSSIA, BRAZIL, INDIA, SOUTH KOREA, HONG KONG

KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 	
  

WORLD LUXURY TRACKING
3 QUESTIONS FOR 2015
Consumer “Empowerment”
• Sources of influence
• Travel
• Global experience

2
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WORLD LUXURY TRACKING
SOCIOCULTURAL CONTEXT
The main fact is the “consumer empowerment” with a real renewal of the
way consumers are influenced, touched by luxury brands, and buy luxury goods:
THE “AFFLUENTS” & THE “HENRYS”

•

(High Earners Not Rich Yet) are driving much of the growth in the luxury market, especially in the US.
Although HENRYs have a lower spending limit than the ultra-affluents, there are about ten HENRY
households for one ultra-affluent. Offer them an emotional - and thus unique - experience is a key trend to
follow.

THE TRAVEL CULTURE

•

Luxury consumers are more and more mobile and have specific purchase routines when travelling abroad.
Local shops but also airport shops, are thus strategic places to target customers of mature countries.

THE“PHYGITAL” EXPERIENCE

•

Although the majority of luxury purchases still happen offline, online is becoming a key channel. People are
looking for experiences, products and services on the net and via social media. Today, no matter the channel
– physical or digital - the client wants to speak and to be heard when / where / the way he wants.
3
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WORLD LUXURY TRACKING 2015
Three main directions:
Values, attitudes and purchase behaviors

Understand luxury-related values and behaviors in a better way
Luxury-related values
Purchasing behaviors : frequency, buying journey, affordability, price
Perception of the quality, quality/price ratio, Made In
Expectations regarding luxury brands (points of sale & services)

Focus on Travel

Understand travel retail in a better way
What are the shopping travel destinations?
What is bought? Where ? Why (price, choice, etc.)?
When and in which type of delivery?
What are the specific expectations?

Relational luxury : client’s “phygital” experience

4
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How to optimize the customer relationship in the context of
digitalization
Physical and digital buying journey experiences
Preferences (before / during / after the purchase)
Information and influence sources
Mobile applications
Social networks
Overall, balance of experience
4
© Ipsos WLT 2015
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WORLD LUXURY TRACKING
KEY LEARNINGS FROM THE
WLT 2013
Keep luxury attractive to avoid
consumer disenchantment

5

5
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WORLD LUXURY TRACKING
EXTRACT: WLT 2013 LEARNINGS

1

Access to luxury: how to
retain
the
growing
population of reluctant
consumers?
Economically fragile consumers
are finding ways to access luxury
at a more affordable price. This
raises strategic questions for most
luxury brands:
ü Should they launch new
product offers, more affordable?

2

The service: what to know
to
meet
rising
expectations

This is one of the strongest trend
of the last period: consumers
want
to
experience
extraordinary things. They want
to escape from their daily reality,
making luxury brands in a clear
position: project themselves in a
world of dream and fantasy.

A major success factor for the
future is the retail question.
What is the best combination
between digital and physical
resources? For example, the
survey shows that people buying
on-line
are expecting to have
their purchases delivered in the
stores.
Another
important
evolution: consumers want to feel
immersed right away in a
consistent brand universe. They
want to know more about the
brands they buy.

ü Should they communicate on
specific topics?
ü Should they launch new
brands to cope with diminishing
client basis in Europe or in the
USA?
6
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How to satisfy to the
growing aspiration to live
an intense experience?

6

4

Technology
is
everywhere: what should be the
specific role of luxury
brands?
Many brands have already an online presence but it seems that
the perfect model is still to be
invented. Beyond sales service, it
is clear that practical information
is expected by most consumers
as a way to facilitate their decision
process.

© Ipsos WLT 2015
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WORLD LUXURY TRACKING

A GROWING PART OF PEOPLE SEE LUXURY AS INACCESSIBLE
Luxury = “A world that is inaccessible to me”

70

D4 – Please indicate to
what extent each of the
following characteristics
corresponds to your
personal idea of luxury.

75
74

71
70
66

63

56
54
50

63

61
59

58
51

76
74

59
57

53
51

49

47

46
39

7

2007

“Total correspond”

2009
7

2011

2013

Basis = Total sample
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WORLD LUXURY TRACKING

EXPERIENCE AND DREAM REMAIN MAJOR ASPIRATIONS EVERYWHERE
“To let you live an unforgettable experience”
72
69
66

70
65
61
57

54
52
46

69

2007
8

62

“Total correspond”

72

70
67

64
61
55

59
57
55

46

37
2009

47

44

70
69

67

59

52

43
39

“To let you dream, escape to another world”

73

57
52
50

64
62
56
52

56
54
47

45

40

63
61

40

36
2011

2007

2013
8

© Ipsos WLT 2015

2009

2011

2013

Basis = Total sample
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WORLD LUXURY TRACKING

CONTINENTAL EUROPEANS INCREASINGLY WANT TO LIVE A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE
“I should experience something exceptional”
83
80

82
80

D8 – In a luxury
goods store, what do
you expect most from
the service that
makes it different
from the service in
other stores?

61

“Total important”

65
63
60
57

60
58
54
53

54
52

50
46
45
43
41

81

79
77

47

45

39

2007

39

2009

2011

9

9

Basis = Total sample

2013

© Ipsos WLT 2015

WORLD LUXURY TRACKING

ON AVERAGE, 1 OUT OF 4 CONSUMERS EXPECT A GREATER PRESENCE
OF LUXURY BRANDS IN THE DIGITAL WORLD

23% “A luxury brand should have a greater digital presence
to become or remain one of my favourite brands”
8

In %

D24 – What would a
luxury brand have to do
tomorrow in order to
become or remain one
of your favourite
brands?

21
9

23
12

30

9

30

4
12

Essential
Total Important
Significantly higher than average

10
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18

3

28
11

10

Basis = Buyers of at least one category (D6 b/c)

© Ipsos WLT 2015
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WORLD LUXURY TRACKING
WORLD LUXURY TRACKING COVERS 15 COUNTRIES
Targeting in each country affluent consumers, buyers of luxury goods

11

© Ipsos WLT 2015

WORLD LUXURY TRACKING
5TH EDITION IN MATURE MARKETS
In 2015, Ipsos launches the 5th wave of the World Luxury Tracking
in mature countries, with a new Strategic Planning approach based on:
Evolutions from 2007 to 2015, with 5 waves
to better understand luxury trends in mature countries
A dynamic typology of luxury customers
A special focus on travelers, to better understand
new area of influence in the purchase of luxury goods
A specific part dedicated to relational luxury
to understand the “phygital” touch points and the new
purchase funnels
An inspiring overview of emerging trends based
on a specific strategic planning approach, along with a
deeper analysis of the Brand / Customer relationship
12

64
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STÉPHANE TRUCCHI, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, IFOP

IFOP is an institute specializing in opinion poll and marketing studies (Consumer goods,
Luxury, Health and Service sectors) and Medias, active worldwide with a presence in
4 geographical zones (Europe, North America, South America and Asia). Our mission is
to create value for our clients.
www.ifop.com
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Brazil: from crisis
to opportunity?
In a country noted for its social disparity,
where economic, political and social crisis
has had a marked effect on consumption
these past two years, luxury sales appear
unaffected and continue to grow at a
strong and steady rate.

However, global brands are moving out of
these stores and into luxury malls which
offer clients the security they want and, at
the same time, please local consumers who
enjoy these vast, American-style shopping
and lifestyle centres.

Buoyed by a rapidly-rising high-income
segment of the population with a taste for
international brands - there are currently 65
billionaires in Brazil; by 2020 the number of
persons with annual income in excess of US$
150,000 is expected to grow by 46% - and
by a growing well-off middle class, luxury
sales continue to expand (+7% in 2015 and
+30% by 2018). Brazil should become one
of the world’s Top 15 luxury markets.

Iguatemi and Cidade Jardim are the
foremost names among these temples of
luxury, with new malls opening in Sao Paulo
(JK Iguatemi in 2014), Rio (Village Mall in
2012) and the Nordeste region.

This dynamic has attracted a large number
of global luxury brands: 130 brands have set
up in Brazil since 2010. Despite the difficult
context of the current economic climate,
Ralph Lauren (2014) and Yves Saint Laurent
(2015) have launched their first operations
in Sao Paulo, while Cartier has opened its
third boutique there.
Security remains an issue in Brazil, and
luxury consumers are reticent about “street
shopping”, with the one exception of Rua
Oscar Freire in Sao Paulo where numerous
local and global brands have had storefronts for many years.
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Sao Paulo remains the heart of luxury
shopping in Brazil. The city opened to
luxury in the 1950s and now accounts
for more than two-thirds of the country’s
luxury purchases (38 luxury brands opened
flagship stores in Sao Paulo between 2012
and 2014).
Brazilians pay attention to quality of
service, and like to be acknowledged and
treated well.
They develop close, personal ties with
sales staff and like to “bond” with them.
They expect to be taken care of from the
moment they arrive at the store (valet
parking, shopping assistant), once inside
the store (personal shopper, free delivery),
and beyond (private viewings, invitations
to try collections at home, special events).
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Service is expected to be of the same
standard, if not better, than in the global
luxury capitals (New York, Paris, London,
Milan, Hong Kong, Shanghai, Tokyo) and
plays a decisive role in building individual
and lasting customer relations.

a Brazilian woman buy a luxury handbag
in ten monthly instalments. International
brands should adapt to this habit or risk
losing customers…

Because of this tax burden, Brazilians make
80% of their luxury goods purchases abroad,
mainly in the United States (Miami, New
York), still their top-ranking destination, or
in Europe (Paris, London, Milan, Lisbon).

It would be wrong to underestimate
the importance of e-commerce, which
is fast expanding in Brazil. Brazilians
are impulse buyers who want to enjoy
the desired product without having to
wait. Internet and online buying satisfy
this need, and Brazil is the fifth most
connected country in the world with 140
million internet users in 2015. 85% of
Brazilians own a mobile phone, almost
30 million buy online (Brazil will be the
fourth-largest e-commerce market in
2016), and with 70 million users Brazil is
the number-four country for Facebook.

Credit is another particularity of the
Brazilian market. Payment in charge-free
instalments is culturally ingrained, including
for luxury goods. It’s not uncommon to see

Luxury brands must integrate this specificity of the Brazilian luxury consumer so as
to engage with them and deliver a winning
brand experience.

While Brazilians love shopping at home,
taxes and import duties weigh heavily on
the domestic market. A luxury product
can cost up to two and a half times more
in Brazil compared with the United States
or Europe.
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DAVID BOURLA, ASSOCIATE HEAD OF RESEARCH
CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD FRANCE

VINCENT ASCHER, ASSOCIATE RETAIL AGENCY
CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD FRANCE

Cushman & Wakefield is a global leader in commercial real estate services, helping
clients transform the way people work, shop, and live. The firm’s 43,000 employees in
more than 60 countries provide deep local and global insights that create significant value
for occupiers and investors around the world.
www.cushmanwakefield.com
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The Paris luxury market
Outlook for 2020
The luxury market has grown steadily
since 2009, as seen in the landscapes of
the world’s major cities, where the largest
groups have chosen to set up shop. In
Paris, numerous store openings have
made the best-known thoroughfares even
more exclusive, all the while redrawing the
luxury-market map, whose topography
had remained unchanged for decades.
Although most retailers limited their expansion to areas immediately around the most
prestigious high streets, they also sought
retail space in neighborhoods further afi
eld where luxury retailers are sporadic, if
present at all.
The recent slowdown in luxury sales will
in no way curtail this trend. While leading
brands may be increasingly selective in their
location strategy, they have little choice but
to consolidate or extend their footprint in
cities that are international tourist destinations, such as Paris. Observations of the
economic, sociological, and technological
upheavals that disrupt retail and brand
growth, supported by an analysis of opportunities and threats to Paris’s position in
the global luxury hierarchy, have inspired
several scenarios for the year 2020. Of these
scenarios, the boldest foresees an unbroken
“luxury trail” between the traditional center
of the Paris luxury sector and new shopping
areas on both sides of the Seine.
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Tourisme, driving the paris luxury market.
New pools of tourists.
– In 2013, Paris retained its title as the
world’s most visited city. Hotel occupancy
rates were up by 4.1%, with a total of
15.6 million international visitors. While
tourists from certain European countries
(e.g., Spain, Italy, the Netherlands) are
traveling less because of the economic
crisis, their decline is compensated
by growth in other long-established
sources of tourism, such as the United
States and the Gulf States, and by the
development of tourism from emerging
countries, such as Indonesia, South
Korea, and especially China. Although
Chinese tourists may have accounted
for only 2.5% (i.e., 226,068 guests)
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of all international hotel guests in Paris
in 2013, this fi gure belies the astonishing rise in Chinese tourists in Paris of
91% since 2007. At September 30, 2014,
Chinese growth had risen another 13.2%
year on year.
– The fascination Paris holds for international tourists explains the large-scale
changes under way in the hotel industry
and the solid performances of Paris hotels.
According to a study by In Extenso, the
occupancy rate of “grand luxe” hotels rose
by 1.7% over the first ten months of 2014,
after an outstanding 2013. The growth
of international tourism also explains the
vibrant luxury retail market in Paris.
Shopping and tourism,
a rapidly growing market
– Spending by tourists plays a decisive role
in Paris. On average, shopping accounts
for 53% of the activities of international
tourists during their stay in Paris, and
even more for lavish spenders like the
Chinese (60%) and Middle Easterners
(74%). Moreover, while the French luxury
market depends largely on spending by
international tourists (60%), in Italy international and Italian tourists contribute

equally (50% each) and in Germany local
consumers account for the majority
(80%) of the luxury market.
– Brands can benefit from city-level analytics
not only to better target individual cities
but also to enable them to cluster similar
cities together and to then develop
sophisticated, localized go-to-market
strategies that better serve local customers
and tourists.
– These figures suffice to illustrate the
specificity of the Paris market, the second
largest in the world after New York, with
sales reaching €11 billion in 2013 (+9%
year on year). The dominant position of
France and its capital city can also be
seen in changes in the tax-free market,
which has been growing for the past few
years, even if growth is expected to slow
to 3−5% in 2015. Paris is also the most
popular tourist destination in the world
for tax-free purchases, and France alone
constituted 23% of the tax-free market
in Europe over the fi rst nine months of
2014. The Chinese play a critical role in
this market too, and provided 35% of all
tax-free spending over the same period,
far more than the Americans (5%) and
the Japanese (4%).

SALES IN THE GLOBA L LUXURY MARKET, BY CITY IN 2013*

CITY

SALES
MARKET SHARE CHANGE Y/Y
(BILLION €) IN COUNTRY

NEW YORK

21.5

35%

+6%

PARIS

11.0

70%

+9%

LONDON

9.0

75%

+8%

HONG KONG

7.5

100%

+10%

TOKYO

7.0

40%

-7%

SEOUL

6.0

70%

+3%

BEIJING

5.5

35%

+1%

MILAN

5.0

30%

+6%

LAS VEGAS

5.0

10%

+9%

SHANGAI

4.5

30%

+2%

Source: Bain & Company / Altagramma, 2013 Luxury Goods Worldwide Market Study.
*First nine months of 2013.
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130 openings in Paris since 2011

30

80 %

25
60 %

20
15

40 %

10
20 %

2011

2012

New

2013
Other

In recent years, Paris has also seen the creation from scratch of new
brands, both French (e.g., Exemplaire, 334 rue Saint-Honoré) and
international (e.g., Maison Ullens, 4 rue de Marignan and the
upcoming opening of the Qela ﬂagship at 50 avenue Montaigne).
In addition, the total number of openings has been inﬂated by the
numerous openings of single-brand stores, a trend illustrated by
development projects of watch and jewelry brands such as Richemont
Group in the neighborhood around Place Vendôme and rue de la Paix
(IWC, Vacheron-Constantin, Panerai, etc.) and the grand opening of
three Omega shops and corners since the end of 2013 (rue de Sèvres,
boulevard des Capucines, and Printemps du Carrousel du Louvre).

0%

2014
Share of new

Source: Cushman & Wakeﬁeld.

BREAKDOWN OF OPENINGS BY MAJOR GROUP*
LVMH 16%

New players on the scene
The high proportion of new sales points to total openings can
be attributed mainly to the constant inﬂow of international
newcomers. And while Paris may be the birthplace of some of the
largest luxury brands in the world, those brands do not always
have their own stores in Paris. Italian brands such as Lorena
Antoniazzi, Brunello Cucinelli, and Giambatista Valli are particularly
active and contribute largely to the vibrancy of Paris’s retail market.
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But even more than the total number of openings, it is the
proportion of new sales points that reveals the vibrancy of the
luxury market. Creations of sales points represent 64% of total
openings and development projects in Paris since 2011, including
Exemplaire and Gianfranco Lotti, rue Saint-Honoré. Of all other
openings in the period 2011−2014, 53% were for the refurbishment
or extension of existing sales points, 20% for relocations, and 27%
for temporary shops.

100 %

35

5

In Paris, the number of openings rose sharply in the period
2011−2013. After 16 openings in 2011 and 32 in 2012, 49 openings
were recorded in 2013. Although 2014 saw fewer than
35 openings, 2015 may rebound, as suggested by the
development projects and negotiations currently under way.

OPENINGS OF LUXURY SHOPS IN PARIS / NUMBER & TYPE

11

Since the beginning of 2011, 175 luxury stores have opened
in France, three-quarters of them in Paris. The other openings
(45) are concentrated in a few other French towns, with the
lion’s share in Cannes (12) and Saint-Tropez (19), where recent
openings include Emilio Pucci, Miu Miu, and Giuseppe Zanotti.

RICHEMONT 8%

OTHER 60%

CHANEL 5%

SWATCH GROUP 5%
KERING 4%
PRADA 2%

Source: Cushman & Wakeﬁeld.
*Share of each group in the total number of openings in Paris 2011−2014.

A HOST OF NEW PLAYERS*

Gianfranco Lotti

Talbot Runhof

Luybov
Maison Ullens
Dsquared2

Viktor & Rolf
Qela

Ports 1961
Brunello Cucinelli
Lorena Antoniazzi
Giambatista Valli

Delvaux
Tory Burch
Carolina Herrera
Shang Xia
Exemplaire

Source: Cushman & Wakeﬁeld.
*Opening of ﬁrst single-brand store in Paris since 2011.
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Paris has also seen further development by brands long present in the
French market, a sign of the growth potential in the Paris market even
for groups and brands already solidly anchored there.Two of the world’s
largest groups accounted for 25% of the openings in the past four
years in Paris: LVMH (16%) and Richemont (8%). These groups
continue to expand, and Kering has several projects planned for the
months to come. The most active brands have been Chanel (ﬁve
openings but only one creation), Valentino (four openings), and Louis
Vuitton (three openings).

NUMBER OF OPENINGS BY MAJOR HIGH STREET (2011−2014)

Consolidation of key high streets

4
The geographic distribution of luxury shop openings clearly shows the
domination of traditional high streets. Thus 40% of all development
projects in Paris since 2011 have been on avenue Montaigne, on
rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré, or in the Place Vendôme / Rue de
la Paix area. Openings have been especially numerous on rue du
Faubourg Saint-Honoré, a high street that beneﬁted not only from the
redevelopment of 54−60 in 2011, with the openings of Burberry and
Bally, but also from the vitality of Italian brands such as Prada, Ermanno
Scervino, Ermenegildo Zegna, and Brunello Cucinelli.
These traditional high streets were the focus of numerous projects,
including a signiﬁcant number of transformations of existing shops.
Besides the creations of new stores, several reopenings of stores after
refurbishment or extension embody the ambition of large groups to
reinforce their network and to consolidate their footprint in the heart
of the Paris luxury market. Only six of the 17 projects carried out on
avenue Montaigne during the period 2011−2014 involved the creation
of new sales points (e.g., Yves Saint-Laurent at no. 53, formerly Escada,
and Armani at no. 2, formerly Ungaro).The other 11 operations involved
the reopening of existing shops with new concepts (Valentino at no.
17, Loewe at no. 46, Harry Winston at no. 29) or the relocation of
a handful of shops (Fendi to no. 51 and Céline to no. 53, previously
located at 24 rue François 1er).
Since 2011, projects in the area around Place Vendôme / rue de la
Paix have been focused less on existing shops than on the creation of
new ones, with the exception of the extension of the Jaeger-Lecoultre
boutique. The ﬁrst Louis Vuitton jewelry boutique and workshop
opened at 23 place Vendôme in 2012, and Richemont opened three
branded shops in 2012 and 2013 on rue de la Paix (Vacheron-Constantin,
IWC, and A. Lange & Söhne). However, 2015 will be a year of
relocations, as seen in projects under way by the Swiss group (IWC
will move to 3 rue de la Paix in the former shop of Van Cleef & Arpels,
while the latter brand will expand its footprint on Place Vendôme by
moving into the space released by Mauboussin).

4

ChampsÉlysées

10

Bd
Vendôme/
des Capucines
Paix

22

24

Rue
Fbg
Saint-Honoré Saint-Honoré

ALBERTA FERRETTI / RUE DU FAUBOURG SAINT-HONORÉ

TYPES OF OPENINGS IN VARIOUS PARIS NEIGHBORHOODS

100%

Bd
des Capucines

80%

Vendôme/
Paix

79%

Saint-Germain
Rue
Saint-Honoré

73%

ChampsÉlysées

50%

Fbg
Saint-Honoré

50%
35%

Avenue
Montaigne
20%

Share of new openings
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17
Avenue
Montaigne

Source: Cushman & Wakeﬁeld.

0%
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14
Saint-Germain

40%

60%

80%

100%

Other (refurbishment, extension, relocation, etc.)

Source: Cushman & Wakeﬁeld.
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The emergence of alternative areas
(2011−2014)

The predominance of avenue Montaigne, rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré,
and the Place Vendôme / rue de la Paix area in openings since 2011
clearly reveals the selectiveness of retailers in the addresses they
choose. Few other thoroughfares in Paris can aspire to attract the
most prestigious brands. Leasing opportunities have become all the
more rare because the expansion of large groups and the arrival of
ambitious newcomers have significantly increased retailers’ demand
for prime retail slots. This intense competition has contributed to a
sharp rise in rental values, which in the historic center of Paris’s luxury
market have gradually reached and surpassed the symbolic threshold
of €10,000/m²/year (Zone A).
The scarce supply and high prices of prime retail slots have caused
the largest luxury groups to consolidate their network through the
acquisition of shops. This scarcity also explains retailers’ gradually
rising demand in sectors more or less near the most established
thoroughfares. For example, in the immediate neighborhood of
avenue Montaigne, such demand can be seen in rue de Marignan
(Azzedine Alaïa, Maison Ullens), rue François 1er, and avenue
Matignon, where a Richard Mille shop is expected to open at no.
17, very near the Bristol Hotel and in a protected environment
because of its proximity to the Élysée Palace and the Embassy of Israel.

T-HONORÉ

The emergence of new luxury districts?
While the map of the fast-growing Paris luxury market may not have
been completely redrawn, recent openings have nonetheless conﬁrmed
the development of other neighborhoods that have the advantage of being
near historic thoroughfares and heavy tourist ﬂow. In addition to rue
Saint-Honoré, now considered a major luxury high street with an impressive
number of shops opened in recent years (see focus page 16), other
neighborhoods contribute to the overall Paris luxury market.

BORHOODS

Since the arrival of Ralph Lauren, Burberry, and Hermès in 2010,
boulevard Saint-Germain, rue de Sèvres, and rue de Grenelle have continued
to see completed openings such as Berluti, Shang Xia, and, more
recently, Moncler. Other projects are expected in this neighborhood
largely dependent on a local, wealthy customer base and western
tourists but increasingly discovered by visitors from emerging markets.
Brazilian and Chinese tourists have thus become, after the
Americans and the Japanese, the biggest-spending international tourists
at Bon Marché. Renovation of the department store and the beginning of
refurbishment of the Lutétia Hotel constitute two factors that are particularly
favorable for the continued upscale movement of the neighborhood.

CHANGE IN PRIME RENTAL VALUES (€/M²/YEAR ZONE A)
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Rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré
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34-2<?,:@34-<7,
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Source: Cushman & Wakeﬁeld.

IMPORTANT OPENINGS / SAINT-GERMAIN NEIGHBORHOOD

OUVERTURES SIGNIFICATIVES | QUARTIER SAINT-GERMAIN
YEAR

ADDRESS

RETAILER

2010

17 rue de Sèvres

Hermès

AREA M
2,040

2010

173 boulevard Saint-Germain

Ralph Lauren

1,400

2010

161 boulevard Saint-Germain

Burberry

2011

16 rue de Grenelle

Céline

2012

170 boulevard Saint-Germain

Louis Vuitton

450

2012

32 rue de Grenelle

Paul Smith

150

2013

14 rue de Sèvres

Berluti

680

2013

85 rue des Saints-Pères

Shang Xia

160

2014

171 boulevard Saint-Germain

Moncler

155

2014

12 rue de Sèvres

Omega

120

2014

14 rue de Grenelle

Salvatore Ferragamo

110

2014

Carrefour de la Croix-Rouge

La Perla

220

400
1,420

Source: Cushman & Wakeﬁeld.

CHLOÉ / RUE SAINT-HONORÉ
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The luxury market has also spread to the Opera district. While
dominated traditionally by mid-range retailers and services, the
boulevard des Capucines witnessed the grand opening in 2013 of
an immense Bucherer store of 2,500 m² on the site of the former
Old England ﬂagship. Several luxury store openings followed in the
wake of the megastore, conﬁrmation of the ambitions of the watch
sector’s largest players in an area ideally located between the rue de
la Paix and the department stores on boulevard Haussmann, which
are increasingly upmarket. Tag-Heuer (LVMH Group) moved into
the premises vacated by Cameroon Airlines, just steps away from
the new Cartier (Richemont) and Omega (Swatch Group) stores.
Although even further removed from the historic heart of the Paris
luxury market, Le Marais is now attracting interest from the major
brands.This evolution is unsurprising, if the area’s numerous strengths
are taken into consideration. Le Marais offers extraordinary
architecture, attracts a crowd of wealthy Parisians and international
tourists, and is one of the few neighborhoods in Paris to be open
on Sunday. Furthermore, in recent years this neighborhood has
moved considerably upmarket. As seen in the repositioning of BHV,
the expansion of trendy French retailers (Maje, The Kooples), the
arrival of big names in “accessible luxury” (Michael Kors), and
the spread of designer showrooms, Le Marais provides ideal
conditions for the most upmarket brands. After the opening of
a Marc Jacobs pop-up at the end of 2013 and the new Helmut
Lang and Sonia Rykiel shops, four big luxury names—Gucci,
Givenchy, Fendi, and Moncler—will open menswear stores in
Le Marais in 2015 at 9, 11, and 13 rue des Archives.

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL OPENINGS IN 2011-2014 OF PROPERTIES
FORMERLY USED FOR LUXURY ACTIVITIES

ON AVENUE MONTAIGNE

100%

ON RUE DU FAUBOURG SAINT-HONORÉ

60%

The luxury footprint gets bigger
Change in the Marais and Opera districts are signs of the growing
footprint of the luxury sector in Paris. This trend can also be seen
in high streets already dominated by the most prestigious brands.
After the departure of independent shops, mid-range fashion
retailers, and other activities (travel agencies, restaurants, etc.), these
districts become the exclusive domain of luxury brands. Faubourg
Saint-Honoré, long a haven for antiques dealers and art galleries,
is gradually giving way to luxury goods (Alberta Ferretti at no. 43,
Valentin and then Miu Miu at no. 92). This transformation is even
more striking on rue Saint-Honoré, where 70% of the luxury
boutiques opened in the period 2011−2014 replaced other types
of businesses or more downmarket retailers (Balenciaga at no. 336,
formerly a garage, and Dior at no. 368, formerly home to Liu Jo). On
the other hand, 100% of the openings on avenue Montaigne were
in locations already dedicated to the luxury market, a reﬂection of
this street’s exclusive status but also of the signiﬁcant refurbishment
(Loewe, Harry Winston, etc.) within the sector.

ON RUE SAINT-HONORÉ

30%

Source : Cushman & Wakeﬁeld.
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STORE OPENINGS (2011−2014)
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FOCUS ON RUE SAINT-HONORÉ
RUE SAINT-HONORÉ / CHRONOLOGY OF OPENINGS

Rue Saint-Honoré is representative of the geographical changes that
the Paris luxury market has undergone, even though the reputation
and success of this neighborhood are hardly new. Long the site of
the maison Chanel, the rue Saint-Honoré, in the latter half of the
1990s, gained in prestige with the arrival of the Hotel Costes and
Colette. In 2011, rue Saint-Honoré saw its new status conﬁrmed by
the grand opening of the Mandarin Oriental. Since then, numerous
shops (Dsquared2, Ports 1961, Chloé, Armani, Tom Ford, and
Chanel) have opted for locations near the palace, whose premises
were bought in 2013 by the SFL hotel group for €290 million. Rue
Saint-Honoré has seen a total of 22 openings since 2011, and seven
more in adjacent streets. Such activity reafﬁrms that the area has
become a vital destination for Paris luxury, on the same level as
avenue Montaigne, PlaceVendôme, and rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré.
Unsurprisingly this strong growth has been paralleled by an equally
vigorous rise in rental values. Certain prime retail slots have
surpassed the symbolic threshold of €10,000€/m²/year (Zone A).

concept store

Source: Cushman & Wakeﬁeld.

Although rue Saint-Honoré has changed considerably in recent
years, it has maintained a distinctive look and feel, compared with
Paris’s other prestigious shopping areas. While the majority of
shopping areas are driven by the refurbishment of existing shops
or by brand relocations, rue Saint-Honoré owes much of its
momentum to newly created sales points. This trend reﬂects the
ﬁrst-time arrival of retailers (Exemplaire, Gianfranco Lotti, Viktor
& Rolf, etc.), the opening of ﬁrst-ever single-brand stores (Barrie),
and expansions of the best-known brands. In addition to Chanel,
several other brands have consolidated their retail network
(Balenciaga) or opened new, dedicated formats (Valentino Homme,
Dior Beauté). In addition to the numerous openings of luxury
brands on rue Saint-Honoré, several upmarket retailers have
chosen the same street to begin their development in France or
build their network of shops. Michael Kors, & Other Stories, Stone
Island, and Theory have given the street a less exclusive, trendier
proﬁle than that of the city’s most prestigious thoroughfares.
Demand from retailers is expected to remain strong in the months
ahead, and rue Saint-Honoré should continue to proﬁt from new
upscale hotel projects (Costes / former Lotti). Because of the
rise in rental values and the scarcity of available slots in the most
desirable parts of the street, future openings will likely be for
relocations, refurbishments, and
repositioning. Retailers
will be encouraged to grow in areas that currently are
less sought-after, beyond the location of Colette and in a few
adjacent streets (rue Cambon, rue Castiglione).
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OPENINGS IN THE PERIOD 2011−2014

Source: Cushman & Wakeﬁeld.
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“We need to carefully balance
retail expansion and exclusivity,
which is one of the biggest topics
in the luxury goods industry today […].
Growth will come from higher
sales per square meter thanks
to larger shops and a better
shopping experience.”

Retaking control of distribution
While the Paris market may have enjoyed a rise in spending by
international tourists, the arrival of numerous luxury shops has made
clear the property strategy of large groups, which prefer to open their
own shops in order to better control brand distribution. For example,
the number of shops operated directly by Kering worldwide rose by
20% in 2013. While new openings were the foundation of this growth,
Kering’s reassertion of direct control over sales points of franchises and
distributors also added momentum.
This strategy is intended to ensure consistency between the image and
brand, to reduce the risk of vulgarization, and to build a more direct and
exclusive relationship with the consumer. The strategy is also a means
for streamlining, ensuring better inventory management, and ultimately
improving the proﬁtability of each sales point. Such is the case for
the watch and jewelry sector, whose proﬁtability per square meter is
particularly high. This sector has seen several openings of single-brand
stores in Paris: A. Lange & Söhne, Vacheron Constantin, and IWC, all on
rue de la Paix. The fashion industry too has been very active. The 330
Prada directly operated stores (+116% since 2006) accounted for 84%
of the brand’s revenues in 2013, compared with 51% seven years earlier.

Marco Bizzari, president and chief executive of Bottega Veneta²

PRIORITY GIVEN TO DIRECTLY OPERATED STORES / THE PRADA EXAMPLE
90%

350

80%

300

70%

250

60%

200

50%
40%

150

Promoting the brand universe

30%

100

20%

166

177

207

245

283

330

0

154

In addition to the rapid development of directly operated stores, the
opening of ﬂagships is another driving force of the property strategy
of large luxury groups. Retailers lavish attention on the architecture
of their sales points and continually create new shop formats that
are representative of the universe and savoir-faire of their brands.
According to Peter Marino, designer of innumerable luxury ﬂagships
worldwide, “nothing is more exciting than architecture. After entering a
store, the customer sees, hears, and breathes the brand’s universe. The
message is all the more deeply felt because it is received physically and
emblazoned on the subconscious as a subliminal image. For a very long
time.”¹

153

50

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Number of directly operated stores

10%
0%

Share of revenues related to directly operated stores

Source: Prada.

IWC / RUE DE LA PAIX

As a means of distinguishing and enhancing a brand image, the use of
artistic codes is characteristic of strong store formats and concepts
designed to promote a “universe” that goes beyond simple consumerism.
For example, some brands work with well-known artists (e.g., Prada
with Carlos Cruz-Diez) while expanding the spaces dedicated to the
promotion of culture (Espace Louis Vuitton in Tokyo, Maison Bottega
Veneta on via Sant’Andrea in Milan, etc.).

¹Interview in M Le Magazine, Le Monde, November 29, 2013.
²Interview with Reuters, March 2, 2014.
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Bigger and bigger stores
The care and attention lavished on the architecture of ﬂagships and
their locations on prestigious shopping streets of the world’s biggest

EXAMPLES OF EXTENSIONS / RELOCATIONS OF FLAGSHIPS IN PARIS

RETAILER

cities provide luxury brands with the visibility they need to operate
on a global scale. These stores are also identiﬁable by their massive

BERLUTI

scale, which allows brands to increase proﬁtability at each sales point
and to present a wider range of products. The most iconic example
is, of course, the Louis Vuitton ﬂagship on the Champs-Élysées.

MONCLER

Opened to great fanfare in 2005, this ﬂagship was the forerunner
in the race toward megastores dedicated to a brand’s universe.
This trend has spread to much of the rest of the sector, which aims

CÉLINE

FORMER LOCATION

NEW LOCATION

171 bd Saint-Germain

14 rue de Sèvres

155 m2

680 m2

5 Faub. Saint-Honoré

7 Faub. Saint-Honoré

100 m2

775 m2

24 rue François 1
200 m2

er

53 avenue Montaigne
725 m2

not to increase the number of sales points, but to expand them.
Examples of large ﬂagships that have been built in Paris in recent years
are the 900 m² opened in 2012 by Yves Saint-Laurent at 53 avenue

PIAGET / PLACE VENDÔME

Montaigne, the 800 m² Berluti store opened in 2013 at 9 rue du
Faubourg Saint-Honoré, and the temple to luxury watches, Bucherer,
opened at 12 boulevard des Capucines in 2013. With property at a
premium, the need of luxury groups to have larger and larger stores
on the most prestigious streets has resulted in numerous extension
projects for existing sales points, either by means of relocations
(Moncler to 7 rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré, Berluti to 14 rue de
Sèvres) or by adding contiguous space (Prada at 6 rue du Faubourg
Saint-Honoré).
Selective expansion, little by little
With sales slowing and brands risking over exposure, most luxury
groups have adopted a slower growth plan. However, this change is not in
contradiction with the rapid development of bigger and more spectacular
stores. To the contrary, the growth of such stores is expected to remain
one of the luxury market’s most visible trends, an analysis supported
by the efforts made by retailers to reduce network costs to the beneﬁt
of their most representative locations. Retailers are more selective in
their location strategy and focus on a limited number of stores. Iconic
ﬂagships allow brands to raise their proﬁle in neighborhoods where
their presence is obligatory. Moncler’s recent development projects
illustrate this phenomenon perfectly. Despite the brand’s stunning
success (sales up more than 100% since 2010), its Paris network is
limited for now to two showcases. After opening its new Right Bank
shop on Faubourg Saint-Honoré, the brand opened at 171 boulevard
Saint-Germain, in the heart of the golden triangle of the Left Bank. Next
up is a shop in Le Marais.
¹Interview on the website Luxurysociety.com, August 9, 2012.

“It was crucial to stay unique
and distinguish ourselves from
other luxury brands, especially when
confronted with Asian mall culture.
In most cases, we did so by opening
stand-alone stores that send a strong
visual message. The opening of the ‘maison’
is an even bigger statement
for Hermès […] it clearly embodies
Hermès’ vision for the future.”
Weiming Cao, President of Hermès China¹
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F FLAGSHIPS IN PARIS

A multi-format strategy

MOSCHINO / RUE DU FAUBOURG SAINT-HONORÉ

Although flagships may have become indispensable to the luxury
industry, their numbers remain relatively low because of the highly
restrictive criteria for their location, the scarcity and expense of
prime locations, and the need to avoid all risk of vulgarization.

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
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FRANCE

JAPAN

0%

Other

Source: Altagamma / Exane BNP Paribas.
HS: high streets DS: department stores SC: shopping centers Other: hotels, airports, factory outlets.

CHANGE IN ONLINE LUXURY SALES
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The diversification of store formats is expected to continue
to influence the luxury retail property market in the years to
come. This strategy of complementary formats seems logical,
given the rapid growth in online sales of luxury goods, and is a
response to the growing segmentation among consumers.
Although only a small part of the sector’s total sales, online sales
rose by 880% in the period 2003−2013, from €1.0 billion to €9.8
billion. Online sales in 2020 are expected to reach €44 billion.

100%

1.7

The growth of international travel also explains the interest of
large groups in travel retail. According to Exane, travel retail
represents nearly 15% of all luxury sales worldwide. Consequently
airports have become one of the preferred playgrounds for luxury
brands, which continually gain ground on other airport retailers. CDG
airport, the second-busiest European hub after London Heathrow
in terms of passenger numbers, has witnessed this change in line
with the strong growth in shopping by travelers from emerging
countries. Average spending by a Chinese traveler came to nearly
€116 in 2013 (€86 in 2011), well above the average for all nationalities
(€18.4) An example of the measures being taken to exploit this
potential is ADP Group’s opening of L’Avenue in 2012, in the A/C
building of CDG airport. The space is modeled after Paris’s most
prestigious shopping areas and features the airport’s first sales points
of brands such as Gucci, Rolex, and Bulgari. Other brands, such as
Fendi and Bottega Veneta, arrived in 2013, while Moët-Hennessy
opened its first retail boutique, in the fall of 2014, in terminal 2E.

BREAKDOWN OF LUXURY SHOP FORMATS BY COUNTRY

1.3

However, retailers can grow by means of other store formats,
generally smaller and aimed at a specific clientele, that allow them
to build up a network. Corners in upscale department stores
remain an attractive business model for retailers. Department stores
are very popular with international visitors, who are increasingly the
focus of efforts such as the 2,600 m² space opened by Le Printemps
in the Carrousel du Louvre on the site formerly occupied by Virgin
Megastore. Some of the most exclusive brands (Bottega Veneta,
Girard-Perregaux, Chopard, etc.) can be found there, or in the
megastore opened on boulevard des Capucines by Bucherer, which
is counting on the time-tested appetite of Asians for luxury watches.

2004
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2007

2008
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2010

2011

2012

2013e

Sales (€ billion)

0%

Annual growth (%)

Source: Bain & Company / Altagamma, 2013 Luxury Goods Worldwide Market Study.
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Pools of new consumers
Despite the downturn in luxury sales in 2013 and 2014, the mid- and
long-term outlook remains bright. Bain & Company forecasts luxury sales
of €310 billion in 2020, compared with €223 billion in 2014.
The rise in individual wealth creates leverage for the luxury sector.
A study carried out by Cap Gemini and RBC Wealth Management estimates
that the number of high-net-worth individuals worldwide will have risen
by nearly 7% annually in the period 2013−2016. This trend is especially
pronounced in China, where the number of millionaires increased from
1.5 million to 2.4 million between 2012 and 2013. China is expected
to produce 15 million new consumers of luxury products by 2020
(compared with 10 million in the United States and six million in Europe).
Above all, it is the rapid development of the middle class that is expected
to ﬁll out the ranks of luxury consumers.While the middle class comprised
1.8 billion persons in 2009, it is expected to grow to more than 3.2 billion in 2020 and to as high as 5 billion by 2030. This boom is due mainly
to demographics in the Asia-Paciﬁc region, which accounted for 28% of
the world’s middle class in 2009. The region’s contribution to the global
middle class is expected to grow to more than half (54%) by 2020 and to
nearly two-thirds by 2030.

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF HIGH NET WORTH INDIVIDUALS* BY REGION
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Source: Cap Gemini / RBC Wealth Management, Report on global wealth in 2014.
*Individuals with at least $1 million in investible assets.

BREAKDOWN IN MIDDLE CLASS WORLDWIDE / 2009-2020

This sharp rise in the number of wealthy individuals is far from
limited to China and a handful of other countries. Numerous emerging
markets are also seeing the explosion of a new middle class. Regions already
covered by luxury groups, such as Latin America and Southeast Asia—where
Indonesians and Thais have become important consumers—will remain a
priority as they move gradually towards maturity.
The luxury world’s terra incognita, whose potential is, in some instances,
enormous, should also provide growth opportunities, though in the
longer term. Africa is a good example of relatively unexplored territory.
Most luxury groups have focused their African expansion on South
Africa and Morocco, and on a few sub-Saharan countries such as Nigeria
(Ermenegildo Zegna in Lagos) and Angola (Audemars Piguet in Luanda).
These two countries, along with Mozambique, constitute an El Dorado of
raw materials that underpin the progressive arrival of a wealthy clientele.

Zone

2009
(million)

Share

2020
(million)

Share

NORTH AMERICA

338

18%

333

10%

EUROPE

664

36%

703

22%

LATIN AMERICA

181

10%

251

8%

ASIA-PACIFIC

525

28%

1,740

54%

SUB-SAHARAN
AFRICA

32

2%

57

2%

NORTH AFRICA
MIDDLE EAST

105

6%

165

5%

1,845

100%

3,249

100%

WORLD

Source: Ernst & Young, “Hitting the sweet spot:The growth of the middle class in emerging markets,” 2013.
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The rapid growth in international tourism provides a major and lasting
source of luxury consumers. The UNWTO estimates that there will be
1.4 billion international tourists worldwide by 2020 and 1.8 billion by 2030
(compared with 940 million in 2010), with annual growth of 43 million
new tourists (compared with 28 million per year between 1995 and 2010).
All continents will beneﬁt, from Asia-Paciﬁc (+74% from 2010 to 2020) to
Europe (+30%), which is expected to remain the largest destination market
in the world. China is expected to remain the leading source of tourists.
Estimates of the number of Chinese able to travel in 2020 range from
150 million to 200 million, compared with 98 million in 2013. The Chinese
will likely continue to top the list of the biggest-spending nations, after
buying nearly $130 billion of personal goods outside their country in 2013,
far more than the Americans and Germans (just under $86 billion each).

CHANGE IN NUMBERS OF INCOMING INTERNATIONAL TOURISTS

A sector exposed to the instability of emerging markets

Source : UNWTO,Tourism highlights, 2014.

While the long-term outlook remains favorable, the luxury sector has
recently entered a more moderate growth phase whose duration is hard
to predict. The large groups will remain exposed to currency risk. Kering’s
exchange-rate ﬂuctuations had a negative effect of nearly €200 million
on revenue in the ﬁrst half of 2014, and explain the decline in spending
by certain major clients. Other uncertainties could increase the volatility
of luxury consumption between now and 2020, with major luxury brands
increasingly dependent on spending by consumers from emerging markets.
Alleviating its reliance on certain customer bases is one of the luxury
industry’s biggest challenges. Social and geopolitical unrest is a regular
occurrence in emerging economies and a reﬂection of their unstable
political frameworks. Wild ﬂuctuations in commodity prices also
contribute to the instability of emerging markets.

INCOMING TOURISTS
2010 (million)

INCOMING TOURISTS
2020 (million)

CHANGE

AFRICA

50.3

85

+69%

AMERICAS

149.7

199

+33%

ASIA-PACIFIC

204

355

+74%

EUROPE

475.3

620

+30%

MIDDLE-EAST

60.9

101

+46%

WORLD

940

1,360

+45%
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Earnings in the luxury industry are also affected by the regulatory
changes in certain countries. This is especially true in China, where strict
anti-corruption measures have already slowed sales of certain items
traditionally offered as gifts (spirits, watches) and lowered visitor numbers
to very popular destinations, particularly Hong Kong and Macau. A new law
governing tourism, effective October 1, 2013, may hinder the consumption
of luxury goods. This law prohibits tour operators from organizing cut-rate
package tours—today accounting for nearly 90% of Chinese package tours
abroad—and allowing their tour guides to take commissions at various
shopping destinations along the way.
¹From the French version of the website of China Radio International, January 16, 2014.

-25

CHINESE

GLOBAL
AVERAGE

INDONESIANS JAPANESE

Source: Global Blue. Change H1 2013-H1 2014.

“No wrong doer will escape
punishment […]. Every head of
the CCP must be aware that
all wrong doers will be caught.
Instead of feeling safe, all heads
of the CCP should feel the sword of
Damocles hanging over them.”
Xi Jinping, President of the People’s Republic of China¹
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ATIONAL TOURISTS

+144% 400 Million

Rise in the number of Chinese tourists
between 2013 and 2020
+394% from 2004 to 2013

Source: Roland Berger.

Number of luxury
consumers worldwide
330 million in 2013

Source: Bain & Company.

NGE 2013-2014 (%)

€310 billion 1.4 billion
Luxury sales
worldwide

€223 billion in 2014

Source: Bain & Company / Altagamma.

International tourist
arrivals worldwide

940 million in 2010
Source: Bain & Company.

40% €1,471

Share of directly
operated stores*

31% in 2013

Source: Exane BNP Paribas / *Worldwide.

Average spending
by Chinese tourist abroad
€640 in 2008

Source: Roland Berger.
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These regulatory changes will no doubt change the consumer behavior
and shopping habits of Chinese tourists. The impact on the visitor
numbers of specialized tax-free shops, whether in the city center or in
large airport hubs, could be signiﬁcant.The performances of department
stores in large western cities could also be affected by these regulatory
changes: Chinese customers now account for a large part of their
total sales (e.g., at least 20% of sales at Galeries Lafayette Haussmann
in Paris).

“My observation is that clients are now
educated. They read; they go on blogs and
the Internet. Everything is very transparent.
They approach a brand not just to buy
a product. They prepare themselves and
they like to buy into a set of values, like
a lifestyle. And they also want to hear
beautiful stories.”
Pietro Beccari, CEO of Fendi¹

New consumer behavior: a challenge for the luxury sector
This regulatory change will gradually increase the number of
independent travelers, making it harder to follow the habits of Chinese
tourists. Even though organized tour groups will not disappear,
the custom-planned trip will gain in popularity thanks to a younger
clientele whose frequent trips abroad do not necessarily
include extravagant spending. Because they travel more frequently
outside China, are avid users of social networks, and are well versed
in online shopping (there are slightly more than 600 million internet
users in China), these “new” tourists have a different approach to
luxury brands. Their expectations as to the shopping environment
are also more sharply deﬁned and reﬂect the growing sophistication
of Chinese consumers. Retailers ﬁnd this new behavior harder to
interpret.
Consumer behavior is changing globally, and not just among the
Chinese or among tourists from emerging economies. With the
gradual maturing of relatively recent consumers and the ongoing
emergence of new consumers, the transformation of shopping
trends can also be attributed to increased mobility of tourists, rapid
dissemination of information, and faster fashion cycles. These various
factors paint a picture of a more complex environment in 2020.
Anxious to rejuvenate themselves, to attract customers from widely
different backgrounds and with contradictory aspirations, and to have
more direct relations with their customers, the most prestigious
brands will have to protect their exclusive, timeless character if
they are to limit the risk of vulgarization. The challenge is signiﬁcant,
because the deﬁnition of luxury is increasingly unclear, a consequence
of luxury retail practices now commonplace throughout the retail
sector and the rapid growth of high-end, fast-changing brands. Michael
Kors is representative of this trend. The chain’s 405 stores as of the
end of March 2014 (compared with 106 four years earlier) are often
located very close to prestigious areas such as rue Saint-Honoré in
Paris, New Bond Street in London, and Passeig de Gràcia in Barcelone.

CONSUMER PROFILES
SHARE IN
LUXURY SPENDING

AVERAGE
SPENDING

THE OMNIVORE

25%

€2,350/year

THE OPINIONATED

20%

€1,750/year

Gen X&Y: China, Europe, USA

THE INVESTOR

13%

€1,450/year

Mature markets, Japan, Eastern Europe

THE HEDONIST

12%

€1,100/year

-

THE CONSERVATIVE

16%

€1,100/year

Mature markets

THE DISILLUSIONED

9%

€800/year

Baby-boomers: USA, Europe, Japan

THE WANNABE

5%

€500/year

Impulse buyers: USA and Europe

TYPE

ORIGIN/PROFILE

China, emerging markets

Source: Bain & Company, “Lens on the Worldwide Luxury Consumer,” January 2014.

¹Interview from Businessoffashion.com, May 13, 2014.
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Blue skies over the Paris luxury market
A review of the structural strengths and weaknesses of the Paris market
inspires optimism, and not only because the most prestigious brands are
all there, or because luxury goods are less expensive in Paris than in
most major cities worldwide. Like many Italian cities, Paris possesses a
cultural and historical patrimony that makes it a natural destination for
luxury shopping, especially since new trends in consumption show clearly
that tourists place a strong premium on the shopping experience. As the
most visited city on earth, the European city par excellence in the world’s
collective imagination, and the birthplace of haute couture and the world’s
largest luxury groups, Paris enjoys extraordinary advantages.
This observation does not eliminate the need for an in-depth analysis of
opportunities and threats that could either consolidate or weaken Paris’s
position in the hierarchy of major cities worldwide (see diagram, next page).
By 2020, numerous economic, political, sociological, and technological
upheavals will have occurred, affecting the distribution strategies of
retailers and likely changing the geographical layout of luxury retailing on
a global scale.
Is Paris conﬁned by its property market?
Although its potential is undeniable, Paris’s long-term capacity to make the
most of international tourism and to proﬁt from growth in luxury sales
is by no means guaranteed. Questions surrounding the rejuvenation of
Paris’s image and the ease of doing business there are no less urgent than
those concerning the depth of the city’s property market, especially the
quantity and quality of the city’s ultra-luxury hotels. Although numerous
high-quality projects have been completed in recent years, the supply in
Paris is smaller than the supply in other major cities worldwide (slightly
more than 2,000 rooms in Paris, compared with 10,000 in London, 8,000
in New York, and 5,000 in Tokyo). Growth of the luxury market in the
French capital could also be handicapped by structural scarcity and by a
price-quality ratio sometimes in disequilibrium with respect to the supply
of retail space in the most prestigious areas.

PRINCIPAL DESTINATIONS OF CHINESE TOURISTS IN 2020
DESTINATION

VISITORS IN
2020 (MILLION)

CHANGE 2012-2020
(MILLION)

HONG KONG

58.3

+23.4

MACAU

33.0

+16.1

THAILAND

10.7

+7.9

SOUTH KOREA

9.2

+5.8

TAIWAN

9.0

+6.4

SINGAPORE

7.1

+5.0

UNITED STATES

5.7

+4.1

MALAYSIA

4.4

+3.0

FRANCE

3.9

+2.6

SWITZERLAND

3.7

+3.0

Source: CLSA, “Outbound Chinese tourists to double by 2020,” January 2014.

GLOBAL LUXURY CAPITALS IN 2015
RANK

FASHION

SPIRITS

BEAUTY

1

PARIS

NEW YORK

HONG KONG

2

TOKYO

LOS ANGELES

TOKYO

3

MILAN

CHICAGO

LONDON

4

LONDON

WASHINGTON DC

NEW YORK

5

NEW YORK

HOUSTON

MOSCOW

6

MOSCOW

DALLAS

SHANGHAI

7

OSAKA

LONDON

BEIJING

8

LOS ANGELES

MEXICO CITY

PARIS

9

ROME

SHANGHAI

LOS ANGELES

10

SEOUL

BEIJING

TAIPEI

Source: McKinsey & Company, “The glittering power of cities for luxury growth,” 2014.

LONDON / NEW BOND STREET

These questions take on even more relevance when the Paris luxury
market is compared to its London counterpart. The liveliness of the
British capital can be measured not only by the number of successful
young fashion designers who have elected to work there, but also by
the constant evolution of its property supply (luxury hotels, liquidity
of property assets, etc.), which has rejuvenated London and made it a
fashionable destination.
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THE PARIS LUXURY MARKET IN 2020: THREATS AND OPPORTUNITIES

PARIS MARKET
GROWS STRONGER
• More tourists coming to France (109 million in 2020,
compared with 83 million in 2012)
• Historical relations between France and markets with
high potential (Africa)
• New customers from emerging markets (Indonesians, etc.)
• Return of tourists from European countries hurt
by the economic crisis
• Political goodwill: simplified granting of visas, store openings
on Sundays, etc.

TOURISM
as strategic vector
for France

REFOCUSING
of large groups on the most
established markets,
to reduce potential risk

Expansion of the luxury market
NEW NEIGHBORHOODS
(Le Marais, etc.)
NEW PLAYERS

+

• More moderate retailer expansion in emerging markets (social and
geopolitical troubles, customs, etc.)
• Saturation of some cities in emerging markets and limited number
of cities with very high potential
• Markets near China (Macau, Hong Kong) penalized by government
anti-corruption measures

• New international retailers
• Continual expansion of relatively recent newcomers in France
• Growth of designer brands by private equity and large groups
• Revival of traditional brands

• Loss of savoir-faire and dilution of “Made in France”
as a luxury value
• Disconnect between the imagined Paris and the city’s reality
(crime, reception of tourists in hotels, restaurants, shops, etc.)
• Rapid growth of travel retail and competition from large
international airport hubs
• Value for money of property supply

Strong international
COMPETITION

Change in
SHOPPING HABITS
Consumer behavior
more complex

• Hazy boundaries between luxury and high end, to the detriment
of long-standing maisons and markets
• Competition from “accessible” luxury
• Rapid growth of online sales

• Impact of exchange rates
• Excessive dependence on spending by international tourists
• Chinese tourists harder to attract (tourism law, younger tourists,
Chinese government’s anti-daigou [overseas retail-shopping agents]
measures, etc.)

GLOBAL ECONOMY
Regulatory environment
of home countries of tourists

PARIS MARKET
GROWS WEAKER
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On the basis of current trends in the luxury market and the macroeconomic outlook for
the medium and long term, we have constructed the following three scenarios for the
Paris luxury market in 2020.
CONSERVATIVE SCENARIO | PROBABILITY: 20%
This scenario starts from the premise that retailers, having adopted a wait-and-see
attitude, will give priority to preserving their margins while hesitating to expand their
network in a context of long-term slowdown in luxury sales and a stubborn shortage
of high-quality property supply. Consequently the geographic location of retailers is
static, except for a growing footprint in certain markets that are already established
but nonexclusive (rue Saint-Honoré, rue de la Paix, rue de Sèvres, Champs-Élysées).
The traditional luxury high streets (Montaigne, Place Vendôme, rue du Faubourg
Saint-Honoré) are still the core of the Paris luxury market and show little change,
except for an upmarket trend in certain areas. A few luxury stores have moved into
Le Marais, but the neighborhood remains dominated by upscale clothing stores and
designer showrooms.

NEUTRAL SCENARIO | PROBABILITY: 50%
In this second scenario, retailers will continue development as in recent years,
taking advantage of property opportunities as they arise in the immediate areas around
established luxury high streets, thereby pushing the boundaries of a geographically
concentrated market. This scenario takes for granted the densiﬁcation of established
high streets, but suggests that luxury retailers will spill over even more into adjacent
streets (e.g., rue de Castiglione or the southern part of rue Royale and rue Cambon
in the sector around rue Saint-Honoré). Rue du 29 Juillet and the western part of
Marché Saint-Honoré could also go further upmarket. This scenario forecasts that luxury
spending will continue to rise along with visitor numbers in the traditional sectors of the
1st and 8th arrondissements, but also in the Saint-Germain and Marais neighborhoods. As
BHV continues to move upscale, several brands choose to open shops in Le Marais (rue
des Archives, etc.), thereby forming a new Paris luxury zone for insiders, mainly wealthy
French consumers and western tourists.

BOLD SCENARIO | PROBABILITY: 30%
The third scenario, by far the boldest, is based on a rapid turnaround from the slowdown
the luxury industry has suffered since 2013, accompanied by robust recovery in the
global economy and mitigation of geopolitical problems. The luxury sector resumes
double-digit growth while the arrival of newcomers, whether western or from further
aﬁeld, raises demand for retail space. The inﬂow of international tourists continues to
rise, and tourists from emerging markets are increasingly more discerning. These tourists
are younger and prefer independent travel. They visit neighborhoods in the city center,
where they stay in high-end hotels that are more accessible than palaces. This scenario
includes the two previous ones but goes a step further, betting on geographic expansion
that would enlarge the luxury footprint in the heart of Paris. Ultimately these various
micromarkets will form a continuous and coherent whole.
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MAP OF THE THREE SCENARIOS

A LUXURY TRAIL THROUGH THE PARIS OF 2020
In 2020, the boldest scenario foresees an uninterrupted luxury trail
linking the two banks of Paris, running from the heart of the luxury
market in the 1st and the 8th arrondissements to the Saint-Germain
neighborhood and passing through other major tourist sectors, such as
Opéra and Palais Royal. Although connections with Le Marais are looser,
two major projects (LVMH’s redevelopment of the Samaritaine and the
renovation of the Poste du Louvre) could extend the luxury trail all the
way to Le Marais, now a major luxury area.
The construction of an uninterrupted “luxury trail” does not necessarily
imply the homogenization of the Paris luxury market. While stores on
the traditional high streets continue to attract wealthy tourists (mainly
from the Gulf States, Russia, and Asia) in search of exclusivity, other,
Ave
nu

more recent luxury neighborhoods offer a wider range of products to

ed

a variety of French and international consumers, a sign of the growing
segmentation within the luxury market on a citywide scale.
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New York, Fifth Aveune

introduction
Cushman & Wakefield is at the centre of retail, providing value added
real estate services to our clients globally. We monitor the evolution of
the industry as well as global retail trends and practices to ensure our
clients can best position their businesses to capitalise on future trends.
This edition of Main Streets Across the World provides a detailed
analysis of retail property rental performance across the globe in the
twelve months to September 2014.
The information and data provided in this report are based on a
comprehensive survey of Cushman & Wakefield’s international offices
and the editors are extremely grateful to them for their time, effort
and assistance.
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Our international representation is designed to facilitate the rapid flow
of information across borders and is supported by a comprehensive
database of market information and regular liaison meetings. This
allows for the exchange of local market knowledge and expertise, and
for the co-ordination of strategy for international investment and
locational decision-making.
Information on the markets has been provided by
Cushman & Wakefield and its local partners listed in the table below:
austria
Bahrain
BulGaria
channel islands
denmark
estonia
Finland
Greece
ireland
israel
Jordan
kazakhstan
latVia
leBanon
lithuania
malaysia
new zealand
norway
oman
Qatar
REPuBLIC OF
macedonia
romania
sloVenia
south aFrica
switzerland
thailand
united araB emirates

Inter-pool Immobilien GmbHA
Cluttons LLP
Forton International
Buckley & Company Ltd.
RED – Property Advisers
Ober-Haus Real Estate Advisers
Tuloskiinteistot Oy
Proprius SA
Lisney LLP
Inter Israel Real Estate Consultants
Michael Dunn & Co S.A.L
Veritas Brown
Ober-Haus Real Estate Advisers
Michael Dunn & Co S.A.L
Ober-Haus Real Estate Advisers
IVPS Property Consultant Sdn Bhd
Bayleys Realty Group Ltd.
Eiendomshuset Malling & Co.
Cluttons LLP
Cluttons LLP
Forton International
Activ Property Services SRL
S-Invest d.o.o.
ProAfrica Property Services
SPG Intercity Commerical Property
Consultants
Nexus Property Consultants Ltd.
Cluttons LLP

All other information has been provided by Cushman & Wakefield.

Singapore, ION Orchard

Huzzair Aiman, CC BY-ND 2.0
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oVerView

P

rime retail rents across the globe rose by an average of 2.4% in the 12 months to September 2014,
with recovery being sustained but at an overall slower rate.Volatile and somewhat subdued economic
activity affected some markets, while structural changes impacted on others. However, despite a more

constrained rental growth rate, 277 of the 330 locations surveyed were either static or increased over the year.

What is more, with the exception of selected streets, rents in the
most expensive locations surveyed were typically up across all
regions. The Americas yet again led the way as prime rental values
surged ahead by 5.8%, an identical rate to that recorded in 2012/2013.
The u.S. and Mexico were the main catalysts behind this expansion,
whilst Brazil acted as a drag on growth. A slower expansion was also
evident in Asia Pacific (3.6%) where the traditionally buoyant Hong
Kong market was adversely affected by a decline in retail spending and
slower tourism growth. However, the impressive uplift in South Korea
was accompanied by other double-digit increases in countries such as
The Philippines, Thailand and Taiwan. Occupier conditions in the
EMEA region were generally firmer and improved, evidenced by a
stabilisation in markets previously witnessing marked declines in rents.
However, EMEA growth was held back by significant falls in the Middle
East. Indeed, prime rental growth in Europe (2.3%) was not too
dissimilar to 2012/2013.
The ranking of the most expensive retail locations in each country
recorded some movements. The costliest destination in the world
was New York’s upper Fifth Avenue where rents reached a record
$3,500 per sq.ft per year, with Hong Kong’s Causeway Bay seeing a fall

of 6.8% in rents and edging down into second spot. Despite seeing no
change to rental values, Avenue des Champs-Élysées in Paris retained
its third place, which was followed by London’s New Bond Street in
fourth. Pitt Street Mall in Sydney completed the top five, with the
location surging up three places as it recorded an increase of 25% on
the back of several international retailers taking up large units in the
last six months.
Indeed, the trend for major retail brands to experiment with design,
layout, content and services, as they reinvent the concept of their
flagship stores, is continuing to affect major gateway city markets and
will remain a key factor influencing growth in the year ahead.
Notwithstanding the still uncertain economic situation in some parts
of the world, notably in Asia Pacific and the Eurozone, retail market
activity is expected to improve in the next 12 months. Premier
shopping locations will remain in high demand as retailers are keen to
establish a presence and raise their brand profile, but supply as ever
will remain tight. The growth of online shopping, supporting the
polarization in the market in favour of the biggest and the best, will
increasingly drive retailer expansion strategies whilst also having a
structural impact on local markets.
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Andrey Bayda, Shutterstock.com

GloBal

top ten Most Expensive Locations
€ are on a sq.m/year basis

1. new york

2. hong kong

3. new york

upper 5th Avenue

Causeway Bay

Times Square

€29,822
$3,500 us

€ 23,307
$ 2,735 us

€19,597
$2,300 us

uS$ are on sq.ft/year basis

4. hong kong
Central

€18,435
$ 2,164 us

london

paris

new york

5. hong kong

Tsim Sha Tsui

hong kong

€17,579
$2,063 us

10. new york

Lower 5th Avenue
€8,521
$1,000 us

sydney

9. sydney
Pitt Street Mall
€8,658
$1,016 us

6. paris

8. london

7. new york

Madison Avenue

Avenue des
Champs-Élysées

€10,361
$1,216 us

€11,929
$1,400 us

€13,255
$1,556 us

New Bond Street
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MOST EXPENSIVE RETAIL LOCATION IN EACH COuNTRY
rank
2014

rank
2013

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
44
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
55
57
58
59
60
61

1
3
4
8
6
5
9
7
12
10
11
13
15
21
16
18
17
14
29
19
23
22
27
25
30
26
36
31
20
28
32
24
33
34
35
37
38
40
42
43
44
46
45
41
51
48
51
50
47
61
56
54
53
55
49
57
59
59

62
63
64
65

63
62
64
-

country

city

location

usa
Hong Kong (China)
France
uk
Australia
Italy
Japan
South Korea
Switzerland
Russia
Austria
Germany
China
Spain
Colombia
Singapore
Norway
The Netherlands
Brazil
Turkey
Malaysia
Ireland
Canada
New Zealand
Denmark
Taiwan
Czech Republic
united Arab Emirates
Greece
Israel
India
Finland
ukraine
Vietnam
Belgium
Sweden
Lebanon
Luxembourg
Kazakhstan
Hungary
Portugal
Argentina
Thailand
Poland
Serbia
South Africa
qatar
Peru
Channel Islands
Mexico
Lithuania
Indonesia
Bahrain
Ecuador
Slovakia
Slovenia
Romania
oman
Latvia
Bulgaria
Republic of
Macedonia
Philippines
Estonia
Jordan
Cyprus

New York
Hong Kong
Paris
London
Sydney
Milan
Tokyo
Seoul
Zurich
Moscow
Vienna
Munich
Beijing
Barcelona
Bogota
Singapore
Oslo
Amsterdam
São Paulo
Istanbul
Kuala Lumpur
Dublin
Toronto
Auckland
Copenhagen
Taipei
Prague
Dubai
Athens
Tel Aviv
New Delhi
Helsinki
Kiev
Ho Chi Minh City/Hanoi
Brussels
Stockholm
Beirut
Luxembourg
Almaty
Budapest
Lisbon
Buenos Aires
Bangkok
Warsaw
Belgrade
Cape Town
Doha
Lima
St Helier
Mexico City
Vilnius
Jakarta
manama
quito
Bratislava
Ljubljana
Bucharest
Muscat
Riga
Sofia
Skopje

upper 5th Avenue
Causeway Bay
Avenue des Champs-Élysées
New Bond Street
Pitt Street Mall
Via Montenapoleone
Ginza
Myeongdong
Bahnhofstrasse
Stoleshnikov
Kohlmarkt
Kaufingerstraße
Wangfujing
Portal de l'Angel
Shopping Centre
Orchard Road
Karl Johans Gate
Kalverstraat
Iguatemi Shopping
Bagdat Caddesi (Asian side) and Istiklal Street
Pavilion KL
Grafton Street
Bloor Street
cBd
Strøget
ZhongXiao E. Road
Na Prikope/Wenceslas Square
Shopping Centre
Ermou
Ramat Aviv
Khan Market
City Centre
Kreschatik Street
Shopping Centre
Rue Neuve
Biblioteksgatan
ABC Centre Achrafieh
Grand Rue
Shopping Centre
Váci utca
Chiado
Florida
Central Retail District
ul. Nowy Swiat
Kneza Mihaila
V&A Waterfront
Shopping Centre
Shopping Centre
King Street
Masaryk Avenue
Shopping Centre
Shopping Centre
City Centre Shopping Centre
Av Naciones unidas (Shopping Centre)
Shopping Centre
Čopova
Bulevardul Magheru
Shopping Centre
Shopping Centre
Vitosha Blvd
Shopping Centre

Manila
Tallinn
amman
Nicosia

Makati CBD
Shopping Centre
City Centre (BCD)
Makarios Aveune

rent
€/Sq.M/YR

rent
uS$/Sq.FT/YR

29,822
23,307
13,255
10,361
8,658
8,500
8,120
7,942
7,456
4,749
4,440
4,380
4,100
3,240
3,135
3,087
3,081
2,900
2,714
2,660
2,649
2,529
2,478
2,443
2,384
2,361
2,220
2,204
2,160
2,105
2,070
1,968
1,900
1,805
1,750
1,636
1,583
1,500
1,330
1,140
1,110
1,064
1,025
1,020
1,020
1,009
965
950
879
874
864
791
756
665
660
660
600
543
540
528
480

3,500
2,735
1,556
1,216
1,016
998
953
932
875
557
521
514
481
380
368
362
362
340
319
312
311
297
291
287
280
277
261
259
253
247
243
231
223
212
205
192
186
176
156
134
130
125
120
120
120
118
113
111
103
103
101
93
89
78
77
77
70
64
63
62
56

402
360
317
216

47
42
37
25
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Daniel Lee, CC BY-ND 2.0

Tsim Sha Tsui, 1881 Heritage, Hong Kong

Global Locations Showing Strongest Growth
30.0%

Pitt Street
Mall

Shop
Street

Bagdat
Caddesi
(Asian side)

la
Croisette

Shopping
Centre

Xidan

20.9%

istanBul

cBd

22.0%

BeiJing

Istiklal
Street

22.2%

BogotÁ

istanBul

union
Square

23.1%

Cannes

galway

24.4%

sydney

25.0%

BeiJing

25.0%

istanBul

26.4%

san franCisCo

27.3%

Abdi
Ipekci

(European side)

Source: Cushman & Wakefield
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The World’s Most Expensive
Main Street Location

new york

upper 5th Avenue
€29,822 i $3,500 uS
Average Rent of 330
Main Street Locations

€2,392 i $281 uS
(€/sq.m/year and uS$/sq.ft/year)

Global: Rental Growth over Five Years
4.8%

4.5%
3.2%

2011

2012

2013

2.4%*

2014

2010
-1.3%

Galleria Vittorio Emanuele, Milan

* 2014 = annual rental growth to September. All other years = annual growth to June

Global: Average rents (uS$/Sq.ft/year)
$429
$370
$317

$308
$248

$314

$264

$137

$129

Americas

South
America

North
America

Asia
Pacific

emea

Europe

Euroland
Countries

Western
Europe

Central
& Eastern
Europe

$116

Middle East
& Africa
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Global: Rental Performance
% of totAL countriES

14
%
Stable

1%

No historical
annual series

Rents

60%

25%

Total # of
countries
39
16
9
1

Rental
Growth

Fall in
Rent

% of totAL LocAtionS

1%

No historical
annual series

42%

42%

Stable
Rents

Total # of
locations

Rental
Growth

139
50
138
3

15%
Fall in
Rent

Matthias Rhomberg, CC BY-ND 2.0

Global: Average rental Growth

7.5%
5.8%
3.6%

3.0%

1.3%
Americas

South
America

North
America

Asia
Pacific

emea

2.3%

2.2%

2.3%

2.2%
Middle East
& Africa

Europe

Euroland
Countries

Western
Europe

Central
& Eastern
Europe

-7.1%
Source: Cushman & Wakefield
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30%

San francisco’s union Square recorded
the highest rental growth globally

Lina Seo, Cushman & Wakefield
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americas
oVerView

New York, Fifth Avenue

r

etailer activity in the year to September 2014 was healthy, with rental growth reaching 5.8%, the same
figure recorded in 2012/2013. Most of the countries witnessed an uplift over the past 12 months, with

some reaching double digits.
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americas

top ten Most
Expensive Locations
ChiCago

1. new york

san franCisCo

upper 5th Avenue
€29,822
$3,500 us

2. new york

los angeles
5. los angeles

Times Square

Rodeo Drive
(Beverly Hills)

€19,597
$2,300 us

€5,751
$675 us

3. new york

new york

miami

Madison Avenue

union Square

6. san franCisCo

8. ChiCago

€11,929
$1,400 us

€5,538
$650 us

€4,132
$485 us

4. new york

7. san franCisCo

9. Bogota

North Michigan Avenue

10. miami

Lincoln Road

Lower 5th Avenue

Post Street

Shopping Centre

€8,521
$1,000 us

€4,218
$495 us

€3,135
$368 us

Positive economic news, combined with healthy retailer
fundamentals, continued to filter through into the U.S. retail
market. Prime rents over the year to September were up an
impressive 10.6% on the same period last year. Indeed, strong
retailer demand and robust tourist numbers continued to support
expansions across the country, with gateway cities such a Los
Angeles, San Francisco and New York in particular witnessing
double-digit growth. The arrival of brands such as Microsoft,
which recently announced its first flagship store in New York’s
Fifth Avenue, further underlined the importance of these premier
shopping destinations.
Despite the slight fall in rents (0.9%), retailers conditions in
Canada remain stable with a number of global retailers entering
the market. There is, however, now a growing trend among
retailers towards creating a smaller footprint, which is in turn
encouraging landlords to refurbish existing assets rather than
building new ones. What is more, large-box and middle-box
stores are following in the path of their u.S. counterparts by
creating new “express” style units and downsizing large locations
to increase productivity and reduce occupancy costs.
in Brazil, rents in Rio de Janeiro recorded mostly rises but
locations in São Paulo witnessed falls, pushing the national growth
rate into negative territory (4.8%). Prime shopping centres with
low vacancy in Rio de Janeiro recorded a small rental increase,
but key money was increasing in schemes where there were
almost no opportunities available. Conversely, rents in secondary

Bogota

€2,769
$325 us
€ are on a sq.m/year basis
uS$ are on sq.ft/year basis

schemes declined and leasing was challenging. In addition, new
shopping centre openings were encountering difficulties and
vacancies of up to 30% were observed in some smaller cities.
Prime rental values in exclusive locations, more specifically in
shopping centres, continued to increase in Colombia (15.0%) as
a result of strong retailer demand and the continuous arrival of
important international brands. However, the development of
quality retail space remains subdued on the back of low availability
of land in key locations for large projects. This issue has shifted
the attention of investors towards mixed-use projects and high
street retail. Encouraging economic growth and consumer
spending forecasts are expected to attract more retailers in the
year ahead, pushing prime rents up further.

the Americas region recorded a
5.8% rental growth rate
Persistent rises in prime rental values were evident in Mexico
(13.1%) as a result of tight supply, growing interest from
international brands to enter the country and plans from existing
retailers to expand. The successful launch of the local REIT
market prompted a large increase in available capital for new
retail projects, compounded further by high expectations over the
future performance of the Mexican economy. Consequently, a
significant increase in construction activity of new shopping
centres is underway.
13
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Americas: Strongest Growth
30.0%

22.2%

Shopping
Centre

(Suburban)

15.4%

Antara

Madero
Street

Post
Street

Madison
Avenue

meXiCo City

Del Mar
Heights Blvd

15.7%

new york

san
Isidro

16.5%

san franCisCo

lima

Shopping
Centre

16.9%

meXiCo City

san diego

union
Square

17.6%

meXiCo City

lima

17.6%

BogotÁ

18.2%

san franCisCo

19.0%

Santa Fe

Source: Cushman & Wakefield

americas luXury oVerView
Luxury locations were the main drivers behind the expansion in
U.S. prime rents. The year to September saw a raft of new leases
signed and retailers enter the market, with New York’s Fifth
Avenue and Madison Avenue, San Francisco’s union Square and
Beverly Hills’ Rodeo drive at the forefront of this uplift.Vacancy
in union Square remained extremely low at 2.0% in q3 as luxury
retailers competed for retail space. Consequently, rents here
rose by 30% in September year-on-year. Meanwhile, New York
remained the focal point for most national and international
upmarket retailers and rents followed an upward trajectory,
rising to a record high of $3,500 per sq.ft per year along upper
Fifth Avenue and to $1,400 on Madison Avenue.
There was limited activity in the luxury market in Canada over
the last 12 months, however, retailers such as Holt Renfrew,
Roots, Stuart Weitzman, J. Crew, Brooks Brothers, Mulberry,
Fossil, Harry Rosen, White House / Black Market and Nespresso
all opened new stores or expanded in premier shopping centres
and/or on high streets. With the arrival of both Nordstrom and
Saks Fifth Avenue, more luxury brands are expected to consider
entering the Canadian market over the next two to three years.
in Brazil, the Richemont and LVMH groups,Valentino, Burberry,
Miu Miu, Moncler, Fred Perry, Michael Kors and Repetto were
particularly active over the last 12 months as they opened new
stores. One of the main trends shaping the luxury market was
the emergence of a more fashion conscious male consumer, with
an increase in clothing and accessories purchases in this segment.

San Francisco, union Square

Lina Seo, Cushman & Wakefield
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New York, Madison Avenue

Joey Parsons, CC BY-ND 2.0

After the opening of luxury shopping centres in São Paulo, Rio de
Janeiro and Parana, international luxury brands are expected to
expand to other cities. Both models, expansion through franchise
partners or directly operating their own stores, are currently the
norm for luxury retailers. Looking ahead, the outlook for Brazilian
luxury market remains positive, with demand set to remain active as
new brands enter and existing ones expand, exerting upward
pressure on rents.

Mexico City, Antara Shopping Center

Edgar Zuniga Jr., CC BY-ND 2.0

space, prices in both the mass and luxury market are expected to
grow similarly, albeit retailers in key locations are set to see a more
marked increase in rents over the next 12 months.

Bogotá, Centro Comercial Atlantis Plaza

Edgar Zuniga Jr., CC BY-ND 2.0

in Colombia, the luxury fashion, clothing and accessories segments
were particularly active. upmarket players are gradually taking up
more space in key shopping centres, which pushed prices up and
raised entry barriers for small brands. Due to the scarcity of quality

Corner space in Mexican department stores remains the main
“scouting” strategy adopted by brands when entering the market,
which is then followed by stand-alone stores if the results are
encouraging. Generally, luxury locations are renovating and
reinvigorating their space rather than diversifying. This is in contrast
to mass-market locations which are seeing an increasing number of
new stores opened.
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ASIA PACIFIC
oVerView

Hong Kong, Causeway Bay
Colin Tsoi, CC BY-ND 2.0

P

rime rents in Asia Pacific continued to grow (3.6%), but with the overall rate slowing in the 14 countries
surveyed. Double-digit growth was evident in more markets than last year. However, rental uplift was

slower in others, dragging the regional rate down.
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ASIA PACIFIC

top ten Most
Expensive Locations
1. hong kong

BeiJing

seoul
tokyo

Tsim Sha Tsui

€23,307
$2,735 us

€18,435
$2,164 us

€17,579
$2,063 us

4. sydney

5. tokyo

6. seoul

€8,658
$1,016 us

€8,120
$953 us

€7,924
$932 us

7. tokyo

8. seoul

Ginza

Omotesando
€6,549
$769 us

uS$ are on sq.ft/year basis

Hong Kong continued to face headwinds associated with slower
tourism growth and spending in the first three quarters of 2014.
Combined with a strong 2013, this translated into a deeper
slowdown in retail sales and a fall of 4.8% in prime rents in the year
to September. The moderating sales performance and more
cautious consumer sentiment hindered retailers’ expansion in 2014.
Luxury brands were cautious, while watch and jewellery retailers
notably cut back on new stores, with this sector seeing negative
growth. Several leading local retailers recorded lower holiday sales,
consequently adopting a more conservative approach.
As shopping centres upgraded and fast fashion brands expanded
aggressively, prime rents in Beijing recorded robust growth. The
Food and Beverage segment continued to provide the impetus to
leasing activity. The market is, however, facing some challenges in the
form of a slowdown in economic growth and increased competition
from online shopping. Shanghai recorded a slight dip in prime
rents, with ample new supply delivered and retail sales growth
slowing. Nevertheless, values in premium schemes in good locations
were stable, with strong demand from the F&B segment.
Against a backdrop of tighter supply and better interest, the
Japanese market witnessed an upward trend in rents (3.9%).
Supported by buoyant consumer spending, occupier demand for
space in high streets was strong and resulted in a number of brisk
openings. However, the supply shortage in premier destinations
coupled with low development activity has meant that some of this
demand has filtered down to adjacent streets. The upward trend in

Fondation de la Haute Horlogerie

sydney

Myeongdong

Gangnam
Station
€6,063
$712 us

9. tokyo

10. BeiJing

€6,025
$707 us

€4,100
$481 us

Shinjuku

€ are on a sq.m/year basis

3. hong kong

Central

Pitt Street Mall

hong kong

2. hong kong

Causeway Bay

Wangfujing

rents is expected to continue in the year ahead.
Although the growth of fast fashion brands was starting to slow,
multinational labels continued to arrive in South Korea (11.5%).
Shopping centres in good locations are aggressively investing in
renovations and expansion projects in order to regain their
competitive edge. In addition to global fast fashion retailers and
domestic players, the market has also seen the arrival of new
international retailers, creating further competition.
Rental values in India grew modestly (1.7%) over the 12 months to
September, with moderate demand from clothing and F&B brands
fuelling occupier activity. The polarisation between prime and
secondary locations was evident in terms of trading, footfall and
consequently occupier demand. Whilst fast fashion players such as
H&M are planning their entry into the market, the recently
announced restrictions on Foreign Direct Investment in multibrand retailing will continue to hamper some global retailers’
aspirations.
Rental growth (9.1%) returned to selected Australian locations,
but with uplifts confined to high performing regional shopping
centres and Pitt Street Mall. Indeed, the premier Australian
destination saw rents increase due to a large influx of international
retailers signing new leases in the last six months and taking up
large space. This was generally through the amalgamation of several
smaller stores, which in turned significantly reduced the supply of
traditional 200 sq.m units.
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APAc: Strongest Growth
26.4%

25.0%
22.0%
17.6%
12.9%

11.8%

11.7%

seoul

kuala
lumpur

Myeongdong ZhongXiao
E. Road

manila

Xidan

Bangkok

BeiJing

Pitt Street
Mall

taipei

sydney

cBd

seoul

BeiJing

9.4%

Central
Retail
District

Makati
cBd

Garosugil

Bukit
Bintang

9.1%

manila

13.6%

Fort
Bonifacio

Source: Cushman & Wakefield

ASIA PACIFIC LuXuRY OVERVIEW
Performance in the Asian Pacific luxury market was more mixed than
previous years, with Chinese anti-corruption measures, structural
changes but also slower economic activity generally affecting trading.
Luxury brands in Hong Kong were more cautious as sales growth
slowed amid a shift towards more affordable luxury and mid-priced
goods.Their slower expansion opened some doors for more
mid-tier brands, but these players operate under tighter margins,
therefore, their real estate affordability is comparatively lower and
this will inevitably have an impact on rents going forward. Luxury
spending has generally slowed, with the Chinese government
measures aimed at curbing corruption and excess still affecting the
market.
These anti-corruption measures and the increasing tendency for
mainland consumers to shop for luxury abroad rather than at
home had an adverse impact on Chinese trading. Indeed, these
developments were adversely impacting on luxury sales in the
Mainland, with sales of gift-related items such as watches falling.
Consumers are also becoming more sophisticated and increasingly
younger consumers are keen to define their own style, rather
than relying only on the well-known brands and products.They
are adopting more subtle styles rather than the big logo styles and
behaving more like international consumers, mixing and matching
luxury items with mid-priced products. Recent key openings in
Beijing included Burberry,Versace, Max Mara and Montblanc which
opened stores in Charter department store. Meanwhile,Tesla Motors
opened its first Chinese Experience Store in Parkview Green. Given
recent performance, luxury retailers will remain cautious, preferring
to upgrade their existing stores rather than open new ones.

The economic policies adopted by the Prime Minister Abe are
increasing the spending power and the capital available to high networth individuals in Japan, benefitting luxury brands in the process.
What is more, tourist numbers exceeded 10 million for the first
time in 2013 and this is expected to increase further this year.
Following the most popular Ginza Chuo Dori, Shinjuku Dori is set
to see LVMH,Tiffany, Coach and Burberry open new stores by 2015,
underlining its rising prominence in the luxury market. Looking ahead,
prime rents are expected to continue growing, with activity from
luxury brands with positive sales results gaining momentum. Although
fast fashion brands have competed with luxury brands thus far for
expansion space, they now tend to open stores in shopping centres
looking for large floor plates.

Seoul, Myeongdong

the South Korean luxury market continued to see a strong
performance in sales.The import of Swiss watches rose considerably,
whilst department stores recorded strong high-end watches sales.
Indeed, luxury watches sales from the likes of Cartier and Bulgari
recorded a 32% increase, whilst other brands such as Rolex, Patek
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Masaaki Komori, CC BY-ND 2.0

Tokyo, Ginza District

Philippe were becoming increasingly popular.Trading of upmarket
products in the top three department stores was also encouraging,
recording double-digit sales growth.

such as Suria KLCC and Pavilion Shopping Centre. Nevertheless,
luxury retailers’ options for expansion remain largely confined to
only a handful of schemes.

Accessories, including watches and jewellery, cars and furniture were
the most active luxury segments over the last year in India. Indeed,
the increase of luxury residential properties in the top eight Indian
cities led to a surge in demand for luxury furniture. Many upmarket
brands have been planning to enter the market but are waiting for
clarity on regulations. Meanwhile, they remain constrained by the lack
of quality space in both high streets and shopping centres. New Delhi,
Mumbai, Bengaluru and Chennai remain the top markets for luxury
brands, but with Kolkata’s offering also improving with the addition of
a shopping centre last year, which currently contains dedicated luxury
space and is seeing good footfall. Occupier demand outstrips supply
in New Delhi and Mumbai, exerting upward pressure on prime rents
in short term in established locations.

Singapore, ION Orchard,

the Singaporean luxury market saw the arrival of new entrants
such as Tommy Bahama, J Lindeberg,Tory Burch and Adolfo
Dominguez amongst others. Meanwhile, the New York-based brand,
Alice + Olivia by Stacey Bendet, opened a boutique in Ion Orchard –
its first store in Southeast Asia. Luxury retailers are also increasingly
entering suburban shopping centres and more are expected to take
up space away from the traditional Orchard Road shopping belt.
Nevertheless, most luxury brands are likely to keep their stores
along Orchard Road which provides them with a large pool of
tourists and strong catchment. Looking ahead, sales are expected to
remain healthy, despite an increasingly competitive market.
in Malaysia, brands such as Hermes, Chanel, Louis Vuitton and Gucci
opened stores at the The Gardens in Mid Valley City.This expansion
trend highlighted the high purchasing power of the area but also
positioned the scheme alongside other high-end shopping centres

William Cho, CC BY-ND 2.0

upmarket brands in Vietnam were increasingly seeking space in
Hanoi following the opening of their first stores in Ho Chi Minh City.
Considering the growing demand for the Hanoi market and limited
luxury space in prime CBD, asking and achieved rents are likely to
remain stable.This is in contrast to the broader non-luxury market,
where flat demand and abundant supply are likely to push rents
down.
Clothing and accessories continued to be the most active luxury
segments in the Philippines. However, luxury leasing activity was
generally subdued, with brands maintaining their existing stores and
selectively expanding in new high-end shopping centres.This trend is
expected to continue in the year ahead, but with operators willing
to pay a premium for their preferred sites within these high-end
locations. However, with Filipinos highly mobile, some of their highend demand is satisfied in Hong Kong and Singapore.
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emea
oVerView

Paris, France
Selitbul, fotolia.com

t

rading conditions and occupier activity were largely improved across Europe over the past year, albeit
challenges remained in some markets. Prime rents over the course of the year rose by 2.3% across the

region, but with a 7.1% decline in rental values in the Middle East and Africa weighing down the EMEA rate (1.3%).
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emea

top ten Most
Expensive Locations

london

1. paris

paris

Avenue des Champs-Élysées
€13,255
$1,556 us

zuriCh
milan

2. london

New Bond Street

rome

€10,361
$1,216 us

3. milan

Via Montenapoleone

4. paris (tie)

€8,500
$998 us

Rue du Faubourg
St. Honoré

4. paris (tie)

€8,100
$951 us

Avenue Montaigne
€8,100
$951 us

7. zuriCh

Bahnhofstrasse
€7,456
$875 us

8. paris

8. paris

Rue St. Honoré

6. rome

Place Vendôme/
Rue de la Paix

€8,000
$939 us

€7,364
$864 us

Via Condotti

There were, however, a number of success stories, with occupier
activity in the periphery picking up. Countries such as Portugal
(3.7%), Ireland (5.5%), Spain (2.3%) and Greece (9.6%) which in
previous surveys witnessed sharp falls, recorded good to strong
growth in the 12 months to September.
Mature core markets such as the UK (3.0%), France (6.2%) and
Germany (3.9%) continued to see good leasing activity,
particularly in the prime segment. Indeed, exceptional luxury
retailer demand in cities such as Paris and London, coupled with
the very finite supply on offer, continued to exert upward pressure
on rents in the best locations, but with large premiums also paid
by new tenants to secure their preferred space. In Germany, high
occupier demand has created an increased need for the
refurbishment of existing high streets and schemes, raising their
profile in the process, best exemplified by the triangle of Große
Bleichen, Hohe Bleichen and Poststraße in Hamburg.
The strongest growth in the region was, however, registered in
Turkey (15.6%), where healthy consumer spending, an expanding
middle class, better quality retail space and the arrival of more
international retailers continued to support the market. Rents in
the top three locations of Abdi Ipekci (European side), Bagdat
Caddesi (Asian side) and Istiklal Street rose by 20.9%, 24.4% and
27.3% respectively, which were also three of the strongest rises
recorded across the region and globally.

€7,364
$864 us

10. london

Oxford Street
€6,838
$803 us
€ are on a sq.m/year basis
uS$ are on sq.ft/year basis

At the same time, the diversity of performance in the region was
again notable. Slight to modest falls in prime rental values were
recorded in Austria (1.2%), Belgium (2.4%), The Netherlands
(2.3%), Italy (0.4%), Poland (0.2%), Slovakia (2.1%) and Slovenia
(4.1%), where in some cases retail spending remained restrained.
The sharpest contraction (20.0%) was, however, seen in Ukraine
where geopolitical instability greatly affected retailers’ strategies.
Indeed, a number left the market whilst other operators cancelled
plans to enter the country or expand.

turkey registered the strongest growth
in the region at 15.6%, including three
locations which recorded some of the
strongest rises globally.
Looking ahead, although challenges remain and occupier activity
will be slow to recover outside prime locations, trading conditions
are expected to improve in the year ahead across the region. A
favourable low inflation environment, a still loose monetary policy,
better unemployment figures and real wage growth slowly
emerging are expected to provide a boost to the Eurozone and
the rest of the continent.
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EMEA: Strongest Growth

23.1%
20.9%

20.0%

Abdi
Ipekci

Stoleshnikov

(European side)

oslo

la
Croisette

mosCow

Bagdat
Caddesi

(Asian side)

istanBul

Shop
Street

Cannes

galway

Istiklal
Street

istanBul

istanBul

15.4%

Nedre
Slottsgate

14.3%

Via
Condotti

14.3%

13.8%

doha

24.4%

thessaloniki

25.0%

rome

27.3%

Tsimiski

Shopping
Centre

Source: Cushman & Wakefield

emea luXury oVerView
Rental growth in European luxury locations continued to
outperform mass-market destinations, with an average rate of
2.7%.
The luxury retail market in central London, UK, went from
strength to strength, with demand again far outstripping current
availability. Record rental levels have been set in all of the luxury
locations, and it is not uncommon for these transactions to also
incorporate significant premium payments by the ingoing tenant
to help secure vacant possession. Many retailers with established
business in London are now keen to expand their representation
by opening additional stores in the capital and/or increasing the
size of their main flagship by taking space in upper level, which is
more cost effective than moving location.
in France, new leases on Rue Saint-Honoré continued to
highlight its success, while several notable openings on Avenue
Montaigne and Rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré were largely
projects which had been launched in 2012 and 2013, with
transfers, refurbishments and extensions of existing stores
reflecting the determination of large groups to have larger
flagships that anchor their visibility on a global scale. What is
more, other Parisian thoroughfares such as Boulevard SaintGermain and Rue de Sèvres, performed well. Although some
retailers appear inclined to adopt a “wait-and-see” approach given
the slowdown in luxury spending and the continuing rise in rental
values, Paris will continue to occupy an important place in
expansion strategies of major luxury groups. under the
circumstances, and given the severely restricted supply available in
the principal Parisian luxury markets, demand from prestigious
retailers will spill over into submarkets near the most established

Rome,Via Condotti

Alessio Nastro Siniscalchi, CC BY-ND 2.0

thoroughfares. It is unlikely that new luxury districts will emerge,
with the exception of Le Marais, which enjoys high visitor
numbers of both foreign tourists and affluent Parisian consumers,
and benefits from extended opening hours on Sundays.
The retail market in Italy at the beginning of 2014 was generally
characterised by optimism and good activity which, however, was
later lessened by the subdued economic context, causing a
number of operators to slow their expansion plans and wait for
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better results. The luxury market, as usual, held up well, with rents
in a number of top locations on the rise, namely Via Condotti in
Rome and Via Montenapoleone in Milan and with space on the
market generally taken-up quicker than in non-luxury streets.
Other locations registering rental growth over the year to
September included Via Sant’Andrea in Milan and Calle 22° Marzo
in Venice. Active luxury retailers included the likes of Prada,
Michael Kors, Richemont brands, Swatch Group and Louis Vuitton
Group.

London, New Bond Street

Luxury brands have been traditionally focused on prime locations
in the best German cities. In cities with limited stock in the best
streets, some neighbouring secondary projects appear to have
future potential, best exemplified by the Goetheplaza project in
Frankfurt which includes tenants such as Escada, Louis Vuitton and
Nespresso. Active retailers over the past 12 months included
Chanel, Hermès, Giorgio Armani, Prada, Michael Kors, Fendi and
Hugo Boss among others.
in Portugal, fashion and jewellery were the most active luxury
segments. Cartier and Max Mara opened their flagship store in
Avenida Liberdade in 2013, followed by Michael Kors, Oficcine
Panerai, Aristocrazy and three major national jewellery players.
This summer, Ermenegildo Zegna moved from a 230 sq.m unit to
a 1.000 sq.m in the same street, whilst Hugo Boss opened a larger
men’s store a few meters distance from the existing one, with the
latter transformed into women’s store. These successful openings
are expected to be followed by others before the year end,
namely the first Hackett flagship store and Guess, with additional
upmarket retailers also expected to establish a presence. Indeed,
the luxury market has witnessed double-digit growth in sales over
the past four years, creating upward pressure in the two prime
retail addresses in Lisbon: Avenida da Liberdade and Chiado.
Looking ahead, retailer demand is expected to improve across the
board, with luxury locations the best placed to take advantage of
these positive developments.
With limited retail space on Bahnhofstrasse (Zurich,
Switzerland), a growing number of luxury retailers are turning
towards the area of Storchengasse. This is especially true given
that Münsterhof – a square situated between Storchengasse and
Bahnhofstrass – will be redeveloped next year, making the area
car free. Strong demand from luxury retailers, particularly from
the jewellery and fashion segments, was evident over the last 12
months. However, despite this continuous interest from upmarket
players, their footprint and presence is not expected to extend
into the more traditional mass-market section of Bahnhofstrasse.

in Denmark, the development of Købmagergade and
Amagertorv helped to attract more international luxury brands.
What is more, with Louis Vuitton as a major draw, the area
around Amagertorv witnessed more attention than ever before.
Indeed, many of the luxury brands are now searching for locations
at Amagertorv and the southern part of Købmagergade. Rental
values increased on Købmagergade and Strøget. Several high
street retail units were being refurbished and redeveloped to
optimise the sales area and enlarge their frontage. The strong
demand for these locations is set to continue in the year ahead,
and more successful luxury brands are expected to open stores
in the city.
Fashion and jewellery brands were generally the most active in
the Benelux region. In Belgium, Brussels remained the focus of
luxury retailers but with Antwerp also in demand as a city
renowned for its fashion industry and history. Brussels was the
priority for brands opening new stores, whilst more franchise
stores have tended to open in Antwerp and Knokke due to more
readily available space and lower rents. In Luxembourg, the
trend of upmarket brands moving to Rue Philippe II was further
underlined by the recent opening of Dolce & Gabbana, Eric
Bompard and the previous arrival of Cartier and Gucci. In both
Brussels and Luxembourg demand exceeds the supply on offer
and rents in the best part of the streets are not expected to fall
in the year ahead, with high premiums offered.

Denmark, Amagertorv

David Chu, CC BY-ND 2.0

International tourism, especially from Asia and Russia, supported a
good performance in the Netherlands. Both P.C. Hooftstraat
and the Bijenkorf department store in Amsterdam, with the latter
emerging as a luxury location, benefitted from this trend and
were hardly affected by the still subdued economic sentiment
seen elsewhere in the country. Indeed, the performance of the
luxury market generally was better than elsewhere and the
outlook is positive, albeit rents are likely to remain flat in the
short term.
in Spain, the fashion, accessories and jewellery segments were
the most active, although activity was generally healthier in the
premium or the so called affordable luxury segment. Barcelona
and Madrid remained the key cities for flagships stores, with a
number of units enlarged to accommodate new concept stores.
Puerto Banus was also active for smaller units, whilst Palma de
Mallorca witnessed increased interest as a result of higher tourist
numbers. Prime rents in luxury locations such as Passeig de
Gracia are expected to rise in the year ahead given the current
demand/supply imbalance.
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83.9%
277 of the 330 global locations surveyed either
saw rents rise or remain unchanged over the year

Alvin Leong, CC BY-ND 2.0

Tokyo, Ginza District
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GloBal retail rents
country

city

location

annual inFlation
q3 2014 %

local measure

rent
SEPT 2014

annual rental
GROWTH %

rent
uS$/Sq.FT/YR

rent
€/Sq.M/YR

south america
Argentina

Buenos Aires

Florida

33.5

uS$/sq.m/month

112

0.0%

125

1,064

Argentina

Buenos Aires

Avenue Cabildo

33.5

uS$/sq.m/month

59

0.0%

66

560

Argentina

Buenos Aires

Avenue Santa Fe

33.5

uS$/sq.m/month

62

0.0%

69

589

Argentina

Buenos Aires

Av Callao/quintana/Alvear

33.5

uS$/sq.m/month

57

0.0%

64

541

Brazil

Rio de Janeiro

Visconde de Pirajá (Ipanema)

6.6

R$/sq.m/month

190

-5.0%

86

737

Brazil

Rio de Janeiro

Garcia D'avila (Ipanema)

6.6

R$/sq.m/month

280

12.0%

127

1,086

Brazil

Rio de Janeiro

Shopping Leblon

6.6

R$/sq.m/month

400

5.3%

182

1,551

Brazil

Rio de Janeiro

Rio Sul Shopping

6.6

R$/sq.m/month

350

0.0%

159

1,357

Brazil

São Paulo

Oscar Freire Jardins

6.6

R$/sq.m/month

230

3.1%

105

892

Brazil

São Paulo

Haddock Lobo

6.6

R$/sq.m/month

150

0.0%

68

Brazil

São Paulo

Bela Cintra

6.6

R$/sq.m/month

126

-16.0%

57

489

Brazil

São Paulo

Cidade Jardim

6.6

R$/sq.m/month

500

-12.3%

228

1,939

Brazil

São Paulo

Iguatemi Shopping

6.6

R$/sq.m/month

700

-12.5%

319

2,714

Colombia

Bogota

Shopping Centre

2.9

R$/sq.m/month

330

22.2%

368

3,135

Colombia

Bogota

High Street

2.9

uS$/sq.m/month

130

0.0%

145

1,235

Ecuador

quito

Av Naciones unidas (High Streets)

4.2

uS$/sq.m/month

32

14.3%

36

304

Ecuador

quito

Av Naciones unidas (Shopping Centre)

4.2

uS$/sq.m/month

70

9.4%

78

665

Peru

Lima

San Isidro

2.7

uS$/sq.m/month

50

19.0%

56

475

Peru

Lima

Shopping Centre

2.7

uS$/sq.m/month

100

17.6%

111

950
2,478

582

north america
Canada

Toronto

Bloor Street

2.1

C$/sq.ft/year

325

1.6%

291

Canada

Toronto

Downtown

2.1

C$/sq.ft/year

175

0.0%

157

1,334

Canada

Montreal

Saint-Catherine W - Street Level

2.1

C$/sq.ft/year

180

-5.3%

161

1,372

Canada

Ottawa

Sussex Drive

2.1

C$/sq.ft/year

50

0.0%

45

381

Canada

Calgary

Downtown Shopping Centre

2.1

C$/sq.ft/year

50

0.0%

45

381

Canada

Vancouver

Robson Street

2.1

C$/sq.ft/year

210

-2.3%

188

1,601

Canada

Edmonton

Suburban Shopping Centre

2.1

C$/sq.ft/year

75

0.0%

67

572

Mexico

Mexico City

Masaryk Avenue

4.3

uS$/sq.m/month

92

8.2%

103

874

Mexico

Mexico City

Madero St

4.3

uS$/sq.m/month

90

16.9%

100

855

Mexico

Mexico City

Altavista St

4.3

uS$/sq.m/month

36

9.1%

40

342

Mexico

Mexico City

Santa Fe

4.3

uS$/sq.m/month

75

15.4%

84

712

Mexico

Mexico City

Perisur

4.3

uS$/sq.m/month

80

11.1%

89

760

Mexico

Mexico City

Antara

4.3

uS$/sq.m/month

80

17.6%

89

Mexico

Monterrey

Calzada Del Valle

4.3

uS$/sq.m/month

56

12.0%

62

532

usa

Boston

Newbury Street

1.8

uS$/sq.ft/year

147

7.3%

147

1,253

usa

Chicago

North Michigan Avenue

1.8

uS$/sq.ft/year

485

0.0%

485

4,132

usa

Chicago

East Oak Street

1.8

uS$/sq.ft/year

315

0.0%

315

2,684

usa

Chicago

State Street

1.8

uS$/sq.ft/year

150

0.0%

150

1,278

usa

Los Angeles

Rodeo Drive (Beverly Hills)

1.8

uS$/sq.ft/year

675

13.4%

675

5,751

usa

Miami

Lincoln Road

1.8

uS$/sq.ft/year

325

0.0%

325

2,769

usa

New York

upper 5th Avenue

1.8

uS$/sq.ft/year

3,500

13.3%

3,500

29,822

usa

New York

Lower 5th Avenue

1.8

1,000

1.5%

usa

New York

Madison Avenue

1.8

uS$/sq.ft/year

1,400

15.7%

1,400

11,929

usa

New York

Times Square

1.8

uS$/sq.ft/year

2,300

9.5%

2,300

19,597

usa

Palm Beach

Worth Avenue

1.8

uS$/sq.ft/year

125

6.8%

125

1,065

usa

Philadelphia

Walnut Street

1.8

uS$/sq.ft/year

135

8.0%

135

1,150

usa

San Diego

5th Avenue, Gaslamp

1.8

uS$/sq.ft/year

72

9.1%

72

usa

San Diego

Del Mar Heights Blvd (Suburban)

1.8

uS$/sq.ft/year

78

18.2%

78

665

usa

San Francisco

union Square

1.8

uS$/sq.ft/year

650

30.0%

650

5,538

usa

San Francisco

Post Street

1.8

uS$/sq.ft/year

495

16.5%

495

4,218

usa

Washington DC

Georgetown

1.8

uS$/sq.ft/year

150

7.1%

150

1,278

usa

Washington DC

Penn quarter

1.8

uS$/sq.ft/year

220

0.0%

220

1,875

Australia

Adelaide

Rundle Mall

2.3

Australian $/sq.m/year

3,300

0.0%

268

2,286

Australia

Brisbane

queen Street Mall

2.3

Australian $/sq.m/year

5,000

0.0%

406

3,463

Australia

Melbourne

Bourke Street

2.3

Australian $/sq.m/year

4,500

0.0%

366

3,117

Australia

Perth

cBd

2.3

Australian $/sq.m/year

3,500

0.0%

285

2,424

Australia

Sydney

Oxford Street

2.3

Australian $/sq.m/year

1,050

0.0%

85

727

Australia

Sydney

Pitt Street Mall

2.3

Australian $/sq.m/year

12,500

25.0%

1,016

8,658

Australia

Sydney

Major regional shopping centre

2.3

Australian $/sq.m/year

2,200

7.8%

179

1,524

China

Beijing

cBd

1.6

CNY/sq.m/month

2,200

26.4%

399

3,404

China

Beijing

Wangfujing

1.6

CNY/sq.m/month

2,650

6.0%

481

4,100

China

Beijing

Xidan

1.6

CNY/sq.m/month

2,500

22.0%

454

3,868

China

Shanghai

Xujiahui

1.6

CNY/sq.m/month

2,070

0.9%

376

3,203

China

Shanghai

East Nanjing Road

1.6

CNY/sq.m/month

2,180

-3.2%

396

3,373

China

Shanghai

West Nanjing Rd

1.6

CNY/sq.m/month

2,350

0.9%

427

3,636

China

Shanghai

Lujiazui

1.6

CNY/sq.m/month

2,040

-2.0%

370

3,156

Hong Kong (China)

Hong Kong

Causeway Bay

3.3

HK $/sq.ft/month

1,770

-6.8%

2,735

23,307

uS$/sq.ft/year

1,000

760

8,521

613

ASIA PACIFIC

Source: Cushman & Wakefield
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main streets
across the world

GloBal retail rents
country

city

location

annual inFlation
q3 2014 %

local measure

rent
SEPT 2014

annual rental
GROWTH %

rent
uS$/Sq.FT/YR

rent
€/Sq.M/YR

ASIA PACIFIC
Hong Kong (China)

Hong Kong

Central

3.3

HK $/sq.ft/month

1,400

-5.4%

2,164

18,435

Hong Kong (China)

Hong Kong

Tsim Sha Tsui

3.3

HK $/sq.ft/month

1,335

-1.1%

2,063

17,579

India

Bengaluru

Brigade Road

7.8

INR/sf/month

320

-3.0%

62

530

India

Bengaluru

Jayanagar 4th Block, 11th Main

7.8

INR/sf/month

330

0.0%

64

546

India

Bengaluru

Koramangala shopping centre

7.8

INR/sf/month

420

0.0%

82

695

India

Bengaluru

Vittal Mallya Road shopping centre

7.8

INR/sf/month

400

0.0%

78

662

India

Mumbai

Linking Road, Western Suburban

7.8

INR/sf/month

750

0.0%

146

1,242

India

Mumbai

Kemps Corner, South Mumbai

7.8

INR/sf/month

450

2.3%

87

745

India

Mumbai

Fort/Fountain, South Mumbai

7.8

INR/sf/month

375

7.1%

73

621

India

Mumbai

Colaba Causeway

7.8

INR/sf/month

700

0.0%

136

1,159

India

New Delhi

Connaught Place

7.8

INR/sf/month

780

4.0%

152

1,291

India

New Delhi

South Extension

7.8

INR/sf/month

750

3.4%

146

1,242

India

New Delhi

Khan Market

7.8

INR/sf/month

1,250

0.0%

243

2,070

India

Gurgaon

DLF Galleria, Gurgaon

7.8

INR/sf/month

700

7.7%

136

1,159

India

Chennai

Chennai CBD II shopping centre

7.8

INR/sf/month

300

0.0%

58

497

India

Chennai

Khader Nawaz Khan Road

7.8

INR/sf/month

210

5.0%

41

348

India

Hyderabad

Punjagutta

7.8

INR/sf/month

155

0.0%

30

257

India

Hyderabad

Banjara Hills Road No. 1 shopping centre

7.8

INR/sf/month

260

0.0%

51

430

India

Kolkata

Park Street

7.8

INR/sf/month

500

0.0%

97

828

India

Kolkata

Elgin Road shopping centre

7.8

INR/sf/month

600

0.0%

117

993

India

Ahmedabad

C.G.Road

7.8

INR/sf/month

150

0.0%

29

248

India

Pune

J.M. Road

7.8

INR/sf/month

380

8.6%

74

629

India

Pune

M.G. Road

7.8

INR/sf/month

320

0.0%

62

Indonesia

Jakarta

Shopping Centre

4.4

IDR/sq.m/month

1,015,200

4.0%

93

791

Japan

Tokyo

Ginza

3.2

Yen/Tsubo/month

310,000

6.9%

953

8,120

Japan

Tokyo

Shinjuku

3.2

Yen/Tsubo/month

230,000

4.5%

707

6,025

Japan

Tokyo

Omotesando

3.2

Yen/Tsubo/month

250,000

0.0%

769

6,549

Malaysia

Kuala Lumpur

Bukit Bintang

3.0

RM/sq.ft/month

35

9.4%

128

1,091

Malaysia

Kuala Lumpur

Suria KLCC

3.0

RM/sq.ft/month

70

4.5%

256

2,182

Malaysia

Kuala Lumpur

Pavilion KL

3.0

RM/sq.ft/month

85

0.0%

311

2,649

New Zealand

Auckland

queen Street

1.0

NZ$/sq.m/month

210

0.0%

182

1,555

New Zealand

Auckland

cBd

1.0

NZ$/sq.m/month

330

0.0%

287

2,443

New Zealand

Wellington

Lambton quay

1.0

NZ$/sq.m/month

330

0.0%

287

2,443

Philippines

Manila

Fort Bonifacio

4.7

Php/sq.m/month

1,800

9.1%

45

381

Philippines

Manila

Makati CBD

4.7

Php/sq.m/month

1,900

11.8%

47

402

Singapore

Singapore

Orchard Road

1.2

S$/sq.ft/month

38.5

2.7%

362

3,087

South Korea

Seoul

Myeongdong

1.4

KRW/sq.m/month

882,288

17.6%

932

7,942

South Korea

Seoul

Gangnam Station

1.4

KRW/sq.m/month

673,532

4.3%

712

6,063

South Korea

Seoul

Garosugil

1.4

KRW/sq.m/month

328,823

11.7%

347

2,960

Taiwan

Taipei

ZhongXiao E. Road

0.7

NT$/ping/month

25,000

13.6%

277.13

2,361

Thailand

Bangkok

Central Retail District

2.0

THB/sq.m/month

3,500

12.9%

120

Vietnam

Ho Chi Minh City

High Street

3.6

uS$/sq.m/month

135

0.0%

150

1,282

Vietnam

Ho Chi Minh City

Shopping Centre

3.6

uS$/sq.m/month

190

-5.0%

212

1,805

Vietnam

Hanoi

Shopping Centre

3.6

uS$/sq.m/month

190

0.0%

212

1,805

Austria

Graz

Herrengasse

1.7

€/sq.m/month

110

0.0%

155

1,320

Austria

Innsbruck

Maria Theresienstraße

1.7

€/sq.m/month

110

0.0%

155

1,320

Austria

Linz

Landstraße

1.7

€/sq.m/month

130

0.0%

183

1,560

Austria

Salzburg

Getreidegasse

1.7

€/sq.m/month

125

0.0%

176

1,500

Austria

Vienna

Kärntnerstraße/Graben

1.7

€/sq.m/month

300

0.0%

422

Austria

Vienna

Kohlmarkt

1.7

€/sq.m/month

370

0.0%

521

4,440

Austria

Vienna

Mariahilferstraße

1.7

€/sq.m/month

135

-10.0%

190

1,620

Belgium

Antwerp

Meir

0.1

€/sq.m/year

1,750

-2.8%

205

1,750

530

1,025

EuROPE

Belgium

Bruges

Steenstraat

0.1

€/sq.m/year

1,150

Belgium

Brussels

Avenue Louise

0.1

€/sq.m/year

1,700

0.0%

200

1,700

Belgium

Brussels

Rue Neuve

0.1

€/sq.m/year

1,750

-2.8%

205

1,750

Belgium

Ghent

Veldstraat

0.1

€/sq.m/year

1,550

0.0%

182

1,550

Belgium

Hasselt

Hoogstraat

0.1

-4.2%

135

3,600

1,150

€/sq.m/year

1,050

-4.5%

123

1,050

Belgium

Liège

Vinave d'ile

0.1

€/sq.m/month

1,050

-4.5%

123

1,050

Bulgaria

Burgas

Alexandrovska

-0.8

€/sq.m/month

25

0.0%

35

300

Bulgaria

Plovdiv

Alexander Batenberg

-0.8

€/sq.m/month

25

0.0%

35

300

Bulgaria

Sofia

Vitosha Blvd

-0.8

€/sq.m/month

44

10.0%

62

528

Bulgaria

Varna

Kniaz Boris I

-0.8

€/sq.m/month

30

0.0%

42

120

-7.7%

103

879

18

-10.0%

25

216

360

Channel Islands

St Helier

King Street

1.5

Zone A £/sq.ft./year

Cyprus

Nicosia

Makarios Ave

0.0

€/sq.m/month

Czech Republic

Brno

Ceska Street/Svobody Square

0.6

€/sq.m/month

70

0.0%

99

840

Czech Republic

Prague

Na Prikope/Wenceslas Square

0.6

€/sq.m/month

185

0.0%

261

2,220

Czech Republic

Prague

Parizska street

0.6

€/sq.m/month

180

5.9%

253

2,160
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GloBal retail rents
country

city

location

annual inFlation
q3 2014 %

local measure

rent
SEPT 2014

annual rental
GROWTH %

rent
uS$/Sq.FT/YR

rent
€/Sq.M/YR

Denmark

Aarhus

Søndergade

0.8

DKr/sq.m/year

5,500

0.0%

87

739

Denmark

Copenhagen

Købmagergade

0.8

DKr/sq.m/year

14,500

5.5%

229

1,948

Denmark

Copenhagen

Lyngby

0.8

DKr/sq.m/year

4,300

2.4%

68

578

Denmark

Copenhagen

Østerbrogade

0.8

DKr/sq.m/year

2,600

0.0%

41

349

EuROPE

Denmark

Copenhagen

Strøget

0.8

DKr/sq.m/year

17,750

4.4%

280

2,384

Denmark

Odense

Vestergade

0.8

DKr/sq.m/year

3,600

0.0%

57

484

Estonia

Tallinn

Shopping Centre

-0.6

€/sq.m/month

30

0.0%

42

360

Estonia

Tallinn

Viru Street

-0.6

€/sq.m/month

25

13.6%

35

300

Finland

Helsinki

City Centre

1.0

€/sq.m/month

164

2.5%

230.96

1,968

Finland

Tampere

City Centre

1.0

€/sq.m/month

82

0.0%

115

984
1,020

Finland

Oulu

City Centre

1.0

€/sq.m/month

85

0.0%

120

France

Bordeaux

Rue St Catherine

0.4

Zone A €/sq.m/year

2,200

0.0%

190

1,620

France

cannes

La Croisette

0.4

Zone A €/sq.m/year

8,000

23.1%

691

5,891

2,000

-9.1%

France

Lille

Rue Neuve

0.4

Zone A €/sq.m/year

173

1,473

France

Lyon

Rue de la République

0.4

Zone A €/sq.m/year

2,200

0.0%

190

1,620

France

Marseille

Rue St Ferréol

0.4

Zone A €/sq.m/year

2,000

0.0%

173

1,473

France

Nice

Avenue Jean Medecin

0.4

Zone A €/sq.m/year

2,200

0.0%

190

1,620

France

Paris

Avenue des Champs-Élysées

0.4

Zone A €/sq.m/year

18,000

0.0%

1,556

13,255

France

Paris

Avenue George V/Rue François 1er

0.4

Zone A €/sq.m/year

3,500

0.0%

302

2,577

France

Paris

Avenue Montaigne

0.4

Zone A €/sq.m/year

11,000

10.0%

951

8,100

France

Paris

Boulevard Haussmann

0.4

Zone A €/sq.m/year

8,000

33.3%

691

5,891

France

Paris

Boulevard St Germain

0.4

Zone A €/sq.m/year

6,500

8.3%

562

4,787

Place Vendôme/Rue de la Paix

0.4

France

Paris

Rue de Rivoli

0.4

Zone A €/sq.m/year

4,500

0.0%

389

3,314

France

France

Paris

Rue du Faubourg St Honoré

0.4

Zone A €/sq.m/year

11,000

10.0%

951

8,100

Zone A €/sq.m/year

France

Paris

Paris

Rue St. Honoré

0.4

Zone A €/sq.m/year

10,000

11.1%

864

7,364

10,000

11.1%

864

7,364

France

Strasbourg

Rue des Grandes Arcades

0.4

Zone A €/sq.m/year

2,200

10.0%

190

1,620

France

Toulouse

Avenue Alsace-Lorraine

0.4

Zone A €/sq.m/year

2,200

0.0%

190

1,620

Germany

Dortmund

Westenhellweg

0.8

€/sq.m/month

225

0.0%

317

2,700

Germany

Berlin

Kurfürstendamm

0.8

€/sq.m/month

260

13.0%

366

3,120

Germany

Berlin

Tauentzienstraße (south)

0.8

€/sq.m/month

295

3.5%

415

3,540

Germany

Cologne

Schildergasse

0.8

€/sq.m/month

290

1.8%

408

3,480

Germany

Dresden

Pragerstraße

0.8

€/sq.m/month

115

0.0%

162

1,380

Germany

Düsseldorf

Königsallee

0.8

€/sq.m/month

275

3.8%

387

3,300

Germany

Frankfurt

Goethestraße

0.8

€/sq.m/month

240

9.1%

338

2,880

Germany

Frankfurt

Zeil

0.8

€/sq.m/month

310

5.1%

437

3,720

Germany

Hamburg

Mönckebergstraße

0.8

€/sq.m/month

285

3.6%

401

3,420

Germany

Hamburg

Neuer Wall

0.8

€/sq.m/month

240

4.3%

338

2,880

Germany

Hamburg

Spitalerstraße

0.8

€/sq.m/month

305

3.4%

430

3,660

Germany

Leipzig

Peterstraße

0.8

€/sq.m/month

130

0.0%

183

1,560

Germany

Munich

Kaufingerstraße

0.8

€/sq.m/month

365

1.4%

514

4,380
3,300

Germany

Munich

Maximilianstraße

0.8

€/sq.m/month

275

5.8%

387

Germany

Munich

Theatinerstraße

0.8

€/sq.m/month

260

4.0%

366

3,120

Germany

Stuttgart

Königstrasse

0.8

€/sq.m/month

270

1.9%

380

3,240

Greece

Athens

Ermou

-0.8

€/sq.m/month

180

9.1%

253

2,160

Greece

Athens

Glyfada - Metaxa

-0.8

€/sq.m/month

110

10.0%

155

1,320

Greece

Athens

Voukourestiou street

-0.8

€/sq.m/month

165

10.0%

232

1,980

Proxevou Koromila street

-0.8

€/sq.m/month

50

0.0%

70

600

Greece

Thessaloniki

Tsimiski

-0.8

€/sq.m/month

120

14.3%

169

1,440

Hungary

Greece

Budapest

Thessaloniki

Andrássy út

0.1

€/sq.m/month

40

0.0%

56

480
1,140

Hungary

Budapest

Váci utca

0.1

€/sq.m/month

95

5.6%

134

Ireland

Cork

Patrick Street

0.7

Zone A €/sq.m/year

1,800

-2.7%

107

913

Ireland

Dublin

Grafton Street

0.7

Zone A €/sq.m/year

4,500

5.9%

297

2,529

Ireland

Dublin

Henry Street

0.7

Zone A €/sq.m/year

3,400

4.6%

202

1,724

Ireland

Galway

Shop Street

0.7

Zone A €/sq.m/year

1,500

25.0%

89

761

Ireland

Limerick

O'Connell Street

0.7

Zone A €/sq.m/year

500

0.0%

30

254

Ireland

Waterford

Broad Street

0.7

Zone A €/sq.m/year

750

0.0%

45

380

2,200

0.0%

Italy

Florence

Via Calzaiuoli

0.0

€/sq.m/year

3,100

0.0%

364

3,100

Italy

Italy

Florence

Bologna

Via Strozzi

Via Indipendenza

0.0

0.0

€/sq.m/year

€/sq.m/year

3,100

0.0%

364

258

3,100
4,000

Italy

Florence

Via Roma

0.0

€/sq.m/year

4,000

n/a

469

Italy

Milan

Corso Vittorio Emanuele

0.0

€/sq.m/year

5,500

0.0%

645

2,200

5,500

Italy

Milan

Via della Spiga

0.0

€/sq.m/year

4,800

0.0%

563

4,800

Italy

Milan

Via Montenapoleone

0.0

€/sq.m/year

8,500

13.3%

998

8,500

Italy

Milan

Via Sant’Andrea

0.0

€/sq.m/year

5,200

8.3%

610

5,200

Italy

Naples

Via Filangieri/Via dei Mille

0.0

€/sq.m/year

1,700

n/a

200

1,700

1,600

-5.9%

Italy

Naples

Via Toledo

0.0

€/sq.m/year

188

1,600

Italy

Rome

Piazza Di Spagna

0.0

€/sq.m/year

6,500

0.0%

763

6,500

Italy

Rome

Piazza San Lorenzo

0.0

€/sq.m/year

6,000

0.0%

704

6,000

Italy

Rome

Via Condotti

0.0

€/sq.m/year

8,000

14.3%

939

8,000

Source: Cushman & Wakefield
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main streets
across the world

GloBal retail rents
country

city

location

annual inFlation
q3 2014 %

local measure

rent
SEPT 2014

annual rental
GROWTH %

rent
uS$/Sq.FT/YR

rent
€/Sq.M/YR

EuROPE
Italy

Rome

Via del Corso

0.0

€/sq.m/year

4,300

0.0%

505

4,300

Italy

Turin

Via Roma

0.0

€/sq.m/year

1,700

0.0%

200

1,700

€/sq.m/year

3,500

411

3,500

Italy

Venice

Mercerie

0.0

€/sq.m/year

3,100

0.0%

364

3,100

Kazakhstan

Italy

Almaty

Venice

High Street

Calle 22°Marzo

7.4

0.0

uS$/sq.m/month

90

0.0%

100

855

Kazakhstan

Almaty

Shopping Centre

7.4

uS$/sq.m/month

140

0.0%

156

1,330

120

0.0%

134

1,140

30

11.1%

42

360

Kazakhstan

Astana

Shopping Centre

7.4

uS$/sq.m/month

Latvia

Riga

Kalku St./Valnu St./Audeju St./Terbatas St./

1.0

€/sq.m/month

9.4%

Kr.Barona St.
Latvia

Riga

Shopping Centre

1.0

€/sq.m/month

45

0.0%

63

540

Lithuania

Vilnius

Gedimino Ave. / Pilies St. / Didzioji St.

-0.1

€/sq.m/month

40

2.6%

56

480

Lithuania

Vilnius

Shopping Centre

-0.1

€/sq.m/month

72

7.5%

101

864

Luxembourg

Luxembourg

Grand Rue

0.3

€/sq.m/month

125

0.0%

176

1,500

Norway

Oslo

Akersgata

2.1

Nkr/sq.m/year

12,000

0.0%

174

1,479

Norway

Oslo

Bogstadveien

2.1

Nkr/sq.m/year

12,000

0.0%

174

1,479

Norway

Oslo

Karl Johans Gate

2.1

Nkr/sq.m/year

25,000

11.1%

362

3,081

Norway

Oslo

Nedre Slottsgate

2.1

Nkr/sq.m/year

15,000

15.4%

217

1,849

Poland

Gdynia

ul. Swietojanska

-0.1

€/sq.m/month

29

-6.5%

41

348

Poland

Katowice

ul. 3 Maja

-0.1

€/sq.m/month

53

-5.4%

75

636

Poland

Krakow

ul. Florianska

-0.1

€/sq.m/month

75

-3.8%

106

900

Poland

Lodz

ul. Piotrkowska

-0.1

€/sq.m/month

26

0.0%

37

312

Poland

Poznan

ul. Polwiejska

-0.1

€/sq.m/month

55

0.0%

77

660

Poland

Szczecin

Al. Niepodleglosci

-0.1

€/sq.m/month

33

0.0%

46

396

Poland

Warsaw

Trzech Krzyzy

-0.1

€/sq.m/month

55

3.8%

77

660

Poland

Warsaw

ul. Chmielna

-0.1

€/sq.m/month

70

1.4%

99

840

Poland

Warsaw

ul. Jerozolimskie

-0.1

€/sq.m/month

47

2.2%

66

564

Poland

Warsaw

ul. Marszalkowska

-0.1

€/sq.m/month

60

3.4%

84

720

120

1,020

85

2.4%

Poland

Wroclaw

ul. Swidnicka

-0.1

€/sq.m/month

40

-2.4%

56

480

Portugal

Poland

Lisbon

Av. Liberdade

-0.5

€/sq.m/month

82.5

3.1%

116

990

€/sq.m/month

92.5

2.8%

130

1,110

€/sq.m/month

37.5

7.1%

53

450

€/sq.m/month

35

0.0%

49

420

Portugal

Warsaw

Lisbon

ul. Nowy Swiat

-0.1

Chiado

-0.5

Portugal

Porto

Rua de Santa Catarina

-0.5

Republic of
Macedonia

Skopje

Makedonija Street

Republic of
Macedonia

Skopje

Shopping Centre

Romania

Brasov

Strada Republicii

Romania

Bucharest

Bulevardul Magheru

1.1
1.1

€/sq.m/month

€/sq.m/month

40

0.0%

56

480

€/sq.m/month

40

0.0%

56

480

€/sq.m/month

50

0.0%

70

600

Romania

Bucharest

Calea Victoriei

1.1

€/sq.m/month

45

0.0%

63

540

Romania

Cluj

Memorandumului, Napoca, Eroilor

1.1

€/sq.m/month

37

0.0%

52

444

Romania

Constanta

Stefan cel Mare, Rascoala din 1907

1.1

€/sq.m/month

20

0.0%

28

240

Romania

Iasi

Stefan cel Mare, Cuza Voda

1.1

€/sq.m/month

20

0.0%

28

240

35

0.0%

Russia

Moscow

1-st Tverskaya-Yamskaya

7.9

uS$/sq.m/year

2,750

10.0%

255

2,177

Russia

Romania

Moscow

Kutuzovsky Prospekt

7.9

uS$/sq.m/year

2,500

0.0%

232

1,979

Russia

Moscow

Kuznetsky Most

7.9

uS$/sq.m/year

3,000

0.0%

279

2,375

Russia

Moscow

Arbat

7.9

uS$/sq.m/year

3,000

0.0%

279

2,375

Russia

Timisoara

Moscow

Victoriei

Petrovka

1.1

7.9

€/sq.m/month

uS$/sq.m/year

3,750

7.1%

49

348

420

2,968

Russia

Moscow

Stoleshnikov

7.9

uS$/sq.m/year

6,000

20.0%

557

4,749

Russia

Moscow

Tverskaya

7.9

uS$/sq.m/year

4,000

-11.1%

372

3,166

2,500

7.9

uS$/sq.m/year

0.0%

232

1,979

Serbia

Belgrade

Kneza Mihaila

2.1

€/sq.m/month

85

0.0%

120

1,020

Slovakia

Russia

Bratislava

Downtown

-0.1

€/sq.m/month

40

-4.8%

56

480

Slovakia

Bratislava

Shopping Centre

-0.1

€/sq.m/month

55.00

0.0%

77

660

Slovenia

St Petersburg

Ljubljana

Nevsky Prospekt

€/sq.m/month

55.00

-4.3%

Slovenia

Ljubljana

Slovenska ulica

-0.3

€/sq.m/month

27.00

-3.6%

38

324

Spain

Barcelona

Portaferrissa

Čopova

-0.3

-0.3

€/sq.m/month

155

3.3%

218

77

1,860

660

Spain

Barcelona

Passeig de Gracia

-0.3

€/sq.m/month

225

4.7%

317

2,700

Spain

Barcelona

Pelai

-0.3

€/sq.m/month

175

2.9%

246

2,100

Spain

Barcelona

Portal de l'Angel

-0.3

€/sq.m/month

270

1.9%

380

3,240

Spain

Barcelona

Rambla Catalunya

-0.3

€/sq.m/month

90

5.9%

127

1,080

Spain

Bilbao

Gran Via

-0.3

€/sq.m/month

125

0.0%

176

1,500

Spain

Madrid

Gran Vía

-0.3

€/sq.m/month

205

2.5%

289

2,460

Spain

Madrid

José Ortega y Gasset

-0.3

€/sq.m/month

215

0.0%

303

2,580

Spain

Madrid

Preciados

-0.3

€/sq.m/month

245

2.1%

345

2,940

Spain

Madrid

Serrano

-0.3

€/sq.m/month

220

2.3%

310

2,640

Spain

Malaga

Marques de Larios

-0.3

€/sq.m/month

150

3.4%

211

1,800

Spain

Palma de
Mallorca

Jaime III

-0.3

€/sq.m/month

90

5.9%

127

1,080

29
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GloBal retail rents
country

city

location

annual inFlation
q3 2014 %

local measure

rent
SEPT 2014

annual rental
GROWTH %

rent
uS$/Sq.FT/YR

rent
€/Sq.M/YR

EuROPE
Spain

Seville

Tetuan

-0.3

€/sq.m/month

120

0.0%

169

1,440

Spain

Valencia

Colon

-0.3

€/sq.m/month

125

0.0%

176

1,500
1,020

Spain

Zaragoza

Pl de la Independencia

-0.3

€/sq.m/month

85

0.0%

120

Sweden

Gothenburg

Kungsgatan

-0.4

SKr/sq.m/year

8,100

0.0%

104

Sweden

Malmo

City Centre

-0.4

SKr/sq.m/year

6,200

0.0%

80

681

Sweden

Stockholm

Biblioteksgatan

-0.4

SKr/sq.m/year

14,900

1.4%

192

1,636

Switzerland

Basle

Freie Strasse

0.0

SF/sq.m/year

2,900

0.0%

282

2,402

890

Switzerland

Bern

Marktgasse/Spitalgasse

0.0

SF/sq.m/year

3,100

3.3%

301

2,568

Switzerland

Geneva

Rue de Rhone

0.0

SF/sq.m/year

4,000

0.0%

389

3,314

Switzerland

Zurich

Bahnhofstrasse

0.0

SF/sq.m/year

9,000

1.1%

875

7,456

The Netherlands

Amsterdam

Kalverstraat

0.9

€/sq.m/year

2,900

0.0%

340

2,900

The Netherlands

Amsterdam

P.C. Hooftstraat

0.9

€/sq.m/year

2,000

0.0%

235

2,000

The Netherlands

Eindhoven

Demer

0.9

€/sq.m/year

1,350

-6.9%

158

1,350

The Netherlands

Maastricht

Grote Staat

0.9

€/sq.m/year

1,550

-3.1%

182

1,550

0.9

€/sq.m/year

1,750

-2.8%

The Netherlands

The Hague

Spuistraat

0.9

€/sq.m/year

1,350

-6.9%

158

1,350

The Netherlands

The Netherlands

utrecht

Rotterdam

Lange Elisabethstraat

Lijnbaan

0.9

€/sq.m/year

1,600

0.0%

188

205

1,600

1,750

Turkey

Ankara

Kızılay Bulevard

9.2

uS$/sq.m/month

175

2.9%

195

1,662

Turkey

Istanbul

Abdi Ipekci (European side)

9.2

uS$/sq.m/month

260

20.9%

290

2,470

280

24.4%

Turkey

Istanbul

Istiklal Street

9.2

uS$/sq.m/month

280

27.3%

312

2,660

Turkey

Turkey

Istanbul

Istanbul

Valikonagi Caddesi (European side)

Bagdat Caddesi (Asian side)

9.2

9.2

uS$/sq.m/month

uS$/sq.m/month

220

7.3%

245

312

2,090

2,660

Turkey

Izmir

Alsancak

9.2

uS$/sq.m/month

155

3.3%

173

1,472

uk

Birmingham

High Street

1.5

Zone A/£/sq.ft/year

225

0.0%

186

1,585

uk

Cardiff

queens Street

1.5

Zone A/£/sq.ft/year

200

8.1%

165

1,409

uk

Edinburgh

Princes Street

1.5

Zone A/£/sq.ft/year

190

0.0%

212

1,804

1.5

Zone A/£/sq.ft/year

255

0.0%

uk

Guildford

High Street

1.5

Zone A/£/sq.ft/year

285

-8.1%

236

2,008

uk

uk

Leeds

Glasgow

Briggate

Buchanan Street

1.5

Zone A/£/sq.ft/year

220

0.0%

182

284

1,550

2,422

uk

London

Brompton Road

1.5

Zone A/£/sq.ft/year

675

5.5%

558

4,756

uk

London

Covent Garden

1.5

Zone A/£/sq.ft/year

825

10.0%

682

5,812

Zone A/£/sq.ft/year

1,250

4.2%

1,216

10,361

uk

London

New Bond Street

1.5

uk

London

Oxford Street

1.5

Zone A/£/sq.ft/year

825

5.8%

803

6,838

uk

London

Regent Street

1.5

Zone A/£/sq.ft/year

650

0.0%

632

5,388

uk

London

Sloane Street

1.5

Zone A/£/sq.ft/year

800

0.0%

661

5,636

uk

Manchester

Market Street

1.5

Zone A/£/sq.ft/year

250

2.0%

207

1,761

uk

Newcastle

Northumberland Street

ukraine

Kiev

Kreschatik Street

1.5

Zone A/£/sq.ft/year

17.5

uS$/sq.m./year

2.5

BD/sq.m/month

225

0.0%

186

1,585

2,400

-20.0%

223

1,900
756

the middle east & aFrica
Bahrain

manama

City Centre Shopping Centre

30

n/a

89

Israel

Haifa

Haifa Shopping Centre

-0.3

NIS/sq.m/year

3,085

-3.6%

78

663

Israel

Jerusalem

Malcha Shopping Centre

-0.3

NIS/sq.m/year

5,700

-12.3%

144

1,225

Israel

Jerusalem

King George Street

-0.3

NIS/sq.m/year

3,600

0.0%

91

773

Israel

Tel Aviv

Azrieli Shopping Centre

-0.3

NIS/sq.m/year

7,500

-8.5%

189

1,611

Israel

Tel Aviv

Ayalon Shopping Centre

-0.3

NIS/sq.m/year

6,000

-11.8%

151

1,289

Israel

Tel Aviv

Ramat Aviv

-0.3

NIS/sq.m/year

9,800

-22.2%

247

2,105

Israel

Tel Aviv

Dizengoff Shopping Centre

-0.3

NIS/sq.m/year

5,800

-17.1%

146

1,246

Israel

Tel Aviv

Dizengoff Street

-0.3

NIS/sq.m/year

3,720

-11.4%

94

799

Israel

Tel Aviv

Kikar Hamedina

-0.3

NIS/sq.m/year

5,400

-21.7%

136

1,160

Jordan

amman

City Centre (BCD)

2.7

uS$/sq.m/year

400

0.0%

37

317

Lebanon

Beirut

Rue Verdun

2.3

uS$/sq.m/year

800

-20.0%

74

633

Lebanon

Beirut

Rue Hamra

2.3

uS$/sq.m/year

700

-17.6%

65

554

Lebanon

Beirut

Kaslik

2.3

uS$/sq.m/year

700

-30.0%

65

554

Lebanon

Beirut

ABC Centre Achrafieh

2.3

uS$/sq.m/year

2,000

0.0%

186

1,583

uS$/sq.m/year

1,000

-16.7%

Lebanon

Beirut

Beirut Central District

2.3

oman

Muscat

Shopping Centre

0.7*

qatar

Doha

Shopping Centre

2.8**

OR/sq.m/month
qAR/sq.m/month

93

792

22

10.0%

64

543

370

13.8%

113

965
1,009

South Africa

Cape Town

V&A Waterfront

6.3

R/sq.m/month

1,200

0.0%

118

South Africa

Johannesburg

Sandton City

6.3

R/sq.m/month

1,000

0.0%

99

841

South Africa

Durban

The Pavillion

6.3

R/sq.m/month

450

0.0%

44

378

South Africa

Pretoria

Menlyn Park

6.3

R/sq.m/month

800

0.0%

79

673

united Arab Emirates

Abu Dhabi

City Centre Mall

2.4***

AED/sq.m/year

4,400

0.0%

111

948

united Arab Emirates

Dubai

Shopping Centre

2.4***

AED/sq.ft/year

950

5.6%

259

2,204

Source: Cushman & Wakefield

Inflation figures sourced from Oxford Economics Forecasts, Macrobond, statisical offices, government data and central banks.
* July 2013 - July 2014
** June 2013 - June 2014
***August 2013 - August 2014
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main streets
across the world

eXchanGe rates
country

rent Quoted

Argentina

uS Dollar

1 us$ eQuals
1.0000

1 euro eQuals
1.2633

Australia

Australian Dollar

1.1428

1.4437

Austria

Euro

0.7916

1.0000

Bahrain

Bahraini Dinar

Belgium

0.377

0.476

Euro

0.7916

1.0000

Brazil

Real

2.4496

3.0945

Bulgaria

Euro

0.7916

1.0000

Canada

Canadian Dollar

1.1176

1.4118

Channel Islands

Pound Sterling

0.6168

0.7792

China

yuan

6.1395

7.7557

Colombia

uS Dollar

1.0000

1.2633

Cyprus

Euro

0.7916

1.0000

Czech Republic

Euro

0.7916

1.0000

Denmark

Danish Krone

5.8927

7.4440

Ecuador

uS Dollar

1.0000

1.2633

Estonia

Euro

0.7916

1.0000

Finland

Euro

0.7916

1.0000

France

Euro

0.7916

1.0000

Germany

Euro

0.7916

1.0000

Greece

Euro

0.7916

1.0000

Hong Kong

Hong Kong Dollar

7.7651

9.8093

Hungary

Euro

0.7916

1.0000

India

Rupees

61.7600

78.0183

Indonesia

Rupiah

12,185.00

15,392.70

Ireland

Euro

0.7916

1.0000

Israel

Shekel

3.6845

4.6545

Italy

Euro

0.7916

1.0000

Japan

yen

109.6950

138.5720

Jordan

uS Dollar

1.0000

1.2633

Kazakhstan

uS Dollar

1.0000

1.2633

Latvia

Euro

0.7916

1.0000

Lebanon

uS Dollar

1.0000

1.2633

Lithuania

Euro

0.7916

1.0000

Luxembourg

Euro

0.7916

1.0000

Malaysia

Ringgit

3.2805

4.1441

Mexico

uS Dollar

1.0000

1.2633

New Zealand

New Zealand Dollar

1.2830

1.6207

Norway

Norwegian Krone

6.4228

8.1135

oman

Omani Rial

0.3850

0.4864

Peru

uS Dollar

1.0000

1.2633

Philippines

Philippine Peso

44.8775

56.6915

Poland

Euro

0.7916

1.0000

Portugal

Euro

0.7916

1.0000

qatar

qatari Riyal

3.6419

4.6007

Republic of
Macedonia

Euro

0.7916

1.0000

Romania

Euro

0.7916

1.0000

Russia

uS Dollar

1.0000

1.2633

Serbia

Euro

0.7916

1.0000

Singapore

Singaporean Dollar

1.2753

1.6111

Slovakia

Euro

0.7916

Slovenia

Euro

0.7916

1.0000

South Africa

Rand

11.2983

14.2725

1.0000

South Korea

South Korean Won

1,055.25

1,333.04

Spain

Euro

0.7916

1.0000

Sweden

Krona

7.2084

Switzerland

Swiss Franc

0.9555

1.2071

Taiwan

Taiwan Dollar

30.4195

38.4275

Thailand

Baht

32.4250

40.9609

The Netherlands

Euro

0.7916

1.0000

Turkey

uS Dollar

1.0000

1.2633

uk

Pound Sterling

0.6168

0.7792

ukraine

uS Dollar

1.0000

1.2633

united Arab
Emirates

uS Dollar

3.6730

4.6399

usa

uS Dollar

1.0000

1.2633

Vietnam

uS Dollar

1.0000

1.2633

9.1061

Source: Financial Times

Istanbul, Istiklal Street

Guillén Pérez, CC BY-ND 2.0
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APPENDIX CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD

2014/2015 I A Cushman & Wakefield Research Publication

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
The information contained in this report has been collected as at September 2014, in a comprehensive survey of Cushman & Wakefield’s
international offices. Our representation is designed to facilitate the rapid flow of information across borders and is supported by a
comprehensive database of market information and regular liaison meetings. This allows for the exchange of local market knowledge and
expertise and for the co-ordination of strategy for international investment and locational decision-making.
Data for retail rents relates to our professionals’ opinion of the rent obtainable on a standard unit and/or shopping centre in a prime pitch
of 330 locations across 65 countries around the world. The report’s analysis of rental performance does not include some of the locations
listed in the ‘Global Retail Rents’ section due to the lack of a historical annual series. Services charges such as building insurance, local taxes
and costs of repair payable by the tenant are not included.
In the dynamic international retailing sector, local market characteristics, technological advancements and the evolution of new retail
formats are just several of the forces that impact on the size and configuration of retail units. As a result, occupation costs vary from one
country to another.
As far as possible, the objective is to provide a realistic comparison, but the exercise is constrained by a number of factors. These include
differences in unit configuration, zoning practice and local lease structures such as lease length, the inclusion of rent reviews to open market
value and the right to assign the lease.
For the purposes of this survey, the standard main street unit is defined, where possible, as a unit with 150-200 sq.m of sales area. We would
expect a unit to have a typical frontage of 6-8 metres. However, an element of flexibility is needed with the size definition, given that unit
configuration varies from market to market. Assumptions regarding ancillary space follow local practice.
A shopping centre is defined as a purpose-built retail facility which is planned, developed, owned and centrally-managed as a single property.
It typically has a Gross Leasable Area of over 5,000 sq.m and is comprised of over ten retail units. However, an element of flexibility is
needed with regards to size and minimum number of units, given that they vary from market to market.
The format selection for each city is based on its dominance of the retail landscape and/or its status as the prime pitch/top destination in
the city. The rents represent our agents’ views as to what is consistently achievable for prime space – we do not quote asking rents or the
highest rent obtainable. It is assumed that the unit is vacant and is available for letting on the open market, without any request for a
premium (key money). However, in many top locations around the world, vacant units are rarely marketed and substantial key money to
sitting tenants is often payable.
Rents in most countries are supplied in local currency and converted to uS$ for the purposes of international comparison. Accordingly, the
ranking of the most expensive streets can be affected by currency movements from year to year. Rents in the uK, Channel Islands, France
and Ireland are originally quoted in Zone A and are converted to an overall basis.

Further information and copies of this report are available from Erin Can
Telephone:
Email:

+44 207 152 5206
erin.can@eur.cushwake.com

Cushman & Wakefield (C&W) is known the world-over as an industry knowledge leader. Through the delivery of timely, accurate,
high-quality research reports on the leading trends, markets around the world and business issues of the day, we aim to assist our clients
in making property decisions that meet their objectives and enhance their competitive position. A recognized leader in local and global
real estate research, the firm publishes its market information and studies online at cushmanwakefield.com/research-and-insight
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main streets
across the world

contacts
GloBal retail serVices
Our specialist agents work together to deliver integrated and innovative solutions to each client, regardless of the size or scope of the
assignment. We have real geographical coverage with an on the ground market presence and expert local knowledge.
Our teams have been created specifically to cater for the demands of international clients and cover geographic regions, shopping centres,
out of town, leisure and restaurants, and lease advisory. Enhanced by our dedicated cross-border retail teams, we offer the widest range of
services from any retail advisory company with true accountability and a clear understanding of our clients’ needs.

GloBal retail contacts

GloBal

John Strachan
Partner
Head of Global Retail
Tel: +44 20 7152 5090
john.strachan@eur.cushwake.com

the americas

ASIA PACIFIC

Matt Winn
Senior Managing Director
Global Retail COO and Head of Retail-Americas
Tel: +(1) 404 853 5309
matt.winn@cushwake.com

James Hawkey
Managing Director
Head of Retail-APAC
Tel: + (86) 21 8665 8877
james.hawkey@ap.cushwake.com

emea

Justin Taylor
Partner
Head of Retail-EMEA
Tel: +(44) 20 7152 5198
justin.taylor@eur.cushwake.com

our research serVices
Cushman & Wakefield Research provides a strategic advisory and supporting role to our clients. Consultancy projects are undertaken on a local
and international basis, providing in-depth advice and analysis, detailed market appraisals and location and investment strategies. Typical
projects include:

•
•

reliable and comparable data and market intelligence

•

analysis of future development activity and existing
supply/competition

site specific, location analysis, ranking and targeting
for occupation or investment

emea

Martin Mahmuti
Senior Investment Analyst
EMEA Capital Markets
Investment Strategy
martin.mahmuti@eur.cushwake.com
+44 20 7152 5963

the americas

Maria Sicola
Executive Managing Director
The Americas
maria.sicola@cushwake.com
+1 415 773 3542

•
•

market research and demand analysis by retail/industry sector
rental analysis, forecasts & investment and portfolio strategy

ASIA PACIFIC

Sigrid Zialcita
Managing Director
Asia Pacific
sigrid.zialcita@ap.cushwake.com
+65 6232 0875
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Avenue des Champs-Élysées
Beboy, fotolia.com

This report has been prepared solely for information purposes. It does not purport to be a complete description of the
markets or developments contained in this material. The information on which this report is based has been obtained
from sources we believe to be reliable, but we have not independently verified such information and we do not guarantee
that the information is accurate or complete.
Cushman & Wakefield advises and represents clients on all aspects of property occupancy and investment. Founded
in 1917, it has 250 offices in 60 countries, employing more than 16,000 professionals. It offers a complete range of
services to its occupier and investor clients for all property types, including leasing, sales and acquisitions, equity, debt
and structured finance, corporate finance and investment banking, appraisal, consulting, corporate services, and property,
facilities, project and risk management.
A recognized leader in local and global real estate research, the firm publishes its market information and studies online at
www.cushmanwakefield.com/research-and-insight
©2014 Cushman & Wakefield, Inc. All rights reserved.

Cushman & Wakefield, LLP
43-45 Portman Square
London W1A 3BG
www.cushmanwakefield.com
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2 – DIGITAL
TERRITORY
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ROZENN NARDIN, FOUNDER OF RESEARCH & WEB CONSEIL.

Research & Web Conseil Research & Web Conseil is a consulting agency that helps
research, marketing and communication professionals to adapt to digital challenges
while assimilating the values and culture of their companies.
http://www.rwc.fr/
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Social Media Research
vs. traditional marketing
studies: the true innovation might be in combining the two approaches
Social media comprise one of the mostdiscussed areas of study in the last few
years1. The marketing opportunities that
these technologies appear to offer are
endlessly acclaimed: they are presented as
a direct view into the consumer’s daily
reality that makes it possible to identify
new areas of innovation, renew the
client approach, find new ambassadors
and improve the quality of a company’s
products and services.

SOCIAL MEDIA RESEARCH IS STILL
TOO DEPENDENT ON THE ECONOMIC
BUBBLE OF THE DIGITAL BUSINESS

These new approaches have revolutionized the organization of the marketing
studies business. It is true that their
emergence has had the advantage of
reminding us what a profitable business
it is to claim that the technical innovation of gathering and analysis is a way
to “figure out” the contemporary world
and anticipate tomorrow’s trends.

They would have us believe that the old
world is disappearing to make way for
an “uber” world. For them, “traditional”,
“classical”, “offline” and “expensive”
studies are part of the old world, while
“revolutionary”, “low cost” and “universal”
(because the technology gives access to
consumers all over the world) studies are
part of the new one.

The problem today is that advertisers are faced
with a myriad of approaches, which complicates the legibility of the research market.
Moreover, the current state of the marketing
study business has become too dependent
on hype announced by digital and big data
developers.

This monitoring of social media is variously termed “social media intelligence”, “social media listening” or
“social media research”. For simplicity’s sake we will employ the term “social media research” throughout this
article. This concept consists of gathering and analyzing the information and conversations spontaneously
provided by consumers on social media. Let us not confuse the issue with that of the digitalization of consumer
questioning via an online panel; rather, this is a new approach to marketing studies.

1

We use the term” traditional approaches” to refer to quantitative and qualitative marketing and opinion
research methods such as questionnaires, surveys, focus groups, interviews, and so on.
2
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Social media research has even broken
down certain barriers of more traditional approaches2: we often hear that
social media research gives access to
verbatim accounts spontaneously posted
by consumers – often considered superior
because they are supposedly “pure”
instead of answers provided to an inquiring
professional, - a technique which necessarily
creates a distortion.
Social media research is presented as a way
to bypass the biases of these traditional
ways and avoid “bothering” the consumer.
Better yet, it is seen as a way to gather information on a multiplicity of different trends
and weak signals in a virtually uninterrupted way, in real time and at little cost.
Social media are practically considered as
vivaria that intrinsically contain “turnkey”
insights.
However, this manner of construing the
advantages of this new approach (as
a solution to all the biases of traditional
approaches) helps build up social media
research as a “miracle” instrument while
overlooking its inherent flaws.
Certain facts about this method are practically kept under wraps: social media
research deals with raw data which remains
to be interpreted, and which is in fact
exceedingly complex to interpret.

opportunity for setting up international
studies specifically adapted to the needs
of luxury brands.
THIS “HYBRIDIZATION” MUST TAKE
PLACE UNDER ONE CONDITION:
SOLID FUNDAMENTALS FOR SOCIAL
MEDIA RESEARCH
While social media research undeniably
offers new ways to access and gather information, it still requires – like any other
study approach – a strong, rigorous,
reliable method. And this last point is
certainly the Achilles’ heel of the approach.
Currently, there is little work being done
to develop designs for gathering and
analyzing the data of social media research,
and it is absolutely not rallied around a
basis of good practices.
Moreover, the methods used both to
gather and analyze the data are not being
made clear. However, it is all too easy
to introduce biases which can call into
question the reliability of the results. The
risk often begins as early as the verbatim
account gathering phase.
Let us cite a few examples of pitfalls:

DISCONNECTED AREAS OF STUDY:
A CONUNDRUM IN THE DIGITAL AGE

– Social media produce data in a
continuous, exponential way, on almost
every subject. This abundance of information is very interesting, since it holds
the promise of a potentially fruitful investigation into consumer perception.

Thus, instead of combining methods
(the traditional ones, which are tried and
true, with the more recent ones) and
“connecting” them within a single study
approach, their relative merits are being
continually compared, which has the effect
of further compartmentalizing them.

– Unfortunately, this plethora of data and
the breakneck speed of its production
constitute the first obstacle to a responsible design for a study approach.
Overabundance complicates the
identification of pertinent information. It is easy to get lost.

Nonetheless, this new toolbox, if taken
in a “hybrid” direction, could most
certainly be one of the best ways to better
grasp and make use of new consumer
trends; otherwise, the segmentation of
client profiles will become increasingly
difficult to study, target and measure.
The combination is therefore a true

– The type of verbatim account that is
processed is directly impacted by the
keywords used to collect the accounts.
You only find what you are looking
for. It is worth noting that access is not
given to certain videos and photos if
they are not associated with keywords.
It is therefore possible to overlook
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pertinent content on YouTube and
Instagram, social networks that brands
are strongly encouraged to invest.
– Access is essentially limited to
discussion. Discussion is complex
to interpret because the principal
elements of its meaning (body
language, tone, sarcasm, and so on) are
difficult to grasp; and we have entered
an age where people who comment
are most seeking renown and influence. The consumer is not always
speaking “candidly” or “sincerely”.
This presents practically the same
problem as the interviewee professionalization that was identified in
traditional approaches.
We could name other pitfalls, but the point
is that making social media a field of
study is very far from being as simple as
is often claimed.
Moreover, let us add two other factors
that could impact the reliability of this
new approach. The first is the very great
heterogeneousness of the participants,
technological tools and professional
profiles involved in gathering data and
then interpreting and using it. The second
is the human tendency to “revise history”
– in this case that of the technological
revolution – which results in constantly
reinventing the wheel.
Should we disregard the precious foundations built up over decades of marketing
research simply because we are dealing with
a digital issue? Not only would it be counterproductive to ignore these principles, but
integrating marketing study fundamentals into these new approaches would
allow us to begin building a database
of good practices common to all, and to
begin developing international standards. This would be a great advantage for
commissioners of studies, who represent a
worldwide market.
When holding international studies, it is
essential to use exactly the same method in
each country. The slightest methodological
or technical inconsistency is unacceptable.
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It is thus easy to understand why it is
necessary to have solid knowledge and
expertise in order to establish a reliable
strategy for social media research.
“HYBRIDIZATION” TO BETTER UNDERSTAND THE WORLD OF TODAY AND
TOMORROW
Mixing the two approaches would open
the door to the benefits of their
complementarity. It would be an innovative catalyst that would enable marketing
studies organizations to renew their
approaches and create new synergies
to the great benefit of their clients. It
would allow for much more precise,
reliable insights and interpretations,
which are often used as the basis for
a marketing strategy. This combination
would have methodological advantages
(consolidating the methods) and strong
operational advantages (consolidating
the scope and utilization of the results).
This hybridization could give rise to new,
flexible, adaptable study methods.
For example, the luxury sector must remain
in step with society’s trends, in artistic,
cultural, and aesthetic terms, among
others. It is therefore very interesting to
take inspiration from information offered
by social media. However, it is well known
that when you attempt to monitor the full
mass of data emitted by the web on the
subject of luxury products and related
centers of interest, it is difficult to identify
the trends that can be usefully applied
to the micro-population constituted by
consumers of luxury products, even if some
of them are becoming increasingly present
in digital forums.
Monitoring the mass of data does give
access to a multiplicity of perceptions, but
it does not provide a link with sociodemographic segmentation such as age or
income level. If the objective is to identify
ways to gain marketing leverage in
tomorrow’s world, the limits of an exclusive dependence on social media thus
become apparent. Likewise, an exclusive
dependence on any other single method
also has its limits.
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But integrating social media research
into a “traditional” approach, whether
quantitative or qualitative studies,
offers new perspectives. Let us examine
the example of a quantitative study (using
a questionnaire): this tool, on its own, does
not allow for an in-depth understanding
of the why or how behind each matter of
satisfaction of dissatisfaction. Adding a
qualitative perspective to this type of survey
is often very useful. Using social media to
see further into certain results is clearly a
good way to better understand perceptions and behaviors, and in the end it
offers an even more operational use
of the results to innovate and improve
client experience. It is also possible to
use this method beforehand as a kind of
“exploratory qualitative research” allowing
to better develop the questionnaire.
However, it should be said that social
media research can never replace qualitative studies. This is only one example, and
not an exhaustive list of all the possible
applications. The same potential complementarity can be seen in blending social
media research with qualitative studies.
Combining these approaches could
provide a judicious complement of information without necessarily resorting to
specific research involving the full compendium of information gleaned by each study
method. This hybridization is not about
creating new “factories” for data, at
prohibitive production costs, that would
become impossible to exploit.
A TRUE OPPORTUNITY FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
If we pursue the example of combining
quantitative studies with preliminary social
media research, mixing the two approaches
would provide a solid comparative basis
for each country based on, for example,
the tried-and-true expertise of quantitative
studies (of which, moreover, the limits are
clearly known).
Thanks to a complementary use of social
media research, it would be possible
to sharpen the focus on a local level,
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bringing into view certain perceptions,
practices, beliefs or mental representations
that must be understood in order to avoid
overlooking the specificities of each
geographical segment. This does not
mean verifying each and every quantitative study lead, but simply seeing further
into the results that constitute the best
marketing leverage for the brand.
This quantitative basis would provide
solidity in areas where social network
research requires great caution, such as the
gathering and interpretation of data in an
international study. Let us keep in mind that
not all consumers express themselves
on social media, and even less so on a
worldwide scale. Moreover, the geolocation techniques used to locate online
participants are far from being reliable,
while it is well known that to best interpret what consumers are expressing, it
is necessary to know where they live.
Everyone comes from somewhere.
If this method is the only one used, it therefore presents distortion “risks”, and these
risks become more significant considering
that certain targets (especially in Asia) never
express themselves in the same way on social
media as other targets (because of differing
digital practices, differing conceptions of the
world and the words that represent these
concepts, the political control of communication channels, and so on).
To conclude, let us not forget that this
combination of approaches also enables
the design of a reproducible study.
Reproducibility is an essential condition for
measuring the impact of decisions taken for
improving client experience, for example,
including as part of an international
approach. Considering the overwhelming
number of pitfalls in a social media research
study, it is clear that the question of reproducibility truly poses a problem.
However, with the addition of a “traditional” method (of which the good
practices are already based on this same
principle of reproducibility), the problem
can be avoided by ascribing only an
appropriate function to the monitoring
of social media (for example, enriching
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the information gathered by way of
a different method).
It has been recognized for many years
that any marketing and opinion study
must be based on reliable methods
and good practices in order to ensure
or even reassure that the results will
be operational. While social network
research offers very attractive new
promises, the techniques used to
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gather and analyze the data must be
just as faultless. In a context of uncertainty – and especially the economic,
social and political uncertainty of our
rapidly changing world – understanding
consumer perceptions and behaviors
is becoming both more complex and
more important. Developing a hybrid
of study approaches can certainly shed
light on the many challenges faced by
luxury brands.
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ERIC HAZAN, SENIOR PARTNER/DIRECTOR, MC KINSEY FRANCE

McKinsey & Company is a global management consulting firm that serves leading
businesses, governments, non-governmental organizations, and not-for-profits. We help
our clients make lasting improvements to their performance and realize their most important goals. Established in 1926, McKinsey comprises more than 10, 000 consultants in 108
offices in more than 60 countries.
www.mckinsey.com
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How mobile is
transforming consumerfacing industries
With a share of data massively outpacing
that of voice in smartphones and tablets
usage, mobile devices are becoming the
gateway to the Internet. In reality, it is no
longer accurate to even call them phones.
In some markets, such as the U.S., India,
and China, there is now more Internet
traffic coming from mobile phones and
tablets than PCs. More so than PCs,
phones tend to become our ultimate
personal computer for viewing and
transmitting data – web site browsing,
social networks, email, etc.
Mobile devices are also valuable shopping
tools that are transforming the way individuals consume. In the U.S. in 2013, the total
value of goods and services purchased
via mobile was $113 billion, a figure that
is expected to grow by 25 percent a year
through 2017 – more than twice the growth
rate of total e-commerce sales. But the
reach of mobile phones extends beyond
merely the purchase of a product or service.
It touches every aspect of what we call the
consumer decision journey (CDJ) – the
multi-staged process by which consumers
go about making buying decisions.
In many ways, mobile represents a complete
melting of the virtual and physical experiences. When consumers use their phones
in stores they literally bring the online world
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– with its transparency, endless shelves of
products, and direct connections to other
consumers – into the store with them.
McKinsey research, for instance, has found
that when smartphone owners are in the
product consideration phase, almost half
of them (46 percent) use their devices to
do in-store product research. This has
caused many retailers to worry about lost
sales to online. But we have found this fear
to be largely unfounded: In the purchase
stage, 60 percent of these shoppers end
up buying something before they leave the
store, suggesting the enduring power of
immediate gratification.
While the mobile revolution has already
started, many companies have yet to
take the steps necessary to be ready for
it. The good news is that there is a readymade target group of consumers that can
serve as an initial foray into this changing
world. Currently, 95 percent of mobile
data consumption is coming from just
35 percent of mobile users.
We have analyzed three sectors that have
reached a significant level of “mobile
maturity” in the U.S. – retail, banking
and travel. What we found is that, while
e-commerce often results in a hit to profit
margins, the same is not necessarily true for
mobile commerce. Mobile offers significant
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opportunities for both increased
revenue and lower costs. Because
mobile consumers don’t need to wait
to be at their computer in order to buy
something, they tend to be more spontaneous and to increase their impulse
purchase, resulting in a higher average
basket value. They are free to react
immediately to any number of different
touchpoints without waiting. We
estimate that traditional players in retail,
banking and travel have the opportunity
to win back $20 to $30 billion in annual
sales that are currently being captured
by the e-commerce pure players.
Retail
U.S. consumers who regularly use their
mobile phone to buy products end up
spending 37 percent more per transaction than those who primarily shop online
via a PC. This is due both to the greater
spontaneity of mobile consumers and the
fact that mobile consumers can be tracked
through many more moments of their CDJ,
thus offering a rich set of consumer insights
that can be used to inspire purchases.
At the same time, there is an opportunity to reduce store operating costs by as
much as 8 percent. These cuts come from
the fact that sales increases due to mobile
do not necessarily require the additional
hiring of staff. At Walgreens, for instance,
customers order 40 percent of the chain’s
total prescription refills via mobile, which
saves time for the pharmacists and reduces
the need for additional employees. Using a
mobile phone in stores as a digital wallet –
something that’s exepcted to skyrocket as
Apple Pay and other services are adopted
– allow for a streamlined check-out and a
reduction in staff.
Banking
In the developing world, particularly in
Africa, there are at least 32 countries where
mobile banking has exceeded traditional
banking in terms of number of accounts.
In developed markets, mobile banking
is also surging. This year in the U.S., it is
expected to exceed online banking in
terms of the amount of money flowing
through the system.
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For banks, increased use of mobile can
facilitate a reduction in operating costs
through a lowering of fixed costs for
physical branches and a greater focus on
a pay-per-use model. Banks can also trim
costs by digitizing processes like check
deposit and mortgage applications. The
cost of processing a check that a customer
has photographed and deposited via their
mobile phone is dramatically lower than
in-person or ATM deposits – $0.10 versus
$7.50. We estimate that in the U.S. there
is a total of $10 billion in annual potential
savings due to these and other measures.
At the same time, mobile banking provides
financial institutions with the ability to
access to a greater number of customer
segments. Roughly half of the world’s
adult population does not yet own a bank
account and nearly 80 percent of these 2.5
billion people are in West Africa, where a
technological revolution is being driven by
mobile phones.
Travel
The travel industry is already heavily
digital, and every year mobile becomes
a bigger piece of this. In the U.S., for
instance, 57 percent of global travel
bookings are made on the Internet. Within
two years, American Airlines is expected
to reach $1 billion in mobile-based sales,
or 35 percent of its bookings. Already, two
global hotel groups get the majority of
same-day hotel bookings from customers
using their smartphones or tablets.
For airlines and hotels, mobile represents
a customer experience transformation
tool that can be used to create enormous
value. Through optimized use of their
mobile sites or apps, hotels can achieve
up to 15 percent better room occupation
rates and a 25 percent savings on commissions due to the fact that consumers are
bypassing online travel agencies and
booking directly with the brand. InterContinental Hotels Group, for instance,
does almost 60 percent of its hotel room
bookings through its own apps or mobile
site. We estimate that there is a potential
for industry-wide annual savings of $7 to
$15 billion.
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The path forward
With the real potential of both additional
revenue and lower costs, mobile transformation presents an opportunity
for a virtuous circle of reinvestment.
Companies that funnel extra profits
into improved products or enhanced
production and distribution can gain
a competitive advantage over their rivals.
But before this can occur, organizations
must overcome three key impediments
that we see as the major roadblocks
to effective digital transformation.
The biggest is organizational inflexibility. Companies in which key functions
like marketing, customer service and
logistics operate in relative isolation
can not successfully embrace digital
initiatives, which by their very nature cut
across business lines and functions.
The second roadblock is a shortage of
digital talents. By this, we don’t mean only
engineering geeks. Companies must be
able to hire leaders and staff throughout
their organization who have the digital
skills and competence to help spread a
radical new mindset within the company.
We have found that 30 to 40 percent of a
company’s total employees must have an
understanding of the digital landscape and
the skills to go along with it.
The third digital deterent is a lack of visible
involvement by the leadership team.
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The important word here is “visible”
because when others see executives
personally get invested in digital initaitives,
it sends a clear and inspiring message
about the need for cultural change.
Priorities going forward
Once these hurdles are cleared, companies must take six steps to become a
mobile-savvy organization: 1) Make your
collection of consumer data omnichannel,
fusing info from stores, online sites, mobile
sites/apps and social media; 2) Mine the
data to target those 35 percent mobileheavy consumers; 3) Create a seamless
omnichannel experience, integrating
digital elements into stores and vice
versa; 4) Adapt your IT backbone so that
it can handle multiple and frequently
synchronized screen interfaces, support
transactions across channels, and connect
the front and back ends; 5) Test initiatives
by focusing on a few products and learn
from the results; 6) Deploy the mobile
experience and continue to enrich it.
Based on our analyses, it is clear that the
opportunities offered by digital transformation outweigh the risks. Yes, mobile
commerce comes with unprecedented
price transparency and increased competition which can negatively impact profit
margins. But companies who embrace the
growing use of mobile devices stand to
make those margins back and then some.
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McKinsey & Company
McKinsey & Company is a global management consulting firm that serves leading
businesses, governments, non-governmental organizations, and not-for-profits. We
help our clients make lasting improvements to their performance and realize their most
important goals. Established in 1926, McKinsey comprises more than 10, 000 consultants
in 108 offices in more than 60 countries.
www.mckinsey.com
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Digital inside: Get wired
for the ultimate luxury
experience
The merger of Yoox and Net-A-Porter,
the increased visibility of platforms like
Farfetch and Gilt, the conversion of
emblematic luxury brands to e-shops:
E-commerce is one of the hottest topics
for luxury brands. And for good reason.
Last year online luxury sales jumped 50
percent from 2013, reaching 14€bn. They
now represent 6 percent of the global
luxury market for personal goods – a that
figure will continue to rise.
But as big as the luxury e-commerce
opportunity is, it remains only the tip
of the digital iceberg. A full assessment
of the transformative effect of digital
technologies on luxur y consumers’
attitudes and behaviors requires looking
at the sum total of these consumers’
digital activities – their texting, Instagraming, Facebooking, YouTubing, and
web surfing. Our latest research shows
that three out of four luxury purchases,
even if they still take place in stores, are
influenced by what consumers see, do
and hear online. (By 2025, the figure could
be 100 percent!) Digital, in other words,
is now the central engine of the luxury
shopping experience.

The question is no longer if and when
luxury brands should embrace the digital
opportunity, but how they should go
about doing it. The answer lies in what
we call consumer decision journeys. So
much happens before today’s screenstaring, button-clicking luxury consumers
decide to actually make a purchase, and
these critical points of contact – or touchpoints – define not just the outcome of
their purchasing decision, but their overall
shopping experience. Capturing the full
enormity of the digital opportunity means
understanding the increasing number
of touchpoints, both online and offline,
that luxury shoppers experience while
making all those continuous, complex and
non-linear purchase decisions.
If this sounds like a considerable challenge,
it is. However, there are specific moments
in a luxury customer’s journey that are
more important than others and various
touchpoints that are especially vital for
creating an outstanding luxury customer
experience. Our findings, which are based
on the ongoing work of the AltagammaMcKinsey Digital Luxury Experience
observatory1, reveal, for instance, that

This year’s edition of Altagamma-McKinsey Digital Luxury Experience observatory analyzed the
omnichannel decision journeys of about 7,000 luxury shoppers across 8 geographies, 4 products
categories and 3 pricepoints.

1
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the initial consideration phase, or when
consumers begin shopping for a particular
item, is of particular importance for luxury
shoppers because, more so than other
consumers, they tend to purchase from
brands they are already familiar with. More
than three quarters of luxury purchases
come from the few brands present in
the initial consideration. This means that
a brand in the running from the start
has a 25 percent chance of being finally
purchased – twice the probability of one
that’s been added during the next phase
of the decision journey, the evaluation
process. For comparison, 42 percent of
the computers purchased in the U.S. were
included in consumers’ initial consideration set (versus 76 percent of luxury goods).
This familiarity factor means that luxury
brands need to continuously build their
visibility and preeminence over time so
that they will be at the top of a consumer’s mind whenever a purchase occasion
occurs. Thus, luxury brand building should
be more of a marathon than a sprint,
requiring long-term consistency in establishing reputation and category relevancy.
In total, there are 21 different touchpoints
that are relevant in the decision journeys
of luxury consumers – 11 offline (e.g. print
media, store visits) and 10 online (search,
social media, online brand store). On
average, a luxury shopper will be influenced
by nine of these contacts with the brand he
or she finally purchases. (Across the globe,
this figure ranges from only 6 touchpoints
in the UK to 13 in China, reflecting differing
levels of luxury maturity, ecosystems and
shopping habits.) Yet each of the 21 touchpoints are important because they reach
at least one in five luxury buyers. Or to
put it another way, at least one of every
five luxury shoppers will be exposed to
every piece of content you create – or that
consumers create about your brand. As a
result, luxury brands have no choice other
than to be present everywhere.
The good news is that, amid the challenge
of trying to be everywhere all the time,
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five touchpoints in particular are must-win
areas that brands should focus their
efforts around. These stand out across
geographies, categories and pricepoints.
They are the most qualitative points of
customer contact and have a clear impact
on the final purchase decision at least
two-thirds of the time. In short, they are
vital for creating an outstanding luxury
customer experience.
Touchpoints: the five must have’s
1 | The city store: Even in the digital
age, luxury customers are heavily influenced by what they see and experience
in physical stores, so much so that it is
the most important point of contact with
luxury customers. Eighty percent of luxury
consumers have regular contact with
luxury goods stores, giving this touchpoint the highest reach and the greatest
impact on sales. Delivering an outstanding
in-store experience is a must, and digital
technologies offers a great opportunity
to modernize and further enhance this
critical meeting point between a brand
and its customers.
2 | Person-to-person word-of-mouth:
Luxury shoppers care about what their
peers think. Such interactions can be traditional conversations with a friend or more
modern digital dialogues like emails, texts
or Facebook comments. Half of luxury
consumers have regular experience with
this touchpoint.
3 | Online search: Luxury brands invest
tremendous effort and resources to create
visibility in the offline world, starting with
beautiful stores in the best locations.
Being visible online is just as important. But since there is no natural traffic
to a web site, the job of creating visibility
falls into the hands of online search.
Technology companies like Google and
Amazon have set a high bar for what
consumers expect when they hunt for
something online. It is not about buying
visibility, but earning it through consistently elegant and reliable search.
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4 | Sales people: A great experience with
a salesperson can have a lasting impact on
a customer, and vice versa for a poor one.
Brands must ask themselves how digital
technologies can help better train associates as well as enhance their interactions
with clients.
5 | Brand web site: A customer’s experience with a brand’s own site determines
a great deal about how they perceive
that brand. Does the messaging feel
authentic? Is there enough information about products? More than half
of l u x u r y c o n s u m e r s i n te r a c t
with brand sites. Yet luxury players still
have a lot of room for improvement in
delivering an online luxury experience that
exceeds the consumer expectations that
have been set by the digital champions,
starting with mobile-enhanced web sites
and ease of navigation.
Beside the five must haves, a set of another
five to seven touchpoints can also have
great impact on the purchase decision.
These will vary by category and country,
so luxury brands will need to home in on a
detailed analysis of which ones are critical
where. For instance:
– Ready-to-wear players in Italy should
probably focus on fashion magazines
and newsletters and experiment with
launching a brand app.
– The emphasis of a watchmaker in China
should be on PR, social media and a
mobile website.
– A high end beauty player in Japan
will want to prioritize expert recommendations, outdoor advertising and
travel retail.
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Luxury brands must strive to be impeccable in meeting customer expectations
within and across the five must-win
touchpoints and those additional points
of contact that matter most to target
customers. While the challenge of this
endeavor is significant, requiring a
complete shift in a brand’s approach
to engaging with consumers, it is
outweighed by the size and urgency of
the digital opportunity. With so much
of the luxury business influenced by
digital interac tions and an online
market that could grow to 70€bn by
2025, no one can argue that digital is a
niche area of the luxury good business.
Nearly all luxury buyers have at least one
smartphone that they use to actively
engage in social media. More so than
most consumers, luxury shoppers want
a seamless, digitally enabled, multichannel experience. Companies that
are prepared to adjust their business
models to deliver it will stand apart
from competitors and reap the rewards of
a growing and transforming market. study
also contains an analysis of the investments made by the sector in France.
This article has been written on the
basis of the study Digital inside: Get
wired for the ultimate luxury experience conducted by McKinsey with the
collaboration of the Fondazione Altagamma. The authors would like to thank
Altagamma Foundation, and in particular
Mr Andrea Illy, Altagamma Chairman, and
Mr Armando Branchini, Altagamma Vice
Chairman, for their valuable contribution
to the research. Altagamma Foundation,
which convenes the leading Italian luxury
goods companies, supports the yearly
Digital Luxury Observatory in conjunction
with McKinsey & Company.
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Foreword
The merger of Yoox and Net-a-porter, the increased visibility of platforms like Farfetch or Gilt,
the recent conversion to e-shops of emblematic luxury brands … E-commerce is one of the
hottest topics of Spring/Summer 2015 for luxury brands. Indeed luxury sales realized online
have accelerated in 2014 reaching 14€bn – a +50% from 2013. They now represent 6% of
the global luxury market for personal goods. And it is likely it will continue to rise.
But as big as the luxury e-commerce opportunity is, it remains only the tip of the digital
iceberg. A full assessment of the transformative effect of digital technologies on luxury
consumers’ attitudes and behaviors requires looking at the sum total of these consumers’
digital activities – their texting, Instagraming, Facebooking, YouTubing, and web surfing. Our
latest research shows that three out of four luxury purchases, even if they still take place in
stores, are influenced by what consumers see, do and hear online. Digital, in other words, is
now the engine of the luxury shopping experience.
The question is no longer if and when luxury brands should embrace the digital opportunity,
but how they should go about doing it. Our findings, which are based on the ongoing work
of the Altagamma-McKinsey Digital Luxury Experience observatory, reveal that the answer
lies in understanding the complex and lengthy journeys that today’s screen-staring, buttonclicking luxury consumers embark upon when considering and making purchases.
Embracing this new digital reality calls for a complete shift of luxury brands’ approach to
engaging with consumers. This will require luxury brands to ultimately adjust many of their
models of how they operate – their vision, governance, talents, culture, resources and tools.
In this report we outline our latest findings on how digital luxury consumers have become
and discuss the ways luxury brands can get wired to fully capture the enormity of the digital
opportunity.
This year’s edition of Altagamma-McKinsey Digital Luxury Experience observatory analyzed
the omnichannel decision journeys of about 7,000 luxury shoppers across 8 geographies, 4
products categories and 3 pricepoints.

5
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The paradox of digital
luxury experience
Not only are wealthy consumers equipped with mobile devices, they are very well equipped.
Nearly all luxury buyers have at least one smartphone – globally, the figure is 95 percent
and in most mature countries, it’s 100 percent. These figures reveal a much higher rate of
ownership than that of the general population, where an average of 60 percent of US adults
have a smartphone. But beyond that, a large majority of luxury consumers (75 percent)
juggle multiple mobile devices, whereas only 33 percent of Americans own more than one.
This is a critical insight because smartphones are the first truly personal devices – much
more so than our so-called personal computers. Smartphone, and sometimes tablets, are
carried with us wherever we go and as a result, are driving the rapid development of new
consumer behavior patterns, such as the “always on, anytime, anywhere, but only when and
where I want it” attitude.
Luxury consumers are also highly social, in digital sense. Some 80 percent of these
shoppers use social media on a monthly basis, whether it’s Instagram, We-Chat, Facebook
or Twitter. Half are weekly users and more than 25 percent are daily social media users. And
they’re not passive users. Two-thirds generate social media content – photographs, videos,
product reviews or re-postings of content created by others – at least once a month. Fifteen
percent do it daily.
In this way, luxury consumers are amassing more and more power relative to luxury brands.
For each image that luxury brands post on their official Instagram account, for instance,
there are on average 10,000 more that consumers have posted containing the brand’s
hashtag. This raises the inevitable question of who is creating the messages and information
that define a brand’s identity – the brand itself or its consumers.
This story of digital transformation is not just one of Millenials or of China, because these
findings hold true across countries and generations. Generation Y luxury consumers and
Baby Boomers own similar amounts of mobile devices on average and spend approximately
the same amount of time on the Internet, around 15 hours per week – in addition to any
work-related usage. The only little generational difference we see is in social media, where
87 percent of Millennials use it monthly vs. 71 percent of Baby Boomers. (Exhibit 1)
The results of our research paint a very clear picture of luxury consumers: They are highly
digital, mobile and social, and because of this have extremely high expectations for what
they want in a shopping experience. More so than most, luxury shoppers want a seamless,
digitally enabled, multi-channel experience – one that unfortunately most luxury players are
not yet ready to deliver.
Luxury players have historically been very cautious about digital and e-commerce. The
Internet and digital more broadly have been indeed once perceived by the luxury industry as
a loss of control over its brand image and storytelling – combined with the challenge of tier
distantiation towards customers. E-commerce has even more been seen as a threat: with
CtoC platforms favoring the development of counterfeits and grey markets and with pure
players becoming a conflicting channel with the brands’ own stores.
In addition, new players from adjacent industries like Amazon, T-Mall, Best Buy or even
Tesla are now setting the bar in terms of digital and omnichannel experiences. And it keeps
raising…
7
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This has created a gap between what shoppers are looking for and what brands are
delivering. The good news is that most brands are growing increasingly aware of the need to
embrace digital and bridge this divide.

Exhibit 1

This is not just a Millennials story
Generation Y
18-35 years old

Baby boomers
>65 years old

Number of mobile
devices personally used

3.9

3.2

Weekly time spent
on the Internet1

15.4 hours

14.7 hours

97%

71%

Social media usage

1 Excluding professional usage
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Luxury e-commerce
is gaining traction
The acceleration of luxury sales realized online is a first manifestation of this growing
awareness: they reached 14€bn in 2014, a +50% vs. 2013. The importance of the digital
business opportunity makes it now a must for all players, and a key source of revenues
growth.
Online sales of luxury goods consistently outperform those of the total global market. Over
the past five years, they have grown four times faster – an annual growth rate of 27 percent
vs. 7 percent for offline sales. Last year, in fact, nearly all of the €5 billion in luxury goods
market growth came from e-commerce. This growth is coming primarily from two places:
Luxury brands own websites, which represent one quarter of online luxury sales and are the
fastest growing channel, and the online offering of leading department stores. Sales at multibrand full price or off-price sites, on the other hand, have been less dynamic that in the past.
Going forward we expect these trends to pursue. (Exhibit 2)

Exhibit 2

Evolution of the global personal goods luxury market
Billion euros

212

218

224

192

4

2009

169

209

5

6

7

9

2010

2011

2012

2013

210

Offline

149

186

204

+7%

14

Online

153

173

+27%

p.a.

p.a.

2014

Online sales account for 6% of the 2014 global luxury market

With €14 billion in 2014, Online sales of luxury goods represent around 6 percent of the
market, up from 2 percent in 2009. This, of course, is the global average. We see strong
differences in online penetration by country, category and brand price point.
 2 countries out of the 8 analyzed stand out. The UK experienced the greatest digital
shift, with 11 percent online sales penetration. This accelerated migration is likely the
result of a confluence of three elements: a higher than average degree of digital savvy
among UK consumers, online purchasing habits that have developed in other categories,
and perhaps most importantly, the significant quality and quantity of online offerings. On
the other end of the spectrum is Brazil’s 2 percent online luxury penetration, a low rate
that’s due to the country’s relatively young luxury market and lack of local online offer.
The 6 remaining countries range between 5 and 7 percent of online sales penetration.
 Across price points, there are more significant variations, with online sales decreasing
as prices rise. For foundational, high-end brands like Dior, Cartier and Chanel, the
share of e-commerce is just 3.6 percent. For aspirational brands like Burberry, it jumps
9
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to 7.5 percent and for more affordable luxury labels like Michael Kors or Longchamp, it’s
even higher – an average of 8.5 percent.
 Not all categories are equal either. The most active e-commerce categories are those of
beauty products and ready-to-wear apparel, both with 7.2 percent of sales happening
online, followed closely by accessories at 6.2 percent and eventually watches and
jewelry with only 4.1 percent. These differences are certainly driven by price differentials
but also by the extent to which there have been rich and compelling e-commerce
offerings developed in the category. On this front, both beauty brands and fashion
retailers have been dynamic in their innovation over the last few years. (Exhibit 3)

Exhibit 3

Online luxury sales penetration

Percent of global luxury sales

by Pricepoints

by Categories

3.6

Watches and
Jewelries

Absolute

7.5

Accessories

Aspirational
Ready to wear

8.5
Affordable

Beauty

4.1
6.4
7.2
7.2
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Luxury e-commerce nearing tipping point
How might luxury e-commerce develop over the next 5 to 10 years? To answer this question, we analyzed
the online sales trajectories of over 50 luxury brands over the last decade. What we found is that luxury
brands online sales trajectory most often describe a S-Curve that can be disaggregated into 3 steps.
(Exhibit 4)

Exhibit 4

Luxury brands online trajectories
Online sales as percentage of brand total revenues

25%

PLATEAU

20%

SCALE-UP

15%

10%

5%

Tipping point
RAMP-UP

0%
N-4

N

N+5

N+7

1. First luxury players investigate selling online either through partners with full-price/off-price/events
platforms or through their own e-shop – at this point they tend to only offer a reduced product range
and not advertise it much.
2. Then when they start to have sizeable revenue streams coming from e-commerce they reach a
tipping point (around 6-7%) where they will scale-up quickly their e-commerce operations and
launch full e-shop concepts. They will feature the majority of their products online and upgrade their
websites while increasing their online/offline visibility. As it represents significant investments in IT,
customer support, or supply chain (e.g. warehousing), e-commerce will be set as a priority by the
top management. This activities and increased managerial focus will cause the share of online sales
to boom up to 18-20% in the next 5 years.
3. Finally after passing the 20% threshold, online penetration growth tends to decelerate as the brand
reaches a maturity level for its online operations.
Confronting this perspective with our extensive knowledge of other industries that are more mature
in their digital development like Mass Fashion or Consumer electronics, we forecast the global luxury
e-commerce market to follow a similar trajectory than the one experience by the brands themselves.
We expect the share of online sales to double in the next 5 years – from the 6 percent today to 12 percent
in 2020. And by 2025, it will triple to 18 percent, or €70 billion, making e-commerce the world’s third
largest luxury market, after China and the U.S.

11
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Beyond e-commerce, digital
influences every step of the
journey
As impressive as the growth of luxury e-commerce story is, these online sales figures
are not the most important facts to consider when evaluating a brand’s digital luxury
opportunity. There is so much happening before a consumer decides to actually make a
purchase, and these critical points of contact, or touchpoints, define not just the outcome
of their purchasing decision, but their overall shopping experience. On this front, digital,
as mentioned earlier, is a critical driving force. In addition to the 6 percent of sales that are
transacted online, another 68 percent are influenced by at least one online touchpoint. In
other words, three-quarters of the total luxury goods market is influenced in one way or
another by a brand’s digital presence.
Many touchpoints along the luxury consumer decision journey
The key to leveraging this insight lies in understanding the increasing number of touchpoints,
both online and offline, that luxury shoppers experience while making all those continuous,
complex and non-linear decisions about what to purchase – or what we call the luxury
consumer decision journey.
When consumers begin shopping for a particular item, they usually have a pre-selected set
of brands in mind at the outset – an initial consideration set. In our research, we analyzed the
decision journeys of luxury consumers across 21 different touchpoints – 11 offline (such as
print media or store visits) and 10 online (such as search, social media and the online brand
store).
Our findings reveal that in luxury this initial consideration phase is of particular importance
because they luxury consumers tend to purchase from brands they are already familiar
with. More than three quarters of luxury purchases come from the few brands present in the
initial consideration. This means that a brand that’s in the running from the start set has a 25
percent chance of being finally purchased – which is twice the probability of a brand that’s
been added during the next phase of the decision journey, the evaluation process. In luxury,
this active evaluation phase is much less relevant than it is for other categories. For instance,
42 percent of the computers purchased in the U.S. were in consumers’ initial consideration
set, compared to the 76 percent of luxury goods.
The implication here is that luxury brands need to continue building their preeminence over
time in order to be at the top of a consumer’s mind whenever a purchase occasion occurs.
This process is more of a marathon than a sprint, requiring long-term building of brand
awareness, reputation and category relevancy in a powerful and consistent manner.
The other major insight from our analysis of touchpoints is that luxury brands have no choice
other than to be present everywhere. There are two important reasons for this. One is that
since buying a luxury item is often a high involvement endeavor, it’s not surprising that
luxury buyers have long and complex decision journeys. On average, a luxury shopper will
be influenced by nine points of contact with the brand he or she finally purchases. (Across
the globe, this figure ranges from only 6 touchpoints in the UK to 13 in China, reflecting
differing levels of luxury maturity, ecosystems and shopping habits that have developed
over time.) The second reason luxury brands must be present everywhere is that each of the
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21 touchpoints we analyzed reaches at least one in five luxury buyers. Or to put it another
way, at least one of every five luxury shoppers will be exposed to every piece of content you
create – or that consumers create on your brand. Thus, players should leverage all possible
touchpoints in order to increase their presence in the initial consideration set as well as
convert customers throughout the course of their complex decision making.

Exhibit 5

Luxury decision journeys across geographies

Offline touchpoints
Online touchpoints

Number of touchpoints experienced for one decision journey

7

6
5

11

6

4

5

4

9

5

3

9

5

3

8

4

3

8

4

3
2

13

7

4
4

7
6

If this sounds like a considerable challenge, it is. The good news, though, is that, while
brands must be everywhere, there are five particular touchpoints that are must-wins. These
stand out across all geographies, categories and pricepoints. They are the most qualitative
points of customer contact and have a clear impact on the final purchase decision at least
two-thirds of the time. In short, they are vital for creating an outstanding luxury customer
experience. (Exhibit 5)
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Touchpoints: the five must have’s
1. The city store: Even in the digital age, luxury customers are heavily influenced by what
they see and experience in physical stores, so much so that it is the most important
point of contact with luxury customers. Eighty percent of luxury consumers have regular
contact with luxury goods stores, giving this touchpoint the highest reach and the
greatest impact on sales. Delivering an outstanding in-store experience is a must, and
digital offers a great opportunity to modernize and further enhance this critical meeting
point between a brand and its customers.
2. Person to person word of mouth: Luxury shoppers care about what their peers think.
Such interactions can be traditional conversations with a friend or more modern digital
dialogues like emails, texts or Facebook comments. Half of luxury consumers have
regular experience with this touchpoint.
3. Online search: Luxury brands invest tremendous effort and resources to create visibility
in the offline world, starting with beautiful stores in the best locations. Being visible online
is just as important. But since there is no natural traffic to a web site, the job of creating
visibility falls into the hands of online search. Technology companies like Google and
Amazon have set a high bar for what consumers expect when they hunt for something
online. It is not about buying visibility, but earning it. Consistently elegant and reliable
search is essential.
4. Sales people: A great experience with a salesperson can have a lasting impact on a
customer, and vice versa for a poor one. The question is how digital technologies can
help better train associates as well as enhance their interactions with clients.
5. Brand web site: A customer’s experience with a brand’s own site determines a great
deal about how they perceive that brand. Does the messaging feel authentic? Is there
enough information about products? More than half of luxury consumers interact with
brand sites. Yet players still have a lot of progress to make in delivering an online luxury
experience that exceeds consumer expectations set by the digital champions, beginning
with mobile-enhanced web sites and ease of navigation.
Luxury brands must strive to be impeccable in meeting customer expectations within and
across these five touchpoints. This means not only avoiding the common pitfalls like asking
loyal customers who make a purchase in a store if they are registered in the brand’s loyalty
program, or having your search land customers on a different web page than the one they
were looking for, or not having new products displayed online that are already available in
the store. It also requires an understanding of how luxury consumers’ expectations are
escalating. Brands will need to be available whenever and wherever their customers want to
have access to them. Yet how do brands successfully manage this omnipresence and deal
with the proliferation of touchpoints? How can they be powerful yet consistent?
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Navigating the granularity of touchpoints
Since the luxury consumer decision journey is fragmented and composed of multiple
touchpoints that vary by country and category, granularity is the new paradigm.
Beside the five “must have” touchpoints, a set of another 5-7 can also have great impact on
the purchase decision. These will vary by category and country, so players will need to home
in on a detailed analysis of which ones are critical where.
Let’s take 3 examples to illustrate this:
 If you’re a ready-to-wear player in Italy, for instance, you should probably focus on
fashion magazines and newsletters and experiment with launching a brand app.
 If you’re a watchmaker in China, your emphasis should be on PR, social media and
mobile website.
 A high end beauty player in Japan will want to prioritize expert recommendations,
outdoor advertising and travel retail.
Thus, brands that focus their marketing strategy and investments on a few online and offline
touchpoints (those that matter most to target consumers) can allow successfully
differentiate themselves and stand apart from competitors. (Exhibit 6)

Exhibit 6

Granularity prevails to navigate the proliferation of touchpoints
Top 5 and top 10 touchpoints having a clear impact on the final purchase decision by products category and country

Top 5

Top 10
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Three priorities for luxury brands
to get wired for delivering the
ultimate luxury experience
1. First, luxury brands must redefine what a truly excellent and distinctive luxury experience
should be through innovation. This implies taking the best of both the online and offline
worlds and in doing so, there are two elements to keep in mind:
— Leverage your rich assets. Luxury brands have unique brand heritage, amazing
talent and beautiful stores that should be the platform to design a truly distinctive
experience. They are at the heart of your brand experience today and it should not
change.
— Invest in redefining luxury experience standards to meet the expectations of the
new consumers. It’s not about copying Amazon, but more about stealing with pride
some elements from today’s digital champions. Luxury players must also innovate to
transpose online the unique experience they offer in their stores.
2. Second, as mentioned earlier, luxury brands must ensure their distinctiveness in
the 5 “must-win” battles. It is about striving for excellence on each of these 5 touchpoints
– implementing perfectly the new “standards” of your brand experience.
It also requires ensuring seamless integration: it’s not about having a great online
experience that is completely disconnected from what is happening in your stores.
Success will require complete seamless integration of the online/offline journeys of your
customers.
3. Thirds, luxury players must radically rethink their consumer engagement strategy. The
key here is to select a few local big bets that will truly make a difference and incorporate
them in a comprehensive strategy across all touchpoints. Deciding which touchpoints
you want to focus more or less on across geographies and categories, and making
sure that you are rebalancing your efforts accordingly. And then maintain consistent
communication anytime, everywhere.
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How to make it happen
Brands must bring digital initiatives inside their operating model, and adjust it if needed. The
days of putting digital aside in in a sacred silo are over. It is only by bringing it to the core of
daily business operations that the true acceleration can happen.
Luxury players must also proactively address the typical roadblocks of digital acceleration.
One challenge is overcoming the natural stickiness of budgets and accepting, for instance,
a significant budget reallocation from media buying toward the fixed costs of retaining
talented people who can produce high quality marketing and branding content. Another
hurdle is that of simultaneously recruiting and retaining the best digital talents while
enhancing the digital skills of the entire organization in order to enable the necessary
massive shifts. The third challenge revolves around technology, which is at the core of
the digital revolution. Too often, IT becomes a bottleneck. Successful players learn to
differentiate the long-term horizon of legacy IT management from the much more agile
and short-term focus of the digital IT.
Finally brands need to design the digital acceleration approach that will fit with their
culture. There is a natural tension between the luxury industry’s long-term focus and aim
for perfection, on one hand, and the short-term trial and error and risk taking necessary
for digital development. Designing the perfectly blended approach that combines the high
standards of luxury with the agility of digital is the key to unlocking future success.

Conclusion
Digital is redefining what a truly distinctive experience means for a luxury brand. With luxury consumers
being already fully digital and their expectations raising year-on-year as new standards appear from
outside the industry, the challenge for luxury brands is high. And it is even more complicated as these
digital luxury consumers follow very distinct and fragmented journeys. However the opportunity is there:
with a 14€bn online market today that could grow up to 70€bn by 2025. Furthermore with 75% of all luxury
sales influenced today by digital (and which could go up to 100% by 2025), luxury brands have no choice
but to embrace the digital era and become truly omnichannel. This will require them a radical rethinking
of both their customer experience of their consumer engagement strategy.
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